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5,

1971

Judy- Banki
Sony.a F.. Kauter

I have leafed thrcugh your
Gecrge

Ealcc~

~avlikowsky

manuscript and asked

tc &1ve it .bis usual caref'ul read1n8.

Beth

cf us feel the nanuscript is far enough along tG &l!b~t tc a
religious publisher 1n crder to elicit an ~rGssi~n cf interest; neither cf us feels that tbe manuscript is I"eady for
publication in 1ts present stage.

It is quite clear that y~u have done a lot cf veyY 1mpcvtant
work in rulllng this material tcgether. However, it would
surprise ns i f a p~blisher wbo sericus-ly eonsicered the ~
sc~ipt did net Lndicate the need for considerable clarif1cot1 cn, addition and restructuring.
Fc.r exa!npl.e:

1. It is scasbcw taken fo-r- granted that the reader is
thorou&hl.7 f.aniliar v1tl1 the 10.ng history of unsatisfactory treatment of Jews and other ncn-Catho1les in
Catholic educaticnal materials. In cur Jtldgraent, such
an asslli!lpticn is unvarranted• and 1ntroductoey material
det&Uina this histol"ical b&cltground is .necessary..

There 1$ an rambivalence 1n tb1s manu.: script about
it is primarily a book on Cathol1e-Jew-t'b rela·
tions or an overall. study on Catbolie-110n-Cathol1c rela-

2.

-

whethe~

tions, and it s&mi!s tQ us a decision

~ust

be made on one

side o~ tbe othe.r, and the material au.st be balanced
accordingly. As it new stands ~re is tee. l!lUcb about
other non-Catbolies i f it 1s to be a Catbollc-Jevisb
study, and too Clllcb about Jews to lilnke it an all-around
study.

..

~

--2-

3. ~e sane misproportion obtains w1 th respect to
findings and reco~".ilenaaticns. Considering the vast
ameunt of ir.ater1al in the original s1'..idy, the findings

are almost too condensed whi.le t~o recc~ndaticns, by
co~parison, are rather excessively detailed (tbcugh tbis
toe 1.s uneven). \]e understand, cf course, tbat at this
point in histo:ry the reecrnmenii~ticns are ncre 1:!l!)crtant
to us than tbe findings tbe::i-selvas, but the ~indings
c.tu~t nevertheless be presented ~1i th sufficient fullness to justify tbe det.ailej rcec~endatims that foll.cw

then.

lt.

The extracts eited to document the findings are, in

C8Jl7 in.stances, too long and tco few, and in some in-

stances repetitious and not really en target. As a
_ resultt one gets tbe iapression that t.~ere is really a
dearth or documentary material ~ather than that tbese
exa~plas ha~e been chosen frc~ a~cng a great many.
It. also seems to us tbat the :canuscript as it new stands is
dryer and zcre lackin.6 in eolor and drama than is really
necessary. Nov that the bsic data bas been pulled togethel",
you PmY want to try to ferret out sobl.e more dranatic axat11ples
or- citations to help nlake the manuscript more generally
readable4'

Wb.ather a publisher will be prepared to undertake tbe -rather

extensive editing ve feel is still needed as part of bis preparation for publlcati.cn, <:r l!hether be will expect tbe Interreligious Aftai:'s Department to pay for tree-lance editorial
assistance ever and above any sub-venticn fer public&ticn, I
really hav& no way of Judging, and I suppose it wil1 depend
en whether the publishe~ is more eager to buy tban we are to
sell, o~ vice versa. In any case, I do think we c:ugbt to see
what the reacticn to this material is likely to be.
I va_gu.ely reeall that when ve first discussed this project in
Ma.re's c.tf'iee at the time Pawlikcvsky was coUisstcned tc writfl
1t, 1cu and V~rc had consulted with one or tvo religicus publishers wh~ se6111ed. to be interest.ed, but I don't ramember Who
they vere. There should be scme minutes in yerur file$ c.n ~u.r
meeting~
In any case, maybe you, Mare, Mort., Gecrge and I
ought to ait dc"WD and -decide en the sost 11.k&lY prospects, so

we ean move on from there.
SF.K:f

ec:. George Snl<:mcn.
Mare Tanenbama ...-

Mort Yar:aen
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE

date

February 18, 1971

to

Marc H. Tanenbaum
Judith Banki

from
subject

~

a.
c

3

St. Louis Studies manuscript

While I realize that sooner or later you are going to have to read the
entire ~nuscript from beginning to end, I would also understand your
desire to postpone this arduous task as much as possible.
I'

However, I must ask some response from you to chapter six. This is
a key chapter - perhaps the most important one - in the present
volume. It includes a very large section dealing with the Pharisees,
a section on new attitudes toward the death and crucifixion of Jesus
and a ntnnber of specific explanations of troublesome passages in John.
The section on the Pharisees is a mixed bag, drawing from Bernhard
Olson, James Parkes, Ellis Rivkin, David Flusser, all stitched together
by Pawlikowski . It was one of the most difficult chapters to edit,
and I believe I have done a creditable job of reorganizing it and putting
it into some logical order in terms of the sources. But I am unsure
about the substance. In other words I need some evaluation from you
as to whether or not you go along with what Father P says about the
Pharisees, and whether the whole chapter hangs together. Father
~ has obviously been captivated by Ellis Rivkin, but I have been informed that Rivkin's views themselves are a little off-beat as regards
the Pharisees. Thus, I need yoeir balanced appraisal of this chapter.
JB : rd
/

1
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THE AMERICAN JEW~SH COMMITTEE

date
to

from
subject

March 11 , 1971
Marc H. Tanenbaum
Judith Banki
Pawlikowski Manuscript

Attached is a copy of the entire revised draft of the Pawlikowski
manuscript (minus the technical appendix). I assume you have already seen a copy of Sonya Kaufer's critique of the manuscript.
The points she raises require discussion among us all, but I doubt
if we can come to any agreement until you have read through the
manuscript yourself.
I know how busy you are, but I am pressing you on this matter
because within a few weeks Sonya is leaving on a sabbatical, and
will be ~ away for five months thereafter . It is therefore imperative that we sit down with her and discuss this manuscript and-~ext------..._
steps at the earliest possible opportunity. I shall try to set up
a meeting for that purpose next week or the week thereafter. I
~
hope you will be able to give the manuscript your attention before
that time .
JB:rd
cc :

A. James Rudin
Gerald Strober
Sonya Kaufer

ms. encl.

Pawlikowski

Chapter I:

Introducing the Studies

A landmark in ecumenical education has been achieved over the
past few decades through sclentific studies of religious instructional
materials under the sponsorship of the American Jewish Committee.

While

its primary goal has been the protection of the civil and religious
rights of Jews, the CcmlDittee, now over 60 years old, bas nevertheless
maintained that denial of equal justice and opportunity to any group
.

threatens the rights of all.

Accordingly, it bas pioneered a number

of studies aJmed at understanding the dynanics of all forms of pre-

judice.

Beginning in the 1930's and culminating in the

so's

and 60's,

the Committee initiated textbook studies by Protestant, Catholics
and Jews of their own teaching materials.

The studies were placed

in the hands of educational specialists at Yale Uni7 ersity &rotestant),
St. I.Duis University (Catholic) and Dropsie College (Jewish).
to this project was the n6tion of self-study.

materials was

b>

Basic

Criticism of the

come from within the tradition that produced them ..

.

~/

-2!he st:udy was aimed at internal self-evaluation rather than external

critique.

The Protestant section of the project was directed by the Bev.
Dr. Bernhard E. Olsen at Yale University.

He exandned same 120,000

religious school lesson plans and texts of four maJor Protestant

publishers. representing the major trends in the Protestant cammuntty,
from conservative to liberal.

'lhe results of his seven year study were

published in 1963 under the title Faith and PreJudf.ce.l

Dr. Olsen's

thorough analysis of the intergroup eontent 1n Protestant teaching
prompted President: John

c.

Benett: of Union Theological semtnary a:>

assert that "consciously or unconsciously, the seeds of prejudice are
in religious teachi.Qgs."

2

'l'beologian Reinbold Niebuhr, upon exmnin•

1ng the findings, remarked that

religious sources of anti-Semitism may

be more powerful tbaa racial sources.
~e

Jewish textbook study was supervised by Dr. Bernard D. Wein-

ryb at Dropsie college in Philadelphia.

He examined over 200 pieces

of classroom material in &iglish, Hebrew and Yiddish, including
books, plays and periodicals, drawn from 46 organizations and individual
Jewish publishers.

Re found that the J'ewish lnstructional materials

~

were generally non-directional (neither positive nor negative) in

their approach to other religious

proach most: prominent.

~ups,

with the historical ap-

Criticism was usually limited to specific

represenut:ives of religious outgroups rather than to 'the group as
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a whole, with Che exception of same materials based on folk legends c

lag fiom F.aat European .Jewry.

•

It should be noted that only 14.4 per

cent of tbe -Jesdsbmacerials concerned themselves vlth outside religious
groups• in contrast to 51.4 per cent of

66.S

to

87.9 per

cen~

~the

catholic materials and

of the Protestant materials exantned in the

:or.

AJC•sponsored studies.

Welnryb concludes that on the whole the

Jewish school curricula is more introverted cban its Catholic or
3

Proteatmt counterparts.

°'

the Catholic portion of the textbook self-studies, to whib this
J,~ \,1
book ls devoted, tl8S f~ced under tbe d1rece1.o'
Father Trafford
P. Maher, S • .J. _ of the sociology department at St. Loula University.
Be divided tbe catholic study into three areas:

studies and religioa.

literature, social

Bach area eventually became subject matter for

a doctoral dlssertation{by a member of the department.

An analysis

of C&tbolic high school texts in history, geography, civics and social

studies was produced by Sister M. Rita Mudd, r.s.c.P.,4 wbile Slater
M. Linua Gleason, c.s.J., 5 examined bigb acbool literature materials.
'l'he study of religious textbooks was undertaken by Sister Rose Tberi.Qg,
6

O.P.

It is interesting to note that Sister The: lag~a study was the last

la tbe catholic series.

This was deliberate. The project directors

were concerned at the time that criticism of religious texts, which
in Sister Tberlng's words had achieved a kind of "sanctity by aasocla•

tion, u might outrage many catholics.

Hence the decision to concantrate

-4f irst on literature ancl social studies.

Here we have a reflection

ofthe mind-see of the pre-Vatican II church as well as an indication

of bow far we have advanced today. partly through the courageous
work of such people as Sisters Mudd, Gleason and Thering.

Each of the researchers tried

to

express in statistical -fo:aa

the degree of positive or negative attttudes towards DOil-white

ethnic groups and non-catholic relig!Dus COI1111unitles by
a nUIDber of widely used textbook series.

eumtnfng

"1bile home, school, and

peer groups may be more influential in fonniag attitudes,, textbooks
are one possible source of prejucl1cial misconceptions of other

groups.

As Slater Theriag puts it, "Tbey (textbook&) affect the

fomatfon of babtts of kindliness, un.derstandi.Qg and love toward otber
groups ·- or Che opposite of these babits ... 7 The disturbing question
thus arises:

do CatbOllc textbooks reflect actual Cbria,t ian teachings?

The potend.al. dangers inherent in textbook misrepresentations
have been recognized for some t:ime.

'This past century has witnessed

a host of textbook analyses dealing with such topics as slavery,

patriot!Sl!l, Anglo-American Jllatlons, racial attitudes, and so on.

In tbe last

decade school board battles over the adoption of texts

have become more and more frequent.

One of UNESCO' s aims bas been

the exmnfnation of textbooks frcm member nations in the hope of
eradicating chauvinism and factual errors.

Religious texts often have a "aalo"

effee~

about them.

U

material is presented in the wrong way in such texts. existing

negative att~ udes may acquire religious sanct:lon in a s ,t udent 's

-smind.

And witb the maturation process in a crucial stage of develop•

ment in the high school years, stereotypical images of otber groups

may become an integral part of the student's world picture to such
an excent that elimination of them at a later stage ls very difficult.
Conaents about long-dead Jews and Protestants may influence attitudes
towards twentieth century Jewish and Protestant neigbbors.

<

Tiie French

writer Paul Jlemann, who studied references to Jews ta catholic texts

in France in tbe early fifties, summed up the danger of textbook
distortion in ehia way:

The Jews wham they

Lthe student-;] learn

about in the catechism, 1D sermoos, in
reading. will he. for many Christians.

the first ones and acmetimes the only ones
Chey will ever meet. The fmpresslan which
they receive will detenntne, for the most
part, the opinloas and dispositions of
heart with which they will approach the
.Jews who will cross their path ••••This will
be either a feeling of respect and sympathy
towards the Chosen People of God, descend•
ante of the saints of the Old Testament,
our ancestors 1n faith••• of J'eaus, Mary,
amt the first di&clpl.es; or it will he a
feeliDg of aversion and scorn, of secret

hostility toward a perfidious, condemned,
fa len and cursed people, killers of God•••• 8
Often lt ls aot the presentation of doctrine itself as much as;

gratuitous blaa that: brings about negative reactions from the student.

Culture-bound non-essentials

too

substance of religious belief

am

easily became integrated with the
conduct.

Such distortions can

appear and reappear with the stubborn tenacity of crabgrass.

blaa proviea bamful not only

tO

Such

intergroup relations but eventually

-6corrodes genuine religious values within the groip itself.

Those familiar with recent educational cbanges in the United
States are well

aware

that textbooks no looger are as central to tbe

educational process as 1n previous decades.

The high school level lo

particular bas seen a uelcame trend of increased reliance on primary
sources.

Yet textbooks are still very mubh an important part of the

educational picture. 1h1s is especially true on the primary level.
And ehougb textbooks are to serve as a tool for the teacher and not

his master, print gives a measure of force and authority to tbe spoken
word as Sister Tberlng notes in her study.9 While a teacher should
look upon a textbook as no more than a spriagboard to creative instruc-

tion in the classroom, it still remains a basic instrument for many
teachers

~

an important tool 1il the hands of the student.

All

tbis is to say that the textbook continues to be an important force
in

ac:titudiaal fol'lllation towards other religious and edmic groups.
Some may object Chat the textual materials which fomecl the basis

of the three catholic analyses are no longer 1n general use and hence
the findings ~rom them are of little current value.
I

Tbis

I

objection requires a forthright answer.

Certainly, stgiificant changes

have occured in reeenc t:extbook series, both as a result of Vatican
"('~

II, and of influence of these studies.

,__

I

A joint catholic•.Jewish study

tea in the archdiocese of Atlanta. for example. discovered considerable

improvement in post-Vatican II textbooks ln comparison to pre-conciliar
But even in these improved materials same anti-Jewish
passages were found to remain. 10

materials.

-1Many repucable Cet'bolic publishers now ask members of the
Protestant and Jewish communities to read tbraugh manuscripts
prior to publication.

Rabbi Edward Zerin bas served in this

capacity for some five years and he records his experiences in a
11
recent issue of the CCAR Journat.

among Catholic ecumenical endeavors, some being positive, creative
efforts which in his opinion should be welcomed and "both e-Pltmented

and complemented." Be cites as an eumple the follald.ng statement which
now forms part of a chapter on pluralism 1n the To Live Is Christ

(Vol. I) series published by Henry Regnery Co.:
But you must realize that being Catholic does
not necessarily make you better than m yone
else •••• There are many Protestants, Jewiah
persons and nonc-1-ilievers wbo are mom faith•
ful to their conac1ences than same Catholics
are to tbeirs •••• We 111118t beware of a "catholic
superiority complex," not only as private
individuals, but as a group ••••While we believe
our doctrines are true, we mutt admit that our
customs aay not always be the best vay to express our doctrines •••• (pp. 97•98). Sow
live today in what is called a eluralistic
society•-tbat is, one which is based on many
("plural") beliefs, rather than just one way of

tb1ak1Dg •••• (p. 95)

Nonetheles&:-~ther

texts have been recently prepared (but not

\
~

published) by catholic authors which. according to Rabbi zerin, "still
exhibiC tbe band of the niedleval arti-san."

Be offers the foll.owing

example:
We differ in this: we catholics believe that
"a partial blindness only has befallen Israel"

(Ram. 11:25). We believe that, because mosc

.Jews do not accept Jesus as the Messiah, we who
are wild olive branches have been grafted into
..,

~

J
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the cultivated tree of God's choice.
We believe 1bat, because they do not
believe in Jesus as the Messiah, the
Jewish people are temporarily cut off
from the tree to which they belong by
a right prior to ours.
~ -r
\
~3l"

Nor are such problems limited to the United States·.

~
~
Yoak Times

The New

eported tbac a pejoracive image of .Jews and .Judaism was

~ ~ still to be found in Roman catholic religious textbooks used in the world's

f"

Freo:h-speaking areas.

The study was sponsored by the American Jewish

Conmlttee and conducted by a team of acbolare at louvain University's
(Belgium) center for Socio-Religious Research and the Center for
Catechetical Studies. 'Dle director of the study, sociologist canon
Francois Houtart, said that the texts examined, whose potenti&readerahip was 60 million people in France, Belgium, canada and SWitzerland,
still depicted the Jews of Jesus's time as materialists who were
collectively to blame for his crucifixion.

Some textbooks examined

in this study presented the Jewish biblical notion of the Messiah
as a man who would enhance the material prosperity of the Jews.

The

study concluded that
The heart of the prd> lem of the pee..,.

sentatlon of Jews in catechetlcal teaching is that .Jews still remain as typical
examples of nonbelievers of bad faith.
They are examples not to be followed, serving
as a foil contrasting with a Christian
attltude.12
Similarly. a study of Italian and Spanish religion textbooks
revealed substantial hostility to Judaism and other non-Roman Catholic
faiths three years after the Vatican Council declaration on relations

~-

--

,.

'
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with non-Christians.

The

study, as reported in the New York Times. 13

vas carried out by four scholars, assisted by 16 experts, under tbe

aasptces of the Sperxy <:e{lter for Intergroup Cooperation at the Pree
International University of Social Studies Pro Deo, an institution
recognized by the Roly See.

''We are struck," e«;>D.cluded tbe authors,
;

~

''by the large amount of hostility, not only against Jews• but against

other groups as well. la botb tbe Italian and Spanish samples."
Offered in evidence was one example from an Italian textbook:

Prom that time

/the cruc1fixtoii7 the

curse

of God bas fallen on this people lihe Jews7,
which for more than 19 centuries lias beenecattered over the earth, the object of hatred

v:<j.

""~'
~

and mistrust, without country, without altar•
without priest.

i'bus, despite improvements in recent textbooks, the problem of
prejudice and distortion in catholic teaching materials remains very
much with us.

'lhe findings of the historic St. Louis studies have additional

contemporary value.

The stuclles point not only to specific examples

of prejudiced writing-many of which have been a aperseded--but to the
problem areas:

those thenes, instances of historical or religious

conflict, around which negative judgments of other groups tend to con-

centrate. They also indicate the lacunae--the places
is present not b1 intent. but b1 failure
corrective information.

to

wbe~

dlstort:i on

provide constructive or

KnoWltdge of the studies can thus be inval•

uable in sensitizing Catholic t.eacbers-botb to aspects of the

-10curriculum with a bidden, but potent, iatergi:oup impact, and to
areas where they can round out inadequate presentations.

Such

sensitizing is particularly important as teachers are offered in•

creastngly more creative freedom in selecting supplementary classroom
mater1ala. ·

This freedom, along with increased reliance on primary sources,
is a welcome development:, but it does impose additional responsibility
on the individual teacher to choose wisely.
Indeed, the entire question of teachers•- attitudes c(IDes into

focus at this point.

It must be acknowledged that many catholic

teachers, edL1Cationally speaking, are a result of the same

mind-se~

that produced the earlier textbooks.- Moreover, relatively few have
been exposed

tD

die process of analysis and

resulted in so much textbook revision.

T~aluation

which bas

With tbe best will in the 110rld11

many teachers do. not fully understand or appreciate the changes that
have taken ?lace.. An analysis ,,f a questionnaire given to Catholic
teachers ln an institute on Judaism directed by Sister Rose Tbering
and myself in Chicago brings out a degree of hesitancy and uncertainty
about the full impllcatbDs of ~ attitude towards the Jewish

people.14
'The participants in the institute left the impression in thef.r
responses that they were not able

to

fully harmonize the negative

portrayal of Judaism in the New Testament with the new post•Vatican II

c-

-11approach.

One aim of tbe following chapters will be to try to clear

up same of these difficulties.

In some cases the changes that have

taken place so far in catholic atd. tudes resr esent only a beginning.
Profound problems still remain which may prove confusing to the teacher.
These problems will be spelled out at some length and indications will
be given, at least wf where current Christian thought is moving if no
real answers exist as yet.
A final poiot should be made regarding tbe value of disseminating
the findings of the St. Louis textbook studies.

1Wm if every

prejudiced

or distorted passage 1n our educational literature were to vanish over-

nigbe, even if every bigoted volume weze to disappear from the book•
shelves of homes, libraries and schoolroOID8 where they bave not yet:
been replaced by better books nowarailable, an avareaeas of the process

of critical evaluation which produced these changes is :Important for
our self-understanding.

Also, the memory of intergroup temlons caused

by previous distortions may still be fresh ad deep 1n the minds of

the ethnic and religious groups who were the victims of prejudice in
I
Cethollc materials for so long a time. We s.,OUld understand the
,
I

bases and causes of tbeir suspicions, even aa we eliminate the
reasons for them.

I

'

I

,.
'

:" I

/

/

,r
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Methodology

The research procedures used in the three Catholic studies were
basically sociological in approach, but differed in detail for each
of the specific studies.

So while parallel in intent, the various

research designs cannot be interchanged in a simple way.

A more

detailed explanation of the research procedures is available in an
appendix at the end of this book.

..,
For the purposes of the ~rag~"

classroom teacher, a brief description of the general research orient•
ation of the studies should prove sufficient for an appreciation

of t 'h eir results.
Relisl~n

Study

Sister Rose Thering investigated the most widely used religious
textbooks in Catholic secondary schools at

together with
available.

thei~

Some

related

suppl~ntary

~be

time of her study,

teaching materials wle re

sixty•five volumes (books and/or manuals) were selected

on t 'h e basis of the nmnber of dioceses that .sanctioned their use •
This corpus comprised seven basic series

~

(~ur

books to a series),

two church histories, one guidance series, and four supplementary
~

volumes.

Con•fraternity of Christian Doctrine materials were not

included.

At no time did central doctrines of Christianity enter

<._....

J

into t1E analysis and evaluation.

Thus, a statement that another

group was in error was not scored in the analysis.

If> however,

the group in question was described in a prejudicial and negative
I·

light (e.g. "evil Protestants") then this fact

W8$

noted in the

-13-

Nine analytical categories were developed by Sister Thering to
cover f uDy as possible the entire range of statements which made

references as positive, negative, both or neutral, Sister Theriog
determined statistically the extent to which other groups or any

given outside group was mentioned in Che materials and whether the

references were predominantly positive or negative.

Rather than

J•prejudice" or "bias" ethnocentrism and altruism were chosen as the
criteria of analysis.

Sister Thering fel~tbese t:wO concepts bad a

more easily measurable content than prejudice or bias.

Ethnocentrism

was defined by her as a pervasive and rigid ingm~-outgroup

distinction.

It involves negative imagery and hostile attitudes

toward outgroµps, stereotyped positive iJDagery and submissive
attitudes regarding lngroups, and an hierarchical, authoritative
view of group interaction in which iogroups are rightly dominant

while outgroups are subordinate.

Altruism, the contrary of ethno-

centd.sm, implies respect for the interests of others.

It also

includes a measure of identification with others, the acceptance
of differences and the ability to criticize one's own group in an
objective manner.
The nine analytical categories of the religion dlldy were sub•

divided into three broad areas:

portrait, H-lationships and general.

Each category had a plus (positive) and a minus (negative) side.

In

evaluating references to Protestants, Jews, Orientals,hetc., Sister
Tb.erlng asked two basic questions:

(1)

In what analytical category

did the statement belong?; and (2) Is the statement positive,
'

'
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negative, a cCR11biaat:lon of both. or neutral?
The portrait area basically involved the cbaracterizat:lon of

outgroups and the presentation of factual materials about their
history and way of life.

In the negative cd.umn of this category

were to be found statements that described outgroups as obviously
inferior to white Catholics or assigned nan•acceptable roles to
them.

Statements contalDing negative value j udganents or negative

stereotypes of outgroupa were also included in this broad category.
Positive references in the portrait area featured favorable descrlptlcms of individuals and/or gzoups as well as refutations of

co1111JODly

held Catholic stereotypes of other groups.
Positive

Negative

"fhe Jews under the Old Testament bad so
great a respect for the ~-of Goel tbat

"Temple gang";

"blood·tbiraty .Jews";

no one except the high priest ever spoke
it. So earnestly did they strive to observe the Second Commandment that when
they bad to refer directly to God, they
substituted same other ..-iord."

The second broad analytical category, relaclonsbips, was concerned with textbook descriptions of the creeds of other groups, the
deair.aJ>illty Of catholic interaction with Other groups t ..t'at::

±

I

able

::.l#Y of "QJ4hpMc ietedeti!_a with nt!fm ! ·a:1ps. the degree to which

·15·
Clltbollca blaned thenselves ,wbere appropriate, for the sufferings

of other groups and for the existence of any intergroup tension,
and the eztent: to which the materials acknowledged the contributions

of aon-Catbollc gm upa

to the

well being of mankind.

For eumple

Begative

Positive

''aegardlag the curse on the Jews:
they brought it upon themselves.n

"Abuses prior to the period
of the Refonnation needed
correctloD. 11

The third broad area of Sister 1hering'a analysis, general, dealt

with statements tbat either distorted other groq> s or tried CD correct

past distortions of which catholics have been guilty and the extent

to which the tenual materials tried to describe for the student Che
nature and roots of prejudice.
"A>lft.:.refe;etMl:es~co.::'..feGus iii the
Talmud are filled with hate and

reaentment.n

''There ls no doubt wbatever t
that at the time of Luther's
revol&t tbe Cbua:h slDd in
need of reform in conduct. 0

In addition to classifying statements within the three broad
areas just described, Sister

~ring

also tried m ·d eeennine the

. general orientation· of an iodlvidual "Celttbook (or a series) or
publisher for a particular outgroup.

She also calculated the

general attitudinal orientation for combined outgroupa (e.g. 1 all

non-catholic religious groupsl.
Social Studies Texts
For her analysis Slater Rita Mudd collected data from 107 publications (texebooks. workbooks. manuals, and courses of study) then in use
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in social studies courses in catholic high schools and grade schools.

!he subject areas 1n the grade schools included geouaphy. history.
and

civics; on the higb school level the areas were advanced or

economic geography, hlatDry, world problems, civics and sociology.

The matertala were examined in the light of tw basl& seu of
categories, group and directional.
into nine areas.

Tbe group catege>ry was subdivided

Group I was the Protestant gmup.

Here were placed

statements relating to che Refcmuatlon, to all Protestant dentmtnationa,
and to 1Dd1v1dual Protestant leaders.

to the

bisto~

Also included were any references

of tbe various Protestant bodies and to their ritual.

symbols, and eeachinga.
Group It was concerned with the Jewish people.

Scored wider this

headlng were all statements pertaining to the religious and ethnic
aspects of ..Judaism.

'lh18 category took note of all the existing

divisions within Judaism in judglog any references to biblical or

postblblical Jewry, to lea history, religious beliefs. inatitutions
and culture.
Group III comprised the general non•Catbolic group.

Thia was a

grouping of re£enncea to any of the great world religions outside of
Judaism and Cbristlanity such as Islam, Hinduism, Buddblsm, Confucl.anlam

Taoism and Shintoism.
Group IV dealt with referenees to Negroes.

It enbraced both

black Africans and black Americans.

Group V was reserved for American Indlaoa.

r

Thia category provided

-17This category provided for the scoring of refereDCes to IDdlaD8 iD
the

Wes~

hemisphere. their culture and conttibutions. their past

biscory and present social status.
Group VI was titled the Latin American group.
in this category

Peoples included

wen those ltVing south of the R1o

those who reside in the West Indies.

Grande and

Statemencs treating of later•

Amer:Lcan relations •re also scored ia this category.
Group VII was the Oriental

&m•·

It embrace.I "the peoples of the

Far Bast as well aa those generally considered part of the Mongoloid

stock.

References to the ancient and highly developed civilizations

of these people, their contributions and customs. as well as their
-~ ,

present-day cultures and government were evaluated here.
Group VIII, the Ineernational group, covered references to the
various organ•zationa created to achieve international friendship and

cooperation (e.g. League of Nations, World Court, United Nations,
etc.).
Group

IX was called the General group.

Included here were those

references to tbe oneness of the human race or about man ill general.
Stat-ements re£erring to the Patherhad of God, the brotherhood of
man, and the Body of Christ were also placed under this headlQg.
'fhe quantitative content with respect to the above groups could
be measured and reported in a relatively objective fashion.

,.~

The
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qualitative analysis of the material presented a
challenge to Sister Mudd·.
the results.

much more diScult

The crucial problem was bow to simplify

The categories finally devised b,Sister Mudd to

describe the direction of the content were clefiaecl as possible on
the basis of manifest content {rather than lmpltcation) and Judged

by the use of die concepts of preJudic:e and mtl-ereJudice.
Sister Mudd relied on tie definition of prejudice contained in the

principles of the United Nations Co!l!Diasion on BmM0 Rights as a
basic criterion:

• • • a way of feeling, a bias of disposl•
t!on consisting of a ccmnonly shared
attitude of hostility, contempt, or mis•
trust. or devaluation of the members of
a particular social or ethnic group ~ause
they happen to belong to that group •

..,
Thla definition presents prejud~as a falae and llt';j.ust attitude
/

directed againsc members of a particular social or ethnic group.
Blas, which is prej udlce toward members of a particular social or

edudc group, can prove just as destructive of goad bU11181l relations

aa prejudice.

were

therefor~

Biased, unrealistic presentations of catholicism

scored negatively in Sister Mudd's evaluation.

Anti•pnjudlce was understood in the Social Studies analysis as

the opposite d irectional attitude: - an attitude '?£ friendliness,
accepunce,

appreclatlon~

and trust of the members of a particular

social or ethnic group because theywere pare of manktnd.

Social

love or altruism understood as regard for and devotion to the
I
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interests of other people as a gmup or as individuals would be
characteristic of this positive, anti-prejudis fal mentality.

The degree of prejudice/anti-prejudice 1o t:he instructional

materlals was detemtned by the nature of emotional or factual
descrf.ptlons. by favorable or distorted presentations, by statements
advocating acceptance or .rejection 6f individuals or groups, by

references whicb blamed others or •re open to self-criticism
and by actlvlt:iea and questions tbat elicited or encouraged favorableor unfavorable attitudes 1n students towards lndlvlduals or
groups.
In order Co make the criteria for prejudice operative Slater

Mudd devised five analytical categories.

Prej wtlce was indicated

by a negative score in tthe appropriate category; a clear attempt

to attain or encourage understanding or appreciation of
recei.ved a

neu~.

o~s

-

Tbe f lrst three categories were primarily concerned with the
portrait of individuals and groips in the social studies materials.

Within these categories were placed stereotyped statements, statements
blgblightlng the achievements and cont:ributioDS of paeticular groups
to American and world society• and dlacuaaions of roles played by
Catholics and outgroups in social tensions.

Besatlve

Positive

'"lhey had the cruel ways that always
go with p8(1an beliefs."

~e

"Afterward they (Japanese)
allowed to aettle out•
side the relocation centers,
and since the end of the war.

with the realization that not
one -

""°" r.mt "F

.TJ1runu•C1~ anttcut~
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was found to be a traitor
to the country, many citizens
have done what they could to
repair the injustice done co
them."
"They (the Jews) are the world's
saddest people because they
turned a,t,Jay from Jesus.

''The statement is made that
Jews control American industry.
The magazine Fortune in an
impartial survey made some -years
ago showed that this ie not true."

"Is lam has been a source of dlssens ion
among the peoples of the world. 11

''When tbe Jews refused

~It was
nati~ea

accept
Jesus be let their enemies overcome them."

impossible for these
to stop the advance of
the ,.Europeans, and the merciless
way 1n which, until recently, t indians were enslaved, massacred,
driven from their hunting grounds
and cheated by the government is a
chapter of dishonor."

to

The fourth category contrasted statements marred by "rejection and

inequality" with those which called for "acceptance and equality."
Rejection statements were those which expressed hostility or unfriendliness towards individuals or a group.

The emphasis here was on group

relatbnshlpa rathe;tium portraits of outgroups.

The final category

in the directional area dealt with activi:ties and 1fUe&tions mentioned
in the materials, judgbg these as positive or negative in tone.

Positive

"Sociologists regard notions of
race superiority as ftmdamentally
unscientific; Christians regard
them as un.-Christian 1n tlllr
fundamental sem e; and among citi ens
...__...,£ the United States they are un•
__.)American."
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Negative

Positive

''How did the Protestant revolt
harm Westem Europe?"

"If Negroes in the South were
given equality of educat:i. onal
and economic opportunity what
social problems would result?
Can you suggest any way of
eventually solving these problems
in

a gradual manner?"
Literature Texts
Sister Mary Gleason investigated the content of four sets of

English literature textbooks and related teaching materials most
widely used ln Catholic secondary schools at tbe time the study

took place.

Her analysis concentrated on the speaking

on the assumption that

speaklng-c~ters

influence a reader's

attitude to a greater degree than chara cters
described by others.

~~s

mo

are mei:ely

Just as people in real life reveal themselves

by speaking, so too do people in fiction.16

Sister Gleason analysed some 3,154 characters 1n her study.

Her

basic criterion for evaluad. on was the definition of the term prejudice

given by the psychologist Gordon Allport:

An avertive or hostile attitude

toward a person wbo belongs to a
group, simply because he belongs
to the group, and is therefore pre~
sumed to have objectior~1e qualities ascribed to the group.17

Prejudice tbus bas two

fa,~s,

both of which are a priori fixat Ions

not rooted in ual knowledge or experlence.
means looking

unfavorab~y

Negatively, prejudice

at others without sufficient warrant;

-22Under the category of prejudice as applied in dle literature
study came stex'eotyped expresl.ona, generalizations, and instances
of name-calling.

The use of dialect in the licerature materials

was also examined

to

see i f 1n some instances it might open the way for

gm up tension and the possibility of prejudicial thinking.

For the

purpose of tabulation the speakf ng characters were classified according

to groups: racial. socio-ecoaomic, religious, COQ!Q!UDity background
and ethnic origins.

In addict.on, each character

was evaluated

according to role (major/minor), educational sutus, cbara=ter traits

(prudent/imprudent:, hoaest/dishonest, reapeeeable/ unrespectable,
desirable/ undesirable), and method of characterization.
Ia

actual fact, few of tbe speaking cbaraccera were able tD be

evaluated according to all of the above categories.

Sister Gleason

'

was forced to devise an undetermllled category which included all the
characters whose

~unds

could noc: be lclenUfled because of la•

suff lcient evl.dence.

To ensure greater objectiVity in her findings Sister Gleason subaitted ber resurch design and implmentation of that design ln the

course of dae sesearcb c:o a panel of eight people for crltlclsm.

Tbls panel represented two racial groups, three religious groups
and varied ethnic and comm.unity backgrounds.

One final question must be raised in tryiQg to assess the find•
lags of the literature at"dy.

DD students really grasp a cumulative

picture of a group or fom general attitudes toward that group as a

',
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result of their encounter with individual members of the group ln
the context of various literary selections?

It is conceivable that the

very nature of literature. in which each literary document possesses
a unity of its own, may militate against such grotf identification.
Sister Gleason believes that there exists sufficient evidence to

warrant the assumption that students do build a cumulative orientation

towards groups through meeting individual characters from that group.
It is an assumption, however, and she accents the necessity for
further testing its validity.
lcAAAA*AAAAA
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Chapter 2:

GF.NERAL FINDINGS

Before proceeding to an analysis of what the St. I.Duis textbook
studies reveal about Catholic attitudes towarde specific ethnic, racial
and religious outgroups, some general observations about the overal. 1
findings will be useful.

The studies unveiled a striking discrepancy in

the amount of intergroup content found in the religion materials when

compared to the social studies and literature texts.

Ol/er half of the

religion units dealt with outside religious, racial or ethnic groups.
But in the literature materials the picture changed drmnatically.

With

a few exceptions Jdack and Oriental characters are almost non•existent.

l~terature set (fooarbooke~ bad only fifteen characters identifiable
as /lack ~d none of them occupied a major role in th~ narrative. The
one

American Indian and non•Christian groups were represented only rarely

I,

in the literature materials.

The results of the literature study pose a serious dilemma for
the teacher interested in intergroup relations. I Teachers obviously must

apply good literary standards as their primary criterion in the selection
of classroom texts.

_,

No one would advocate choosing inferior literature
,.
v
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simply because it bad a high interg11>up orientation.

Nonetheless,

given the social tensions of our day and realizing the powerful effect
literature can have on the attitudes of students, the intergro,p aspect
cannot be totally ignored in the selection of materials.
must be made to locate materials

~hat

Special efforts

have merit as literature as well as

expose the student in a positive way to characters clearly identifiable
as non-white and non-Catholic. At the primary and secondary levels
literature courses must be viewed within the broader context of the
,·

total curriculum whose aim must be the socialization of the student.
Hence the goal of pre-college literature classes is somewhat different

from the goal of a literature course on the college level.

The J>rlmary

and secondary student is usually more confined in bis contacts.

As a

result, literary characters may be the closest he will come to meeting
in a positive way members of minority ethnic, religious and racial
While no precise guidelines can be laid down, it is imperative

groups.

that the teacher of literature :l.n prilDary and secondary schools be
sensitive to the problems of intergroup relations and the special cQn•

tribution literature can make in presenting "living" minoilty characters.
The social studies texts showed the least intergroup content.
Only slightly more than five per cent of the materials contained inter•
group references.

',
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And over eighty per cent of the intergroup references that were isolated

eventually fell into the neutral or non-directional category.

In other

words, of the 28,629 pages subject to' analysis, only 304 (cumulative)

pages presented the student with positive attitudes towards other groups.
'ftle results of the social studies survey are especially alarming.
While it is somewhat understandable that literature materials might lack
a high degree of intergroup content, social studies texts should have

better intergroup relations as a central goal.
to

The findings

10 uld

seem

offer a serious indictment against the social studies texts used in

Catholic instruction in the recent past.

No

doubt the absence of any real

confrontation with the probllm of social relations in American life
reflects the general malaise on this problem that characterized American

thinking until the last few years.
surfaced.

But

The tensions of today had not yet

the sufferin,gs of_,.Bt'ack men, Jews, Indians, and Orientals

were there and it is unfortunate that catholic students of a generation
c

ago were not being prepared to cope with the challenges presented by American

social d·i scrlminacion.

Perhaps i f they had, some of the problems facing

us today would not have become so intense. When mlnalty groups charge
the church with really failing to come to grips with the social and economic
inequalities in American society, the seeming indifference of the social
studies materials to these inequalities certainly tends to conflrm
their judgment. The social studies texts examined in the St. Louis
project clearly did not prepare their students to become leadel"s in the
struggle against injustice in our country.
'lhe visibility of the various religious and ethnic groups

-4·
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differs according to tbe nature of the materials.

AB might be expected,

tbe religion textbooks are mucb more preoccupied wlth non-Catholic
religious groups than witb outside racial or ethnic groups.

Of the com-

bined total of intergroup references, 69 per cent bad to do cowith other

religioua groups, 16 per cent fell into the "general" category (i.e.,
discussions of the brotherhood of man, broad references to "all men/'" etc .) 1

and lS per cent referred to specific racial, ethnic and loternational
groups.
Within the religion materials

~ewa

were by far 'tbe most consplcua

group.

In many of tbe texts references to .Jews coD&tituted more than
/
batf f'f all the references to non-Gatbolic groups, reaching a high of

84.1 per cent in one series of materials.

7be b1gb visibility of Jews

and .Judaism in catholic religion materials is understandable in view of
the Jewish origins of Christianity.

It is obvious Christianity cannot
-

be presented theologically

without same reference to Abr1fam, the prophets,
f..•1

the h.1.story of Israel, the Jewishness of .Jesus and his disciples, and the

conflict between the early church and synagogue.

1rh ~
~

textbook prom-

i.aence of a group which, on the one band, played so central a role in
the birth of the church and, on the other band, continues to exist as a

distiftCt religio-etbnic coumunity on the contemporary world. creates
special problems for intergroup understanding.

not always be aware that comments

made

Textbook writers may

about "the J'ews• in a first

century aettlag may influence feelings and attitudes towards twentieth

Chapter 2:
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century neighbors.
Protestants were the second most visible group in the relfg ion
materials.

They were mentioned with greater consistency than either

Eastern Christians or non-Christians.

It is important to eontrast the importance of Jews and Judaism
in the religion materials with their less than central position in Che
social studies texts (where Protestants and non•Christians are mom

visibl~ and above all in the literature materials where
non-existent.

they· are

virtually

When one realizes that the vast major! ty of the references

in the religion 1D8terials focus on the biblical period, it becomes

evident that Catholic students have been deprived of meaningful exposure
to post•biblical Judaism in their studies.

This cannot but foster an

attitude which sees Judaism as anachronistic.

Since many catholic

students grow up in large metropolitan areas which contain a substantial
Jewish population, this lack of exposure to contemporary Judaism consti•
tutes a serious gap in their socialization process.
Some general cond.lsions from the St. Louis examination of religion
textbooks may be sunmarlzed as follows.

First of all. it is clear that when
-

the textbooks under analysis focused on such broad concepts as the

Father~

hood of God and the brotherhood of men, or referred to outgroups in general
terms, their comments were overwhelmingly positive.

All the religion

materials received a "general" intergroup score of at least 85 per cent
positive.

The general intergroup refei:ences, however, accounted for

only 16 per cent of the total intergroup content.

The religion materials showed a similar positive disposition
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toward racial and ethnic groups, especially

-~ack .Americans. Scores

for the racial-ethnic category stod, in every case but one, above the

70 per cent positive level for all groups combined, and aver 80 per
cent positive for ;riacks.

Statements regarding racial and ethnic groups,

however• made up only 15 per cent of the scored references.
When

we come to non-catholic religious groups, where· the great

bulk (69 per cent) of the intergroup content was located, the scores

drop sharply. The most striking examples of this plunge came in the
scores for the materials from

two

publishers.

Fran a "general" score

of over 95 per cent positive the rating of one dropped to only 41 per
cent positive for the Jewish group and an outright negative score for
the

while the other slipped to a 67 per· cent

P4~stant ~a'tegory,

positive score in the Jewish category and a 2.4 per cent positive score
for Protestants from a 94 per cent positive "general" score.
These sharp contrasts between the general and specific religious
group scores indicate a slgniflcant difference in the way racial and
e~ic

groups were portrayed in the materials and 1:he picture drawn

The problems of identifying in a positive manner

of religious outgroups.

with other religions appear to be moxe difficult and more camplex than
those connected with interracial and inter-ethnic relationships.

This

situation may be partly due to the avoidance of the real conflicts in

racial and ethnic relations in this country by the religion texts.

But

the St. Louis studies clearly show how difficult it is to identify with one's
own

:religious group and retain at tbe same time an appreciation of the

particular beliefs of other religious communities.

;

this is especially
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true of the relationship of Judaism and Christianity. Judaism•Chrlst1anity
and Islam, and catholicism and Protestantism.

For in the chronological

development of these religions each has claimed to be the true successor of its
parent (s}, and the separations have been accompanied by intense historical
conflict, frequently by warfare and bloodshed.

tendency to define

one~s

There is an understandable

own faith in contradistinction to the claims

of competing faiths, and to emphasize the suffering and martyrdom endured by one's own co-religionists at the hands of others.

In the

absence of corrective or balaneing information, such an approach vould
be roughly the equivalent of American history textbooks mentioning, say,
England, only in the context of its enmity to the United States and the
wars fought between the

two

nations.

Students wuld get at best a

fragp:aentary picture of English hf.story from such a presentation, and no
sense of a separate ongoing English tradition, of which conflict with ·
the United States may be only a small part.
Our analogy suggests that our concept of other groups should not

be fonned predominantly by citing situations e£ conflict with them.

Still,

the conflicts are histx>rical realities and every group must be true to
its own history in educating its students.
provide easy answers to this

dif~icult

The

St. Louis studies do not

question, but they do bringuss
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face

face with the depth of the problems involved in a truly

to

ecumenical outlook.
And they clearly reaffirm the continued centrality of specific

religious uaditions in modern man's self-identification, i f for no
other reason than the fact that the religion materials were the last
to be

mrmnf ned.

As p;eviously noted, this decision was deliberately

taken because of a fear that criticism of religion materials might

engender an outcry in the catholic camnunlty.

Religious instructional

materials were assumed to have a "sacred" aspect that the literature
and social studies units did not, an indication of bow
religious teachings are

..

closet;:~

-----------~~---~~~· ~~

t~the

basic life stance of an individual.

The St. IDuia findings also testify that vague general appeals
to the brotherhood of all men are no substitute for an

~-depth
t

study

of the tensions that have existed between tbe major religious traditions

throughout history.

In fact, platitudes about brotherhood may do nothing

more than ocver up tension areas in a superficial way, deluding us into

thinking

we

have real agreement when we do not.

And then we open our•

selves to shock and disillusionment when salous differences arise on
substantive issues.
The way in which statements of good will about mankind or other

groups in general maybbreak down wheo specific cases of conflict with

specific non-catholic faith groups came into the open is exemplified
lll the St. Louis stud7 of religion textbooks.

..,
I..

'

.

Sister Tbering provided
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173 representative quotations from the examined materials to i.llustrate the
range of statements about outside groups.

While these do not cover the total

group content of the textbooks, they do provide an adequate sampling.
Of the 173 samples, 61 came under the "general" classificat.ion, statements
such as, "All men are created equal," or, "Christ makes charity the special
sign of his followers: 'By this shall all men know you are my disciples, if
you have love for one another."'

These 61 references amassed a total of

138 positive scores, 5 neutral and no negative scores.

But when the results

for specific non-Catholic religious groups were analyzed the statistical
picture changed radically.

Sixty-two of the 173 representative examples re-

ferred to Jews and Judaism.

Their scores were 50 negative, 38 positive and

27 neutral.

Thirty of the examples referred to Protestants, with an ac-

cumulated total of 41 negative scores, 8 neutral and 5 positive scores.
The following examples bring out well the gap between general statements
of brotherhood and the treatments of particular groups.
General Example
Specific Example
Every person in the world is your
Protestantism granted concessions in an
neighbor whether he is black, brown,
attempt to attract all who lacked couryellow or white; whether he lives
age to live up to the high standards
in western or eastern half of the
proposed by Christ and the Church. Pro•
world; whether he can talk English
testantism today is rapidly deteriorator not; whether he is a Christian,
ing, while the unchanging spiritual
Jew, Protestant, or pagan; whether
church grows ever stronger with the
he is young or old, a gentleman or a
years.
fool, a Republican or a Democrat;
~y did the Jews commit the great sin
whether he knows the latest song
of putting God Himself to death? It
hits, the latest baseball scores and
was because Our Lord told them the
the latest slang. That gives you
Truth, because H preac.b ed a divine
about 1,900,000,000 neighbors.
dovtrine that displeased them, and
because He told them to give up their
wicked ways.

>
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In the social studies materials, the discrepancy between affirmations
of brotherhood and negative attitudes towards specific outgroups is far
less intense.

(But there are far fewer references to specific outgroups

than in 't he religion textbooks . )

The weakness of the social studies

materials is their silence on intergroup problems.

Still, there is some

significance in the lack of a sudden drop in positive scores as one moves
from general to specific references in the social studies materials.

There

are even positive attempts to counteract specific distortions of outgroups

-

which the authors feel to be commonplace among Catholics or white Americans.
The social studies materials generally maifttaln that various cultures
have left a beneficial impact on American life, that our nation has been
built by many races, colors and creeds.
in various ways.

This is expressed by the writers

Some speak of our "pluralistic culture," while others

rely on the te:rm "American Mosaic . "

The "melting pot" concept is found

, in only one or two publications• in quotation marks.

And in each case

the author explains that "unity with diversity11 would be a better way to
'),;:.._,,

eipress the Americanization of our various peoples.
unity is stressed as advantageous .

Diversity within

Diversity contributes richness

and unity gives strength.
In t heir appeal for brotherhood, the social studies textbooks rely
on both the principles of American democracy and the Catholic ideal of the
equality of all men.

The latter is explained again and again in the

materials as rooted in man's creation in the image of God and in his eternal
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destiny to live with God.

-11-

Stress is laid on nature's gift of libercy to

each man whereby he possesses a power over :h is actions and personal rights
that can neither be given nor taken away by any human agency.
The following quotations are a good sample of both the positive
and negative presentation of outgroups that appear in the social studies
texts.
Positive Examples

Negative Examples

Since the English, with their customs and
institutions, formed the majority in the
colonies, F.nglish culture forms the basis
of our own. But our culture is ~English.
That basis has been so changed in the course
bf t:f.me by close contact with the cultures
of all nations that a definitely American
culture is emeqing. ~ immigrant culture
adds color and beauty ~f its own and is
ahaped by contact with other cultures to
fit into the whole design. All of us working in our am way, according to the best
dictates of our hearts and consciences,
are helping to build America. No two of
u work exactly alike; each one colors his
contribution by the unique and individual
force of his own nationality and personality.
All are used; all are useful. Each one
of us is a part of a giant system, marvel-.
ous and intricate, delicate yet majestic.
As we work, we should be aware of a giant
purpose, of the limitless possl. bilities of
our work.

The Blackfoot Indians of Montana
never stopped looking for revenge.

Typical of mistaken judgment is the
statement rtbat by heredity Negroes are
mentally inferior to whites, and there9
fore it is a mistake to try to provide
higher educat.i on for them.

Although the Jewish people rejected
the Redeemer when he came into
their midst, the divine plan of
God was definitely accoinplished.
After the rejection of Christ and
his Crucifixion by the Jews, their
Holy City was destroyed in 70 A.D.
The Protestant Revolt led to

bitter intolerance and war; it
led to an intensification of
nationalism, the capitalistic
spirit, absolutism, and secularization.

Christ told the Jews they rejected
Him, not because of their love
for the old religion, but because
of their evil ways.
Islam has been a source of dissension 81110ng the peoples of the
world.
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To denounce anti-Semitism is not enough
to defeat it. The best way to treat this
question is to examine and expose some of
the foundations on which i t rests, The
statement is made that the Jews control
American industry. The magazine Fortune,
is an impartial survey made some years
ago 1 showed that this is not true. .Jews
do not dominate banking, the automobile,
rubber, oil, coal, or transportation
industries. They have, however, a domin·
ant place in the textile field. Their
ownership of newspapers and magazines is
small in proportion to the total number of
publlcat:lons but their influence is great.
Only in radio. the theater• and the mw ing
pictu~e industry can the Jews be said to
have the controlling interest. In these
fields the public makes the ultimate decis.ion::,as to what is offered •••• Have the
Jews overerowded the professions? FJf ty
per :centcof the lawyers and one third
of the physicians in New York are .Jewish.
But the professions are open to all who
are willing to undergo the extensive and
rigorous preparation required. Does the
Jew advance in business at the expense
of Christian competitors? He should not
be denied the fnuits of his ambition and
peX"severance,
The attitude of national superiority that

accompanied our overseas adventures was
at the time (of our imperialism and power
politics) a kind of American arrogance
that sometimes dulled our feelings for the ;.·
rights of others.
The expl4itation of the immigrants and the
conditions under which they lived was a dis•
credit to the American people.
,..

Some

-----------

~

ref lectione

on_tb~~en~e

_ ..._

t

'

/

-
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'

b!tween the findings regarding
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social studies textbooks and religion textbooks may be in order here.
Statistically, the social studies materials show a high positive score
when dealing both with the theme of brotherhood in general and specific
outgroups in particular.

The religion materials score high on brother-

hood in the abstract. but the scores drop sharply when spaific non•
Catholic religious groups are discussed.

This might lead the unwary

to conclude that the American spirit of equality invoked in the social
a
studies textbooks ls/more pervasive motivating force for positive outgroup
portraiture than the Christian theory of the brotherhood of all men.

I

believe such a judgment would bypass one of the great problems facing
Catholic education today.

That problem is finding the real path from

the Christian ideal of brotherhood to its implementation in the concrete
reality of society.

Insofar as the findings of the social studies analysis

indicate we have made the txansition successfully, l suggest they are
misleading.

The spirit of equality and brotherhood presented in the

social studies materials seems more and more ln our time to appear super•
ficial and perhaps deceptive.

The principle frequently employed in the

St. Louis studiee for evaluating "positive" references is questionable
in that it appears to value the assimilation of outgroups into the

dominant cultural and life•style patterns of the American white Christian
majority.

Thus, in may of the statements scored as "positive," students

are told to esteem non-whites and fOn•Christians because "they are really
;
>

~
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like us white Christians." This conceptio• of the 0 American mosaic" or
"cultural pluralism" seems shallow today, when Blacks, Indiana, Mexican
Americans, Puerto Ricans, Jews and Orientals have begun to demand that
they be respected for their differences from white Christian Americans
as well as their similarities.
I

do not intend to downplay the valuable contribution that the

American spirit of toleration bas made in many areas, nor to imply that

the researchers of the St. Louis studies were guilty of prejudice in
their detenuination of "positive" statements.

It is simply that we have

come a long way in the few short ,ears since the St. 1.ouis studies were
made.

We can no longer asswne that people are to be valued because

"tbey are really like us."
This is certainly not to say that all of the Positively scored
statsents in the St. Louis studies reflected a patronizing tone.

The

passage quoted above regarding the Fortune investigation of the place

of the Jew in .American economic life, for example, exhibited a real
sensitivity for the depth of the prejudice and discrimination non.whites
and non-Christians have experienced in our nation.

But many of the ·

treatments seem superficial in today's perspective.
In this sense, paradoxically, negative passages found in the
religion texts may be a more honest reflection of reality than many of
the positive references in the social studies units.
We are eagaged in a

n~

struggle to understand the relationship

between particularity••etbnic and religious--and universality in our
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pluralistic society.

The problem is not unique to our shores; the
~V-....
American historian John Hope Franklf."'1bas shown that every major country

ct1.

is now fac1Qg a cballenge from a non-integrated minority group.

But

..

the situation lo the United States is more complex tban elsewhere be•
cause our national self image and our integrity tbnughout the wrld depend
If we fall

to a large exteot: on how we fulfill our pluralistic claims.
to understand tbe

aew u.rwu: for genuine identity among America's minority

groups. or attempt: to resolve tensions by confjnement or repression (as
we did to AmericaDs of .Japanese descent during World

may lose its soul completely.

amt

llOt:

can

the American mosaic become a reality

can our minorities

merely a alogan?

war II). our nation

beccme part of the American

mainstream. without sacrificing their ethnlcityi in the process? ..Tewa
represent a good example of the facade of much of the present American
mosaic.

Their seentog assimilation has been only peripheral.

They

stand outside the real centers of power in this country• where moat

decisions affectlag their lives are made.
to

~culture

does little

express distinctive Jewish values despite its cia1m to be ".Judaeo-

Chriatlan."

Tbus~ maay .Jews are fearful of playing the role of scapegoat

as internal or ineemational tensions and conflicts escalate.
Obviously, tbe challenge of forglllg an authentic pluralism does
not rest only with the catholic educational system.
for aacldty as a whole.

It ls a challenge

But to the extent to which our teaching materials

and our teachers themselves influence students' attitudes, we have
an important role to play.
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In the following chapters we will examine specifle findings for
each of the major ethnic and religious groups encountered in the St. Louis
studies.

Special emphasis will be placed on the Jewish group because of its

high visibility in the religion materials and because its portrait in
Christian teaching points to some specific problems.

'

·.

Chapter 3: The Portrait of Racial and Ethnic Groups

711 the general pres.e ntation of racial and ethnic groups, Uie
St. Louis studies revealed an overwhelmingly positive orientation.

The findings for Che religion materials, for example, gave tbe publishers
overall scores well over 6.S per cent positive. One publisher even
achieved a perfect rating.

These scores were exceeded only by those for

general statements on brotherhood and surpassed by far those for the
religious group category.

The results from the social studies materials

showed scores for the racial•etbnic category that were slightly lower
than those recorded for the religion materials but still very much

positive in outlook.

Once again, in the social studies materials, the

scores for racial-ethnic groups were considerably better than the scores
recorded for religious group references.
The

literature materials exposed a similar situation.

In all the

literature units examined by the researcher. the caucasoid race predom•
in.ated in nmobers and in educational status.

Yet tbe tratmeut accorded

minority groups with regard to roles and positive character traits showed
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that in some ways the minority groups were more favorably presented
than the Caucasoids.

These literature results, however, rai.se the

question of the dangers of the "halo treatment' of minorities.

In one

of the literary sets analyzed in the atudy1 Jilack characters rated higher
than Caucasoids in purdence, honesty, respectability and desirability.

Mo'°gololds scored slightly higher than Caucasoids in pnudence,and
honesty but fell somewhat behind them in the areas of respectability
and desirability.

Despite these apparently, positive atatlatlcs, there

remains an unrealistic, fairytale, composite character about the minority
groups, especially iD the case of

was depicted as f.lnprudeat.

Jd.ack people.

Bot one

;'lack character

The minottc7 cbaractera, particularly the

J}lacks, seem to Lack any backbone, which may lodicate an overly paternalistic
attitude on the part of the writers and compilers.

Nonetbeleaa Sister Gleason does see some value in the positive
findings.

t'brougb these literature texts the student would be exposed

to miaottty characters displaying desirable traits which might have some

significance in a society where minority group infractions are flagrantly
publicized and notice of accomplishments frequently muted in the public
(·

media.

The one-sided literary picture may serve a positive function by

merely balancing the usual public treatment, though one must wonder tf

this remaias possible at present in light of the growing power of mass culture
Some of

the force of the positive orientation of the catholic

textbooks towards ethllic and racial gDaups evaporates once we recall the
infrequent appearance of minority characters and references to racial•
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ethnic groups in these materials.

The percentage of visibility for the

Black group category in the religion materials raQges from 2 per cent
to 8 per cent.

For the other ethnic groups the range extends from 1.7

per cent to 19.6 per cent.

The total racial-ethnic percentage went from

a low of S.6 per cent to a high of 31.2 per cent.
HoweVer, many statements scored as positive for racial ethnic groups

were extremely general as may be seen from the following quotad>ns taken
from religion and social studies units:
(Religion)
That noble document, the Declaration of Independence proclaims that
these truths are self-evident "that all men are c•ted equal~ that
they are endowed by their creator with certatp inalienable rights,
that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuits of happiness."
These words admirably sum up the Christian teachiag on human rights;
they indicate the source of those rigbts, point out: that no man may
wantonly be deprived of them,, and enumerate the most important ones.
(Religion)

Christ's Mystical Body includes as actual or potential members the
whole human race. And just as all men are thus united to Christ, ao
they are all united to one another by reason of tbis incorporation in
his Mystical Body. This union is the most forceful reason for a man
to treat all bis fellow men with fraternal consideration.
(Social Studies)
Our .acceptance of others, our rights and obligations are based on the

principle of human solidarity from the natural point of view~ this
solidarity is based on man's soclal nature. From the religious point
of view, it is based on the math that we all have a supernacural
destiny and have been redeemed 'by Che blood of Jesus Christ.
(Social Studies)

Evidence of real progress toward the growth of an American Christian conscience lies in the recognition of the fundSlllental rights. Among these
are the rights ••• of the Negro and tbe Indian to equal opportunities
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with the white man.

The frequency of general rather than specific references to

racial-ethnic groups in the religion and ;S ocial studies materials
is a source of some concern.

Given the orientation of the religion units,

it might be argued that the general omission of references to specific racial•

ethnic groups is largely due to the catholic notion of the unity of all
men in the body of Christ.

Nonetheless, Sr. Tbering expressed coaslderable

dissatisfaction with the failure of the religion materials
various racial-ethnic groups more comprehensively.

to

treat the

Adolescents have a

need for a constructive presentation of racial•ethnic relationships in
specific rather than in general tems in order to answer the question

"Who is my neighbor?11 An answer given in the specific environment of
his plur411stic community will btiog into open discussion the Black
man, the Mexican, the Puerto Rican, etc., his true brothers and sisters
in Christ.

Such. ueatment in the textbooks willcclarify for the student

the true sigDificance of the teachings of the Hebrew Bible and the

New Testament.

Clarifications, instead of broad general cliches, will

enhble the studenc to fit himself into this picture of realiCy and
offer h:lm the opportunities to comprehend more fully what is really
meant when he reads that he 1111.lSt love all men as be loves himself.

The lack of

refer~nce

to racial and ethnic minorities in the

'..~

social studies materials is even more disturbing.

7be vast majority of

1,
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the texts devoted only from one to nine per centoof their content to
a treatment of orientals• American Indians• Blacks and Latin Americans.
Several publications contained no references whatsoever to one or
more of these groups.
to Latins.

This

'lhe highest was 33 publications with no references

wa& foll~d

by 27 publications lacking any mention

of Orientals, 21 anyreeferences to the Indian group, and 15 any mention of

Black people.

ID materials ostensibly designed at preparing the student

for societal integration tibich in a pluralistic society must include a
sympathetic appreciation of outgroups, such silence constitutes a serious
wealmess.

1

With the emphasis on general refei:encea to racial-ethnic groups

1n the religion materials and tbe ''halo" treatment of minorities in

much of the literature materials. the social studies texts become our

chief source for an analysis of attitudes towards specific minorities.
We will concentrate on the Black man, the IncH.an, the Oriental. the
Latin, the Jew and the ''new iU1Dfgrant."

The Black Man
On the positive aide, the social studies units contained kequent

descriptions of Black people as acceptable citizens, friends and neighbors;

as equai_, not inferior, to others; as skillful and contributiag citizens
who

have pareicipated courageously and effectively in our economic and

social life.

Positive atatenents placed enpbaaia on the contributions made
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by Black people to our civilization, their achievements in the professions,
in education,. business, science and indus:try•

Outstanding Black men were

credited with specific acbievelilellts and presented to the student as models
of patriotism and lndl.l8try. Major blame £or the present situation of
many Black people 1n this country was attribubd in sneral textbooks to
white .America.

Segregation and discr1mination in housing, education

and recreation were deplored as serious blots on the American const::lence.
The church also dld not escape censure. While several textbooks indicated
that the catholic hierarchy ill tbe United States had urged clergy and
aid the Black man, not much was do• until the close of

laity in 1866

to

the century.

1be student was made aware that many catholic institutions

have followed a pattern of segregation and have fdled generally
in a

~ist1an

manner towards.Blacks.

to

act

Occasionally suspected student

stereotypes of Black people were attack.eel directly with corrective
statements.

Sister Rita Mudd pointed to such cottecd.ve atatemeots as one

of the beat means available

to

counteract prejudice.

In her view future

1.natructional materials should make wider use of this tool whic:b she

felt was underemployed in Che materials examined by her.
Following aze some illustrations of positive references m
the Black group in the Catholic social studies material.a.

was legally free J..ifter the
Civil
but he was not prepared
to use and enjoy bis newly granted

Tbe Ne~

wail

freedom. Por a long time be found
himself in a new kind of slavery at the
hands of unscrupulous white men Who
exploited him but assumed no reaponsl•
billty £or him.
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Negroes contributed to the prosperity of
the south •••• Their labor in the North has
been of great economic va16e to the country ••••
Negroes have also contributed much to our
native American literature. music and art,
and the list of Negro inventors is an impressive one.
Unfortunately some Catholics have gone along
with the pattern of segregation in churches,
schools and hospitals.
One of the most serious blots on American
Civilization has been the large number of
lpncbiogs in the South and the serious

race riots in the North.

We must face the fact that white Americans
are largely responsible for the pi:esentday plight of the Negro. Slavery. and
then segregation and second class citizenship, brought on mostclf tbe evils which
now beset our Negro neighbors.
Typical of mistaken judgment is the statement
tbat by heredity Negroes are mentally infer•
ior to whites, and therefore it is a mistake
to try bl provide blgber education for tbeln.
There were virtually no statements in the textual materials

that could be classified as exp1icitl1 negative.

constituted tbe cblef reason
ments as negative 1n tone.

f~r-ldterlE'esearchers

Negative implications

designating same state-

For example:

If Negroes in the South were given complete
equality of educatlonal and economic op-

portunity, what social problems wuld zesult?
Can you suggest any way of eventually solvlng

these problems lo a gradual manner?
The examples given above show a definite awareness of the depth

of the ioj ustices done to Black people in America.

The problem is that such
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presentations were not frequent enough.

Same improvement should also

be made in the knowledge of the Black man's contribution to American life

as well as bis African heritage. . It is important £or white students

to

know about some of the Black Americans who have made a contribution to

the total life of America such as George Washington Carver. Ralph lkmche,
and others.

Bat lt is equally vital for them to undel!Und something

about the internal history of the Black CGIDllIUD1ty in America and the
forces and figures that have influenced it.

Tbey should know who such

men as Marcus Garvct', W.E. Dubois and Martin Luther King were, and what

they stood for.

High school students in particular should be presented

with an explanation of the many and varied foms of segregation that
continue to exist in our nation, and how structures of ghetto life denies

many opportunities to chilc:lren.

It is vital for the teacher to help

the student go behind the external picture of ghetto' life to

the

causes of the ghetto,. some of which go back to the slavery era.
Teachers should also be careful to avpid tbat subtle foma of racism which urges students to respect the Black man because he "is really

like us white people." In sucb an orientation the status and worth of
minorities is judged by the degree to which they have adapted to the

values and culture of the majottty society.

This caution applies as

well to all the g%"Dups we are dlacussing in this chapter, not merely

Black people.

Granted, ill some respects thls type of approach is

partially inevitable.

Also, from a Christian perspective, we do want

to continue to stress the basic dignity and equality of all men.
f
'

Yet
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we must constantly

r@l1n~Lourselves

that, because we have not yet dis•

covered the "universal man," nor found the way of adequately "stripping, ..

as it were, universal manhood from its ethnic and racial concretizations,
tbere is always the danger of identifying the true Christian man with
the racial and ethnic group that predominates in a given society. While
we cettainly

d~

not want to drive artiflcial wedges between peoples as

we recall with St. Paul that as people in Christ we are ultimately neither
.Jew

nor Gentile. ue must recognize the continued value of diversity.

Catholic students must learn to appreciate other peoples as mw:h for
their distinctive qualities and talents as for their sameness.

For a

teacher to bring together the poles of universality and diversity is
admittedly not an easy task.

But a proper understanding of the univer-

sality•diversity syndrome appears to be cDJcial

to

any successful re-

solution of the intergroup tension that is currently challenging our

nation.

Somehow we mwatadjust our ideal away from the former emphasis

on societal assimilation toward one of shared diversity if our nation
is to survive in a meaningful and human way.
II.

The American Indiana

Positive references to the Indian group and its contributions
to American life were, on the whole, not as frequent as for the Negro
group.

And there were 1D81ly more examples of expressly negative statements

l-'

')

J

•

Cbap~r

with respect to Indians.

Some
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of the textual materials did criticize

our attempts to force the American Indian into our common cultural
and social -patterns.

Some entries described the Indians as the "first

families of Amerlca, 11 and as friendly, brave and kind people. Other
statements referred to the Indian as progressive and devoted to his
family.

Receiving high praise were the rich Indian legacy of native

arts, music and handicrafts aa well as the group's abilities in
hunting. fishing and faming.

The authors of several publications

clearly told the student that our nation bas failed to mcognize

the dignity and rights of the Indlan population of America.

Our Indian

policies were temed the "seamy side of our democr.acy," "the worst blot on the
story of our expansion 1 11 and "a chapter of dishonor." The following are

typical of the positive textbook references to Indians:
Surely the Indians were brave men, too. Tbey
showed heroic courage against their enemies
in the face of cold, hunger, and torture.
The 10uthwest Indiena were very progressive. They
were good farmers. They built dams and dug
ditches to irrigate the dry, sandy land. They
excelled, too, in weaving, pottery, and the
1J8k1Dg

of bmJets.

The United States owes much to tbe Indians ••••
The American Indians taught us the uae of the
tomato, maize, potato, and other agricultural
products, and their art and folk tales have

likewise enriched our culture.

The treatment of the Indians in the American
states and territories showed that self-interest

, ',
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and not high principles were behind tbe actions
of individuals and the government •••• They jJhe
frontiersmen? did not admit that the native
Indians, wbO bad possessed the land in the first
place, bad any right to it at all.

The treatment of the Indian by the white man in the United States
does not make pleasant reading.

'A Century of dishonor* is perhaps not

too harsh a tem to use ln describing it.
Negative stereotyping of the Indian group was also found in tJ::e
textbooks:
The Indians were fickle and mireliable.
The Indians were the racial group which made

the fewest positive contributions

national development.

any had the cr.u el ways

'l.'ltey Lindf
go with pagan

ea the

that always

beliefs.

A cerauonial dance by New Mexico Indians

(illustrated by a picture." Dancing plays
a large part in the culture of many backward people.
The Blackfoot Indians of Montana never

stopped looking for revenge.

On

the

~le

the portrait of the Indian group that emerges from

'

the St. Louis studies is not as encouraging as that of the Black

American. And because the Indian population is considerably smaller
than that of the Black population and not generally situated in the

major urban areas. little is being done to counteract the strongly distorted image if tbe American Indian in the various mediat television
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in particular.

Most students have probably never met an Indian in person.

Their picture of the Indian is frequently still that of the American

Western which continues to be propagated in films and on television.
The slum conditions under which many Blacks are forced to

live are more

easily visible to the average student than are the conditions of poverty
which Indians are often forced to accept on resarvations.

Our image

of the Indian is still largely the romantic one of a Tonto or the
savage one of the Wild West

~illain.

Precisely because the possibility of improving the portrait of
the Indian through the mass media and existential contact is much more

limited than for the Black American, the classroom becomes doubly im-

portant as a corrective vehicle.

'1'he diverse cultures of American

Indians must become betnr known to students as well as dieir present
and past exploitat:ion by white America.

There should also be some

awareness of self-improvement developments among the Indians.

Studencs

need to understand why Indians feel a present need to bolster group
identity to overcome the alienation they have experienced from the

of them look to the
Jewish conmunity, as do some of the Blacks, for a model to follow. 1

majority white society of European hetitage.

The

.Some

Jewish sense of peoplehood bas become attractive to both Indians

and Blacks in America.
llabert B. Rietz, director of the American Indian Center in

Chicago, is emphatic in inaieting that the Indian bas been tragically
overlooked by American society.

''The teaching ofy-Indian history,"
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he says,

u

is less than patlmtic.

13

The entire Indian removal policy of

federal administrations during the 19th century is umnentioned.

Nowhere

do young people really learn about the development of the reservation
system.

Just think of it - extermioation, reservations.

Yet notbiug

in our textbooks. 112

Mr. Rietz maintains that a study of the contanporary American
Indian can provide several worthwhile lessons for the entire urban
majority:

(l)

The urban Indian ls showing that traditional group

values can be maintained in the midst of an impersonal, increasingly

uniform and often hostile environment; (2) The Ilidian is prvvf.n.g that
(

social welfare programs can be effectively administered by the recipient
groups without the need for rigid bureaucratic direction; and (3) The
Indian ls displaying to the non-Indian populatbn the importance of each

individual having a feeling of kinship with the

comnubity~

of belonging

to a larger organic group that embraces all.
In addition

to

the native American Indian, students should be

exposed to the history and cultUJ:'eS of the various Indian civilizations

that have ezl.sted in both North and South America.

Latin America ls generally poor.

Oar

treatment of

But our treatment of the native

Indian populad. ons of such countries as Mexico and Peru is eve. -.n-se.

It 1s almost totally noa•exlstent.

The same 'applles to an awareness

of the situation of the Eskimos and Aleuts in the state of Alaska.

(
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III. Orientals
Oriental peoples, whether American or Asian, received only scant
consideration in the textbooks examined b_y the St. I.Duis research staff.
Qnission once again was the major source of criticism.

What material

there was on -Orientals generally attained a favorable evaluation, al•
though a few enttd.es in the literature materials implied that orientals

were dishonest. There were occasional references to the Oriental group
which highlighted the rich civilizations in such countries as China

long before Westem civilization bad begun to develop.

Oriental

contributions to civilization generally. such as pottery and porcdlaln

paper, tea, glass, ink and printing, also received same acknowledgment.
Stress was placed in a few instances on the beauty and dignity of

Oriental religious and cultural life, philosophy, music and art. The
following textbook entries illustrate this approach:
Beauty ls a daily necessity to the
.Japanese, and love of beauty ls a part
of the m ul of nery man, woman and
child. Japanese arttata paint beauti•
ful pictures, make exqulsit;e lacquers
and pottery, erect graceful buildings,
but that ia not all. Even the simplest
things of everyday 11.fe are made beau•
t:iful with a sure touch and aat:ural good
taste.

ID spite of -political changes the religious
and cultural life of China developed to a high state
while Western Europe was still struggling
with barbarism.

A canmon criticism hurled at these people of
Southern and Eastern Asia ls that they ad•

here rigidly to an ancient cult:ure. It is
necessary to realize that these Orientals

/,y"'
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are the best judges of what is noble and
honorable 111 their culture. What suits
one part of the world will not necessarily
suit another. We owe much to these people.

Many devices and inventions common now in
the West can be traced back to Asian origin.
The Japanese and Chinese in particular have
influenced our culture.
'?be Chinese helped to build many of our
railroads. &:onamic dlscrimim tion bas
kept them in rather limited occupations,
auch as restaurant and laundry work.
Housing discrimination has segregated then
ia

over-populated areas.

several authors referred to d1scrtlplnat1on against Chinese

people in the San Francisco school system, to the herding of Americans
of Japanese descent into closed-off detenc1on camps during tbe II World
War, and to the rigid imnigration restrictions against people from Asian

lands.
The textbooks examined by the St. t.ouls research team did not

contain much explicitly negative

~terial

about orleatals.

(A possible

exception might be the fact that the Mongoloid group headed the list of
illiterate characters in moat of the literature series.)

As with

many of the other minorities, omission is the most serious accusation

that bas to be levelled against the treatment of Oriental peoples, whether

Americans eurAsians. _

To rectify this situation in the future teachers will need to _
begin incalcatiog in their students sane .awareness of the great Oriental
cultures and c:l:v ilizations 1 past and present.

Special emphasis might

very well be placed on the Oriental influence in our owa. sta'te of Hawaii.

In general, an improvement in our presentation of the Oriental peoples
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will demand expanding the traditional preoccupation in our history and
social studies courses witil Western Eum pean and native American history.

Events and cultu:es from other parts of the world have recelved a shabby
treabnent at best.

They were usually brought in only when Europeans

or Americans were involved there in wars or colonial expans1o n.

Our

students learn much about die China of the Boxer Rebellion days, for
example. but virtually nothing about the more c'l"eatlve periods in the
long and proud history of Chinese civilization.

Pinallya some effort should

Mt made to cut through some of the romantic notions many white Americans

have about the life that awaits the Chinese American in the Chinatowns

of San Francisco, Chicago, New York or elsewhere.

Behind the glitter

of the tourist shops and restaurants we will find problems in housing.
education, working conditions and social services because of past dis•
cdmination and neglect.

Students should came to know Chat the Chinese were

brought to this country originally to construct

ou~

railroad system, that

they were never adequately cmnpensated for their arduous work. and that
little was done to prepare them for successful integration into the

majority society.
IV.

The Latin Peoples

The Latin American group in this country received very little
attention as a wliole in the textual materials.

Puerto Rican and

Mexican-Americans are mentioned on occasion as Spanish-speaking jmnigrants

who have been .s ubject to considerable discrimiaation in the United States.
Virtually nothing, however,
hand, the

research~rs

is said about

their culture. On the other

discovered substantial con•t which spoke in a
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positive vein of t:he peoples in Latin America itself.

these references

stressed the deep-seated culture of the Latin peoples. the strength of
their family life and their friendly and courteous attitudes.

Pan•

Americanism was emphasized and put forth as an ideal by many of the text•

book authors.

Students were told that a spirit of hemispheric unity

would prove beneficial to all the countries of south and North America.
One social studies publication depicted Pan-Americanism as an ideal

developed after World War II which has helped to bri.Qg about a better

understanding and appreciacion of Latin American culture and bas encouraged
a more favorable view of Latin Americans among North Americans.

The

various Pan•.American meetings held through the years have, the teatbooks
allege, have prevented many of tbe misunderstandings that foster friction
among nations.

'1Mutual friendship promotes peace" was a cCJlllDOll theme of tbe

authors.

Other entries told the student that the Pan American union lo

awakening the peoples of North and South .America

to

the advantages of

better understanding among its members. that the Good Nelghbor policy

was a source of strength. and that the Organization of American States

and the Institute of later-American affairs have done much to promote
a better life for the peoples of South America and mutual understanding
among all the peoples of the laemisphere.

several of the authors clearly

brought out the unjust conditions under which Mexicans are forced to work

in our country while others criticized aspects o§ our policies toward
Latin nations especially durtng the presidency of Theodore Roosevelt.
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There was also an attempt by a few of the textbooks to directly attack
suspected student stereotypes of Latins.

The following typify the

statements wbclch fonn the Latin American portrait in the textbooks:

The People in those countries L'Latin AmeriC!_7
had fought for their freedom jjust as we had• and
moat of them had adopted constitutions modelled
after ours.
These people have developed a fine religious
heritage and a deep•seated culture. Family
life ls strong; divorce and juvenile delln•
quency are almost unknown.
lJhile Mexicans are seasonally employed in
the United States in large numbers, they
do not always share the advantages of wages
or favorable working conditions with American workers. This prompts tbe need for t:he
passage of laws that oppose injustice to
any workers.
Unfortunately the Mexican war and Theodore
RoosevU.t's methods in securing the land
for the Panama Canal made the Latin American
states very mistrustful of Yankee imperial•
ism.
Many think that tbe people

LLatin hnerican"'iJ

are still backward and unprogressive. Yet
in many ways they are extremely modern and
progres.s ive, and boast of unusual cultural
and educational facilities ••••
Despite Cbese genuinely positive

comments ~

the portrait of the

Latin American group in Qthol.ic instructional materials is open to several

-:::--_-::---__-

·-- -.-

. ~~

'
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criticisms.

One

is shallowness of

treatment~

There is really very

little offered the student in the way of a sympathetic presentation of
the genius of the great Latin American civilizations that bave been
formed out of the Indian, Spanish, Por.~ese and Moorish components.

Moat American studenes know vii.lually nothing aboue the history of the
L

countries in tatln America, not even tbac of our
to the

immedia~

neighbor

south of Mexico, except when those countries have somehow

entered directly the history of the United States (e.g. Mexican war,
panama Canal, Spanish-American War, etc.).

(The same is true incident-

ally for the history of our neighbor to Che

north~

canada.)

This is

only another example of our excessl.ve preoccupation with Western
European and American history.
Very little is also said of tbe situation of the Latin minorities
in our own country, either about the very real hardships and the dis•
crfminatlcm they have experienced, or about the rich Spanish culture
of the Southwest and parts of Florida.

Rarely is much attention given

ta the fact that two of our oldest cities Santa Fe and St. Augustine
~, Spanish in origin.

wealth .o f

Puert~

Likewise little ls presented about the C0111DOn•

Rico, its development and its past and present

re-

lationship to the federal government.

But over and above the cmissiom, we must also recognize deflnite
distortions in same of the textbook materials which stress the so-called
spirit of Pan Arr.erioanism.
the student the

While a few authors tried to point out to

~l~.injustices

that have marked our policy toward

Latin American nations, the greater number of entries left the student
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~1e~.have ~nerally

of concern and respect for their peoples.

exhibited a real sense

Unfortunately the situation is

abnost the exact opposite.

A true Pan-American spirit has been the
exception rather than the rule in our dealings ~ith Latin America. 3
This applies as well to the Organization of American States which ls
deeply discredited in much of Latin America.

Even the best of our

approaches such as President Franklin Roosevelt's Good Neighbor Policy

have had serious shortcomings in spite of the fact that the Good
Neighbor Policy constituted a real

ligh~

in a history of our relations

with the peoples to the south of us, a history in which we have little
cause for pride.

Students must begin to understand that even so-called

"foreign aid" has frequently hurttthe Latin economy far more than it has
helped it, while at the same time tt proved of great benefit to our own
fiscal well•being.

Without a greater awareness by Americans of the

past injustices perpetuated by our nation against Latin America we can

never hope for anyr real reconiiliat&on among the peoples of our hemisphere.
The poverty and suffering of so much of Latin America is staggering

and difficult to justify for any sensitive Christian.

Because of the

special relationship between the United States and Latin .America the

alleviation of .these desperate conditions depends in large part on our
nation.

While still presenting our students with the potencial inherent

in the ideals of our country, we must try to make them aware of the

serious failures of our foreign policy relative to Latin Americans.

To

shrink from this serious responsibility would be false patriotism and
false Christianity.

It is a challenging and sensitive assignment for

·~h~~~-

-

I

/
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V.

The Jewish Group

Although we will take up

~

textbook findings regarding J'e\18

in chapter Five, some mention of them in this chapter on racial and

ethnic groups is important because Judaism is not just a religious
phenomenon.

Jews c<Dbine both an etiiic and a religious aspect around

a common core of peoplehood, and this facet of Judaism is probably
the one Christians find most difficult to grasp.

The textbooks

examined seldom developed this aspect of Jewish llfe.

Their presenta-

tions, whether prejudiced or enlightened, generally concentrated

on

the religious aspects of Judaism, only occasionally mentioning per•

secution of Jews in countries and centuries other

than

our own.

What is needed to advance our understanding of Jews (as with
the other groups discussed in this chapter), is some sense of their

continuous experience as a distinct people .and the difficulties they
have encountered.

For the Jews this would mean some description of

the various Jewish llligrations to the U.S., bow they were forced into

certain social and ethnic patterns in this country ( the source of

many of the c0111DOn Gentile stereotypes of Jews), and bow
the target of social and economic discrimination.

discr'hnloatton against Jews are in

part

~ey

were

These patterns of

responsible for some of the

anti-Jewish feelings in black ghetto caumumities.

The most &1f.sible

and identifiable white presence there is often the small Jewish
merchant, while Gentiles have practiced discrimination far more serious
behind ·t he walls of large!) ~ersonal corporations..
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Skillful use of literature may be one helpful way of providing
Christi.an students wt.th same insight int:o the intemal experience of

Jews.4 Msgr. John Oesten'eicber of the Instlt:ute of Jwlaeo-Chrlsdan
Studies at Seton Pli!ll University even sees great instructf.onal possi•
bllitles ln sw:b an apparently anti•Jewlsh play as Shakeapeue's
''The Merchant of Venice."

1

As you well know, one of Shakespeare's great plays, ''The
Merchant of Venice." is a stumbling block for many. There
are Christians as well as Jews who would like to see it
caken off the currlculm or consider its perfomance by
the drama club of any school taboo. I an not one of them.
As a matter of fact. l ~bk it a ~rfect means for cransmittlng this sensitivity. It ls not a play hostile ·t o
.Jews, rather does l~ castigate Cbrla~f.ana !!!!!. Jews, that
is to say, the sinfulness of man.

a single character iii the play is a person of moral
integrity. Antonio, for instance, appears to be a man

Not

of DOble heart, kirul and unselfish; in reality he is no
leas a-seeker after profit tha1l Shylock. The clifference
is that Shylock's busia.ess is despised• tihereas AntoDia 's
is praised. Yet; even the praise discloses its metal:
'\Jbere your argoales with portly sail••• , t-do overpeer
the _petty traffickers" (I,1,9,12).. There seems to be so
little .tl2£Qrence between tbe big trader and the money

lender that, at the end of the play, Portla--dlagu1secl
as a young 1-yer--can ask: "Which 18 the merchallt, and
which tbe .Jew?" (IV.1,174). The arrogance and hypocrisy
of the ~istians of 1:he play are eoae obvious at Che
elopment of torenzo with Jessica. Before she is ready
co join her lover, she returns to the house for same more
money to take with her. When Gratlano bears her resolve
t:o add theft to the ?~trayal of her father, he eays: ''Now
by my hood, a gentile, and no Jew" (II, vi,Sl). These
Christians, vbose faith is no more than skin deep. welcome
.Jessica's "'conversion,n but she does not cum to Cbrlat•Cbrist is not even mentioned-she only wishes to escape

I

i

•
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the

boredom of her home and her f !".tber' s 8harie in the

world of glitter.

'

-

Tbe climax of hypocrisy is the little drama U1 the com:t
of justice. What same will take ~ be Portia's noble
attempt at saving Bassanio is, to her, little more than
a prank. (The affair with the ring confims her as a
practical joker.) She plays her role well. For a moment,

she erren am-passes herself and grows ecstatic.

Ber rappraise of merch reaches evangelical heights; yet,
her whole line of defense is meant to trick Shylock. Be
leaves the court ill. Be ls given this choice: either
he becomes a Christian (IV,1,387)--or presently he must
die! Need I add that this is an utter travesty of everything Chrl11danf Though Shylock lives, bis spirit is
broken, his will crllShed. Without faith, be is forced to
become a Christian••and all this by the champion of mercy.
As I see ie, ''The Merchant of Venice" is far Brom being
an anti-.Jewlah play; it is, rather, an 11nmasking of all
tu~.:: us

sham Christians. It could be atcextbook for Christi.an•
.Jell sh relations; lt condenses a m1lleo1um to the life of
one generation. If taJght with discretion or played
with sensitivity, it wul.d convey to the student or
specttor the sins of Christendom and implanC 1n him the
desire tD make amends, to tum the ~onciliar SUtement

on the Jews into a living reality.

Special sensitivity is required 1n the use of literary sources

As

to round out the Jewish portrait for Christian at&Idents.

Liptin points out in his book, 'l'be

.Jews in

Solomo11

American Literature the

Jewf:ah portrait bas been shaped by a number of conflicting eendenciea:

Protestant veneration of the Hebrew patriarchs, the libdral sp1T1t of
the EDlightemnent, and the "evil Jew• stereotype, a part of Western

traditlou whose prototype was Judas and who gained

~e
I

in

European drama and fiction via the mystery play, Chaucer, Marlowe
and Shakespeare.
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In -spite of many differences, the struggles of the Jewish

immigrant community to adjust

to

American life, as reflected in the

literary record. may provide insights to the situation of other
minority groups.
still are,

Many Christian Americans have been reluctant, and

to grant Jews full

equality in the benefits of American

life. As a result, a certain segment of the Jewish population - and
here fiction seems to faithfully JEflect reality • was inclined to
cast aside all vestiges of f.ts Jewish origins and to try to make
itself indistinguishable £rom. the majorl ty of American society.

Others,

hcn.1ever, discoveJ:ed or rediscovered their Jerisb heritage, having

undergone the often painful experience tbat complete assimilation

was both an impossible dream and a betrayal of their true identity
as Jews.
The

struggle

to be

found in Jewish literature between the poles

of complete assimilation and etlmlc identity may well have raised the

first profound challenge to the American meltiq pot concept.
revealed

~

It also

psychological destructiveness of self-hatred.

In challenging the melting pot concept, Jews also uncovered the

limitations of Ame.r ican "universalism."
In spite of our claims American

a whlte•Cbristian country.

separably linked.

was and still is esaen tially

•'White" and "Christian" have been in•

Jews have had trouble because dtey wre not

even though they are white.

Cbris~ians

Other groups, despite their Christian

faith, have bad difficulty because they were non-white or only "peri-

pherally" wbiu fram tbe viewpoint of a Western European white society.
1

:
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This holds true for American Blacks (a great many of wham were Baptists)

and Spanish-Americans.
Literat~

is thus a good method of introducing a student on both

knowledge and feeling levels to the situation of the Jew in American
society.

In paniculu, literature can give the atudenc a good

ness of what life has been like for the Jew in this country.

aware•

It would

be shortsighted to concentrate solely on the religious aspects of

Judaism in treating of the Jewish people.

Their role as an

~lean

minority group also deserves adequate consideration by the teacher.
VI.

The 1'New Immigrants"

To conclude this chapter we will take up an aspect of intergroup
relations in Americ:a brought out only in the u.teracure study.

was

n0

there

parallel category for the New Umnlgrants in either the religion

or social studies anal~.

Basically this category involves a distinction

between the presentation of tile Old Immigrant group, the ''builders of

our naeion," and the portrait of the New Tnwnigranta, primarily people
from soudtern and eastern Europe who came to America in great numbers

after 1880. The results of the literature study indicate that the
tenbook authors and compilers identified the Old Imoigrants as tbe

we" group, while the New Imnigrants were looked upon as the "they"

11

group.

The Old

'[mmf grants bad considerably more reprsentation in

major speaking roles and they ranked higher in honesty, educational
status, respectability and desirability.

'rhe only category in which

the New Dmnigrant:s held a slight advantage was

p~udenee.
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Pawlikowski would prefer that thts foll.awing sentence be retained.

It

was crossed mt in the original ms.

But this situation may actually be interpreted as something less than

complimentary in the overall portbit of the New Immigrants.

It may

actually be a subtle way of emasculating the New Immigrant group.

I
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The situation of the New Immigrant group in America bas taken on

a renewed importance in the current American social situation. Mm y
members of this group (especially the Slavic peoples) are only beginning
to reach full acceptance in American society..

A good number of them in

the paat tried to disguise their origins in the same manner as some Jews
through such devices as changing their surnames.

Many of the New

Imnigrant group may still not feel totally at home in the American social

env1romnel\t. They may contillue to believe that in some ways they have not
as yet been fully incorporated into the mainstream of American life.
And it ls frequehtly these Hew Tmrdgrant peoples tbat stand in the way

of the advancement of other minorities sucb as Blacks and Spanish•

Americans.

It is important that students be given some insights into

the sit.uation of the Rew Imnigrant groups.

'l'hey should also acquire

some knowledge of the histDry and culture of their ancesual coantries.
same thing that bas been by-passed in our study of European history
up till now with the emphasis almost totally on Western Europe.

Such

a presm tation of the situation of the Hew Immigrant groq> 1n America

is of special importance for catholic students.
are descendants of this group.

A great many of diem

A realistic knowledge of their situation

past and :present may help to lessen some of the intergroup problens now
existing between the New Ind.grant group and our advancing minority

groups.

This lack of full assimf lati011 of the New Imnigrants is a

factor ·t hat bas

no~

been given adequate expression in many of the recent

analiaes of the sources of social tension in our country.
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Chapter IV: THE PORTRAITS OF
NON-CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS GROUPS

The St. Louis studies reveal no consistent pattern in the portraits

of the religious outgroups which concern us in this chapter: Protestants,
F.astern Orthodox, Eastern Rite Catholics, and non-Christians.* Tbe social
studies textbooks gave the most positive orientation

to

these

gJD ups.

Though

lower than the corresponding scores for racial-ethnic groups, the scores
for religious outgroups stand at a very respectable level of 72 per cent
positive

rri/' the sum total of references

to

Protestants and 89 per cdnt

--:::-

positive for references to non-Christian groups. · Moreover, the social
studies units frequently stressed the need for acceptance of all religions,
highlighted beliefs shared in common, and urged interreligious cooperation
in civic affairs and on issues involving public morality.

*

The textbooks

The term non-Cbrlstians0 is sometimes used as a broad, generalized category
in the textbooks. References to Buddhism, Confucianism, etc. also fell into
this category. Except for the literature study, which included .Jewish references under "non-Christian,n it does not refer tx> Jews.

-
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invoked both secular (the .American spirit of toleration) and religfo us
(the Fatherhood of God aa the foundation of the 1.e1ity of mankind) authoritative

traditions in urging harmony and d!crying religious bigotry.

Same illustrative

examples from the social studies textbooks:
Our teaching on the family 1 on 1DOrality in t'?lic and
business life, on race relations and on international
unity, to mention but a few points stressed in these
pages, is accepted by many who are not catholics. Nearly
all our teachings 1bi these fields are shared by • • • Protest•
ants and Jews. Many of these ideals are based on tbe
natural law and would be professed by men of good will,
no matter what their religious belief.

More and moe. catholic leaders have shown a disposition
to cooperate with Protestant and Jewish leaders in
civic questions wherein all share a c:ommon moral principle. They have frequently fowid themselves taking
a comnon stand on certain measures affecting the rights
of the working class, imnigration, and similar matters
that have direct moral implications.
Christ was not a separatist; he went about do1Dg good
and did not allow artificlal barriers to circumscribe

his mission.
In nations where persons of different religious beliefs
live side by side, charity 1a necessary i f peace and
friendship are to pervade the body politic. Tolerance,
forbearance, respect for tbe honest convictions of others,
all dictated by charity will eliminate illwill and bigotry. ,
Nothing disturbs natural unity so much as religfous
bigotry, which at base is due t:o lack of charity. Charity
obliges us to accord tbe same measure of freedom of
conscience to others that we demand for ourselves and
those of our religious belief.
We are happy because so many people pray to
many places near and far away. We love all
and remember that: they are God's childm n.
our sisters and brothers because
God is our
...........

God, in so
these people,
They are like

Father •
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The generally positive orientation which the social studies materials

reveal towards religious outgroups is less true of ·t he literQture units.
Here the picture ls much more confused, with some materials portraying

non-Catholics in a fairly favorable light while other series cast them
fn roles that definitely

make

them inferior to Catholic characters.

In the literature materials. the religious affiliation of nearly
60 per cent of the characters was uncertain.

In the three series CDmpiled

specifically for Ciatbolie school use, Catbolic characters predominated.
In the set compiled for general use, but adopted by many catholic schools,

non-Catholic Cbrisl:ian gmups bad the strongest representation.

In

contrast to the first three series where Catholics comprised an nerage
of 2L7 per cent of the total speaking characters and 52.6 per cent of ehe
religiously identifiable characters• Catholics formed only 9. 7 per cent
of all speaking characters and 27 per cent of religiously identifiable
characters in the non-catholic series.

Non-Christian characters averaged

1.2 per cent of the total speaking characters in all sets.
The visibility scores for non-Christians in the literature

study point once again to the problem of silence ratber than overt
negativism.

'

Obvio\ISly in textbooks written for Chrlatian students in a

ociety basically rooted in Christian culture. the predontnaace of Christian
characters comes as no great surprise and hardly deserves criticism.
It is similarly understandable that

Catholics~

themselves a minority.

would choose compilations of literature which highlight the contributions
of their own group or include a higher proportion of catholic characters
1

than would be found in general

antbolo~ies.

But in times when

we have
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increasing contacts as a people with non-Christian religious traditions,
it would seem important to ensure that students be exposed to literary

materials in which the presence of identifiable non-Christian characters
would be greater than a meager 1. 2 per cent.

Ten per cent would be much

more of an acceptable minimum.

The religious textbooks, as might be expected, showed a high
preoccupation with other :i rellgions.

Nevertheless, there exiaced great

disparity in the amount of space devoted to specific religious outgroups.

Very few wilts, for example, contained any material on Eastern rite
catholics.

And the

tze! 0 ent:

of non-Catholic groups frequently occurred

only when these groups appeared on the scene chronologically in Catholic
history as a schismatic or heretical group. Moat of the publishers did
receive an overall positive score for their treatment of religious outgroups 1 ~one series received a negative rating in six out of the
nine analytical cacegories.

These positive scores, however, were

quite low in comparison to the scores for the racial•ethnlc groups in
.

the religion materials or to Che scores for both the religious

and

racial-ethnic groups in the social studies section of the St. Louis
research project.

Few of the publications received more than a 20 per cent

positive rating for the Protestant group.

And the examples of positively

scored references cited below, typical of the majority of positively
aco:ced materials. would be open to serious

quest~ t~~Y·

liequently strike one as paternaU.sdc and seem

'l'be ata7ts.

to~their call for ac•

ceptance of Protestants on the fact that they possess "at least some of
the

.'

-i
t:>?
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the truth we have."

Now not only Catholics but non•Catbolics as well can
attain to the state of grace. For instance. a non•
Catholic who, by an act of perfect love or perfect
contrition. bas received baptism of desire, is united
to Christ by an invisible bond as long as he persists
1n the state of grace.
Non-Catholics who, through no fault of their own, do
not know that the catholic Church is the true church,
may be pleasing to God. The Catholic teaching that
"outside the churdl there is no salvation'' does not
mean that everyone who is not a Catholic will be damned.
It means tbadsalvation comes to men in and through the
catholic Church. Therefore, non-catholics who are 1n
the state of grace, are in the catholic Church, though
invisibly, and i£ they persevere in grace, they will be
saved ••••

It is quite possible, however, for a Protestant to be
"in good faith" in holding to some truths and rejecting
others, for he may not know that these otbers are revealed. If he knew, he would accept
them.
,

Excerpts from two diffuettt textbooks illustrate bow the same
theme (in this case, the Mystical Body) can be treated both positively
and negatively:

Christ really wants all to be members of
Bis Mystical Body, and everyone is thus

Many Protestants are baptized
but as they do not accept the

potentially, if aot actually, a member.
For thia reason we have charity for all
persons. Bace, nationality, position,
personality -· all these things must be
brushed aside by the live that Christ wants
to bind all people together in Rim.

Catholic faitb, they do a.ot
belong to the Mystieal Body.
The Orthodox church members
are baptized and they profess
most of the math of the faith
taught by the catholic Church;
Their refusal to give obedience
to the Pope, however, excludes
them from the Mystical Body.
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The visibility of

~he

non-Christian religious group in the religion

materials was rather low, ranging from 4. 3 per cent to a high of 12.S per c

The poJ:tralt of non-cbristians was generally positive, but the scores were
not especially imprQjive.

A negative reference is illustrated below:

.... There are many non•Cbrlstian sects who do
not believe in the Trinity and therefore do
not accept Christ as divine. Among these

are the Univeraalists, Unitarians. Christian
Scientists. Je., Mobarmnedans, Buddhists,
unconverted Pagans, and many so•l:alled
"scientiscs," ..evolutionists," "materialists"
and_"rationalists" who trust too much in

chelr poor feeble reason and refuse the
guidance of faith and the Church.· Pray for

all unbelievers and belp them by word, and
liDrk to find the Church."

A eo-$ 1.deration of the presentation of non-catholic groups in
the religion materials must leave tbe sensitive Christian teacher with

some feelings of deep disappointment.

That the social studies materials

presented religious outgroups in a fairer and more balanced way than
did the religion materials raises uneasy questions about what

1iJe

have been

presenting to our catholic students in religion texts over the years.
An examination of references to the specific outgroups mentioned in the

St. Louis stuciies makes it abundantly clear that the religion textbooks
provide the most serious problems.

I.

PROTESTAN'l CHRISTIANS

As iodicaced, the social studies units, offered the student
a fairly positive picture of Protestantism.
~

fell into three basic catego1:'1es:

(1)

References to Protestants
I

those mentioning the Reformation ·
j

t.
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(2)

entries concerned with early Protestant colonists in America; and (3)

those dealing with later developments in America and present-day activities.
Statements ti.thin the first of these categories, the Protestant
Refomation, were least numerous, but frequently emphasized the abuses
and weaknesses existing in the church at the time of Hartill Luther, as
well as the political, social and cultural causes of the Reformation.
On occasion the textual materials spoke of the "true and religious zeal
in the minds of many who broke with Rome."
Luther was presented by some of the textbook authors as a man
of talent and ability and whose criticism of the church bad aome validity:

In tbe year 1Sl7, Luther attacked sane practices
that bad grown up in the church in regard to in•
dulgences. These practices vere not approved by
the officials of th& church ~d Luther bad a
right
.
them. But Luther SOOD went OD
to

y same of the chief teacbings of the church.

About twenty German translations of the Bible had
appeared before hi·s time, but the beauty of Luther's
venion made lt very popular, and it bad great in•
f luence upon the development of the modern German
language.

Here .ffiniveraity of Wi ttenberi7 Luther disting\lished -

himself as a forceful and eloquent preacher and teacher."
.John calvin, another Reformation leader, was described by one of
the texts as a man of great learning and intellectuwbo in lS36 published
the monumental Institutes of the Christian BeligloB.
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Speaking of the catholic Church in colonial times and the
difficulties it faced as a

~inority

I
'

group, many of the publications stressed

that despite the considerable injustices suffered by catholics there were

many honest, fair-minded Protestants who disapproved of the unjust
laws which deprived Catholics of religious freedom, voting rights and public
office.

Special mention was made of the freedom accorded Catholics by

William Penn in Pennsylvania and Roger Williams in Rhode Isl.and.
Pennsylvania did not pass laws against catholics.

The QUakers were sympathetic towards them, and
in fact there were a number of Irish teachers in
Pennsylvania, many of whom vere catholics.

Even Chough Pennsylvania became the center of
Quaker life, Catholics, too, wre wleomed.

Anyone who believed in God could live there.
They enjoyed freedom in the practice .of their
religion. they shared in the friendly govermnent

of the Qaakers.
The outstanding leader of ehese people (colony
of Rhode Island) was Roger Williams, a charitable

Puritan preachei: •••• Roger Williams was an extreiy
tolerant leader.
In the post-colonial period

Protestants1were frequently singled

out for their positive influence on the American character. for their
social services in behalf of youth and education.. and for their general

service to the nation by

prese~ing

moral values and contributing to the

solution of social problems.
American religlous life showed great vitality.
Protest§}ltism, which dominated the religious
scene Ldurir:\s the periot of Jeffersonian Republican•
ism-:!. revealed vigor 1n expansion, organization and
tholfgiit.

YMCA is typical of the Protestant interest in
social service.
'

The
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(Beference to the Federal Council of Chun:hes).
This illustrated a notable tendancy in American
Protestantism to take an active interest in
social, economic, and political affairs in which

moral questions were involved.
By and large, the Protestant clergy performed

heroic public services, nanagf.ng co live on the

smallest of salaries, take charge of local
charities, act as communicy leaders, and raise
families at the same time. Some of the children
of these ministers later became famous in American

'

.;

iue.

Several textbooka clearly acknowledged the deficiencies in the
·'

~

cafholic church, especially in the period when the Protestant reform began.
".::"

Th£ authors spcke openly of the immorality, selfishness and ignorance of

some members of the clergy, including the popes, id Luther's day. Other
textbooks criticized CethOlic persecutions of Protestants in the past as
a serious violatlon of "freedom of conscience" and as a cruel and lntol•
erable act loo.

the sixteenth century the papacy was all too
frequently more interested in petty Italian
politics than in overcoming corruption.
By

Many of the clergy became worldly, and politics
became amoral i f not immoral. These concltiona
ultimately led to the division of tbe Christian
world, commonly known as the Protestant Revolt.
lt is true that reform was needed. The Catholic
church, despite ber divine mi&Lon, ha& never
claimed that her members cannot sin. Even Popes
have been found imperfect and weak, going so far

in same instances as to misuse their high position

to further personal interests ••••!he church baa
never claimed to be perfect, in clergy or members ••••
The Church needs refcma at all times in her members
and never tires of preaching it. She needed it
in the sixteenth century more than 1n any other
period of ber history.

I
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But the presentation of Protestants in the social studies materials
ts by no means totally free of negative content.

The following :references

illustrate some of the negative statements:
(Tabulated personality traits of the Refonners)
Luther: cruel. twisted childhood. Sentimental,,
torn bettieen fear of God and the love of sensual
pleasure. Calvin: severe, narrow, hypocritical.
Ambitious for power and rule. Proud and fanatical.
The Scoctish nobility, moved by greed for the
church's riches and inspired by fanatical Calvinist

John Knox turned Scotland Protestant.
Martin Luther. the first and foremost revolutionary,
openly taught not charity, purity, and humility, but
hatred, vulgarity, and senseless pride. Bis conduct
closely followed his teaching.

,,

\Referring to the perseaation of Irish Catholics) 110f
the persecutors, the Puritans were the most bitter.
They bad but one aim, the destruction of the catholic

Church. Instead of destroying the religion, however,
the persecutions made it stronger."

The Protestant Bevolt led to bitter intolerance and
war; it led to an intensification of nationalis;
the capitalistic spirit, absolutism, and secularization.
TQe Procestant Revolution against the catholic Church
1n the sixteenth century spread fanaticism and int:ol•
erance, and was the ma1o cause of many wars for more
t:ban a century.

Unlike many Protestant sects, the catholic body, time,
to the sec ial principles of Christ, was not split by
the kntf e of sectional discord and racial prejudice ••••
This unity impressed many non-catholics.

•

t

;
J

\
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As was indicated above, the religion materials' approach to nonCathollc groups was heavily negative in tone.
most visible group in the
portra,ed.

.PtGCe~tants

were the second

.·
religion materlels and t!J:e group most negatively

Hostile references to the notestant group in tbe religion

94terlals clustered arouad three

areas:

{1)

doctrinal differences witb

the Hanan catholic church; (2) the Ref01"1Dation; and (3) areas of modern

Catbollc•Protestanc conflict (e.g. Protestant missions in Latia America).

Author William Clancy, recalling his own experience as a student,
is quoted pointedly by Sister Therl.Qg:
In the primary and secondary schools, I learned
the standard things, all negative: Proteetanes
reject the authority of the Pope: they do not

boaar tbe Vb:giD; they deny the efficacy of
gad works; tbey acknowledge only mo sacrmients,
etc •••• 'l'brougb 18 years of catholic education
I beard nothing positive about Protestaotism.
Ro teacher ever suggested that be)'Ond tbe Jlefoniation's

negations, ~_p~tantism bas a prophetic vision of
its own •••• "J6 ~
,,.
Represencative excerpts from die religion materials exemplify

this approach:
,_

Protestantism grantecl concessions in an
attempt co attack all who lacked courage
to live up to Che high standard proposed
by Christ and tbe Church. Protestantism
today is

rapidly deterioracing, while the

uncbaaglog spiritual churcb bas grow ever
stronger with the y~.

What conclusion can be drawn from the fact
thac the only point of unity among Protestants
is opposition to the catholic church?

Io Che 16th aad 17th centuries, the Protestant
Revolt divided the defenders of the super-

-

'
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natural, and bave frankly uorked to spread
secularism even into tbe field of religion.
On the

inside the church bas always bad a

certain number of proud people called 1 beret:ica'
who aeem to think they know more about God 1 s
business than God Himself. 1'he latest of
these, those who called themselves Protestant
Refomers, are realizing more and more, as time
goes on, that the church was right. Every
cen&Ufl ill the united States shows a gain for

the catholics and the decrease for almoat all
th e ltbers.

After 400 years of starvation without moat of
the sacraments, non-c:atbolice today bave grown
to view men in an opposite way; now they bardly
tbt nk of bfm as anything more than an animal.

Luther's um:eatralned passions led him to ei.n;
and in b18 pd.de be refused to have bis life
be considered sin. Be worked out, eberefore 1
a dlfferenc teaching, in which the ideas of ala
and of gcnlnesa were changed to correspond to
wbU it pleased him at me time to consider sin
or virtue. Bis pleasure, rather than tmtb, was
to be the standard for measuring right and wroag.
Ro one will deny tbat Cetbollc views of the Refomation will

clf..ffer from Protestant interpretations end that the catholic viewpoint
will involve sane critical judgment of t:he Pntestant position (as a

Protestant viewpoint will involve some critical aasea81Dent of the Catholic
approach).

The kind of dist:ortton whicb characterizes tbe above ezc:erpts

aeeda to be avoided, bmlever, as well as the use of pejorative descriptions
such as those from a church history text descd.bing varloua

leade~a

of tbe Befozmation as "obattnate beretica, n "self-satisfied monarch, n

"positively imnoral", "drunken brewer," and "adulterous ·tyrant."
Wbile there is room for disagreement between

Prote~&:anta
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on many issues, the textbooks examined in the St. lo"'1s study frequently
contained unfair implications that Protestant groups are

Cbrist~ln

name only and do not actually ny to live :ln accord with the teaeblngs
of the New Testament.

For exmnple:

A Christian is a baptized person who believes the
teachings of Jesus Christ and lives accordf.ag to
them••••Many call themselves Christians although

they believe only part of the teechf.ngs 0£ Christ.
Such Christians are IAltberans, Methodists, Episcopal-

ians, and other Protetanes, as vell as

memJlen of

the Orthodox church. Strictly apeaJdng, Catholics
are the enly real Christians, aa they belt.Ive all

(

the teachings of Christ and CrY, eo live accorctlag
to them.-n-y-

The same type of distortion appeared on occasion in textbook
discussions of modern-day conflicts becween Catholics and Protestants.
The following two passages. from two different textbook series, are

representative of cbe tone found 1D such prejudiced discussions:
Protestantism and C<mnuntsm bave hindered the Catholic
Church in South America. Although Protestants, mostly
from the Unit:ed States, have not wan many co~ts
:&om Catholicism, they have succeeded in making 80llle
~tbolica indifferent to their faith. 1'betr vast
f tnancial resources also threaten to weaken tbe respect
for the church in areas where they can supply much
needed help for the poor.

Besides local problems, Catholics of Latin American
countries face two aourcea of trouble &an the outsitle:
Communists and American Protestanta ••••'lhe Proteatanu
supported by plentiful funds &am.the United States.

are still attempting to~ D•conver~ •I Latin American
Catholics, a procedure that has frequently caused the

latter to look upon all Horth American help as treachery
in disguise.

(

t

f
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There bas been substantial improvement in the portrait of
Pl'otestallt gm.sps since the time of the St. it.Duis studies.

Protesunt•

Catholic rapprocbJnent bas advanced further than any other aspect of
the ecumenical movement. Much of the boatility and triumphalism is
gone, partly as a result of the studies tbemselvea.

But cttbolics

should not lull themselves into a false sense of total aceom.plislDent.
As

a person active in ecumenical mrk on tbe popular level, I continue

to hear many of the same negative attitudes contaiaed in tbe "old"

textbooks verbalized again and again by catholics including catholic

teachers. Bence the following recammeada.tlons vitb res.pect to the
presentation of Protestantism to Catholic

nudenta~ to be taken

sezlously by teachers.
On many .-lilts of belief a catholic•Proteatant polarization is no

longer fully accurate. Certain Catholics uy feel closer to certain
Protestants_on some

~'!~" ~ than to dleir fellow

C&tbolics( Studenu should be aware

frm our

instruct~

~f this.

We musdalso eltmSnate

materials any residue of the old attaudea

tawardJ

Luther and the Protestant BefoDDation. as well as the patronizing attitude
which implies tbat, even though catholics have the "full truth,-" they
should accept Protestants who have at least part of the truth.

Catholic

'

students need to realize that the Protestant tradition preserved a
vital element in Christianity that m"st aaae ageitl .. llee c p - L ·a e -the

e#tiRla: M.&•f't)l•• •the importance of a continual reform of the clwrch.

"'\ -__
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I would sugest that the words of Pro;estant ~loglan George Lllldbeck
~-= ~ 1~J (!' ~--_r~~ ~Qf ·~~"-<)~!'-<..

apply to4>et:h

My

~ig~.adlci.ena:

personal conclusion is that, in the contemporary eschatolog1cal•h1atorical frmnework of
thought, it is becoming increasingly difficult to
develop a comprehensive and consistent theological
justification for either Protestantimn or Raman
catbolicf.sm as they now exist. Even within history,
quite apart from the reconciliation which we bope
.for at the end of time, and not only for Che aake
of the united Christian witness which ie our tti.
own

logical wrk, ware compelled to long and pray for
a church wb1cb is both Catholic and Reformed, and
lacks the doctrinal presump~uousness in wtich both
parties are now involved.·~,;__

J'illally, t:eacbera should try to expose tbelr students to the
activities of the National Council of Churches and the World Council of

Churches,

But they should also attempt

to

shoW them the differences

between the major Protestant denamtoations such aa 1Aatheranism1 Episcopalian•

lsm and Hethodism 1 pointing out tbe basic emphases in each group.

Like•

wise teachers, even in a BJIDP8thetic presen'tation of Protestantism, must
be careful to aold a stereotyped, static view of lea member groups.

Many

of the current reforms in Protestantism f ollov very closely dle lines of
change w are now wltneast.ag lo the Catholic church as a result of the

II Vatican Council.
III.

There is little

&astern Cbristlans

co report with respect to Eastern Christians,

whether Orthodox or those in union with Rome.

They go virtually unmentioned

in the lnsb-uctional materials under nmnt nation.

and needs to be corrected in the future.

This ta most unfortunate

Almost nothing is said t.n tbe
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terials about die eplit beeweeti the Eastern and Western church while

hundreds of pages are devoted to tbe Befomatton. ta same textbooks, Che
Refomatian is described as the first real break in Cbrlact.anicy, ignoring
che mucb earlier separation of Bast.em and westei:n Christianity. whose
issues are just as profound and iinportant to understand as Chose of Cbe

Befomation controversy. Students need to

be

preaeat:ed with a faller

understanding of tbe Id.story wt.Sch eventually led
cbe

'° tlda •eparation of

a. major eegmenca of Chrl.stlantty.
Also to be stressed ln the process of imprO'vtng the portrait of

the

P.astero Churches me their viewpoint on traditlon and

&be

nature of

dle- eburch end lte autborlty as wll aa the unique liturgical rites l>und

u

these charcbes.

Churcbea

1'be

n

Vatican Comu:il In its decree on tbe Eaatem

ia·ezpresaecl anequivocably

tbe poaitlon and tbe

rlahts of

die

Eutern coa1nomitles within the Raman Catbollc Church and re-escabUebed
privileges and cut.Gin$ 1lhtcb had been abolished 1D the put.

It furlber

expreseed the bope for a corporate reunioll of Che Eastern OrtbodoJc churches
with tbe ttanan church.

The council lnsiated that cba tradltlen&

m the

Eastern churches which differ frcim those of tbe West, rather than barm1rag

tty. enrich tbe ap1rlt11ality of the· church.
There .are six maill Eastern caeholle rites:
Haronite. Coptic. Amenian and BjUlltine.

4fbeir

the Chaldean. Syrtant

~hip

in the united

Tbere are also substantial n\IDberq,.. of
• A
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Eastern Orthodox Christians in this country.

Beo.ce i.t is important that

students know something about their history and background.

One final note of caution for the teacher.
should never be simply classified as Protestants.

!he &astern Orthodox

Though they hold member-

ship in the World Council of Churches. they consider themselves independent
from the Protestant tradition.

Their origins are due to an entirely dif•

ferent set of historical circumstances and their spirit differs significantly
frcm Protestantism in many important ways.
III.

Hon•Cbri.stiaG Groups

The positive portrait of non-Cbrlsiian religious groups presented

1n the social studies materials was limited to pagans, Muslims and other
Oriental religions, together with references to Buddha, Confucius and
Laotze.

The majority of

if,./'"'''.> scored in thie category referred to

tile~

'

Jlobammed and the brilliant Mulf.m culture.

Positive refemnces to pagans wre

·not too numerous but the few tabulated showed an aeknoWledgment of the
In one manual the eeanher was advised

to stress "a pagan ruler's mspect for the dignity of man." Several publications acknaitedged that pagans lead morally gad lives.
History materials tended to focus on Islam.

'l'he positive

portrait drawn by the authora: stressed the religious spirit and ,.patriotlsm
of the Muslims, the great appeal of tbeir religiont the sincerity of their

1

members, and their religious practices of prayer, almSdriog, bospitalityt
and loyalty.

i\Jo

examples:

.

'
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Among the more important reasons for the
remarkable expansion of Mohammedans were the
strong patriotism and religious spirit inspired
by that religion.
¥os lems worship the God of Adam and Bve 1 of Moses
ilnd Abrabam•••• The Moslems are often very sincere
in their love of God. They are not ashamed to

mention his name respectfully in conversation, or
to kneel at the hours of prayer i.q\tublic places.
They give alms to the poor·. are hospitable to
strangers and loyal to frfends.

Most of the enttles scored for the Muslim religious group
concerned its flourishiag Medieval culture. These entries stressed that
the Musltms accepted and further developed the beat in the cultures they
_ contacted or conquered.

Bnpbasis was placed upon their excellent bistor1,

their great literary contributions in the realm of poetry and prose, and
their scientific and pbllosophlcal works.

The Mobamedans, e~ially those in Spain,
added acme very important things to the
civilization of Western Eurppe. Many of
their beautiful mosques ••• and other buildings
are still standing. Many qf the Arabs were
poets. Others wrote prose. Some were biator:1.ana. The Arabs were greac astronomers and

also studied medicine.
A list of

soine

of the wcr ds chat have come

inco the &lglish language from t he Arabic as

a result of their brillianc Moslem culture
will illustrate the vastness and variety of
their achievements.

In the liberal arts

the Moslems were serious

students of the Greek philoaophers, especially
Aristotle. 'l'bele translations of Aristotle and
their cmmentaries on his uorks were introduced
to the Chriseian West in the 12th century and
made possible the work of die greatest of all
C:Stholic philosophers, st. Thomas .Aquinas.

/
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Other references to non-Christians in the materials described
the simplicity, zeal, and special virtues of the Oriental religions.

(With reference to Buddba) ••• it appears that
be was a remarkable man of zeal and mildness
who led a life as simple as that of many
Cbr1st1an saints.

Many Chinese practice the teachings of
Confucius. Confucius was a wise man wbo
lived long ago. Be taught the Chiaese
to honor their parents, to be gentle and
polite, and to be honest and hardworking.

In other social studies textbooks the authors attacked directly
suspectedsstereotypes of students and made them aware of the ttagic aspects
of the Crusades with regard to non-Christian groups.

For example:

Contrary to the popular notion tbe Arabs
only occasionally spread their religion
by the sword. Generally they were very
tolerant, epecially toward Christians
and .Jews wham they carefully dlstlaguished
from the heathen.
lJnbapplly ehey Lthe members of the First Crusdde!
bad no mercy on the Moslem inhabitants, wham

they slaughtered by the thousands.
'lbe social studies units also contained same negative materials

with respect to aon•Cbriatian groups.

supposed warlike spirit of Islam.

Most of it bad to do with the

Ollber references presented non-Christian

ideals as essentially opposed to Christian ideals and described aon•Cbrietlan
religions as 11gloomy.n
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Non•Christian ideals: contempt for ~hose
who are not as well off as we are; hatred of our
enemies; refusal to accept God's will; indiffer·
ence to religion and religious duties; selfish
interest in our own welfare, take and use for
our own benefit as much of the world's wea!th
as we can get; indifference to the needs of
others; all-consuming desire to possess the
things of this world; non regard for family
ties and affection.
'1'he first religion 1n India of which anything is
known was Hinduism; it was a gloomy religion

with little hope for a brighter life after death.

were skilled fighters.. Their religion urge4 them on with fanatical zeal.
Tbe Moslems

'!be word Islam means obedience to God. Mohamned
believed in the unity of God. God is God and
Mohammed is Bis prophet was his slogan. Prayer,
£astiag, alms, and pilgrimages to Mecca were some
of the Hohamnedan ways of serving Cod. They
did not p reach this new religion buc urged war on
1

unbelievers.

Islam lras been a source of dissension among the
peoples of the world.
The religion materials, by camparl.son, contained very little of

sipiflcance with regard to the non-Cbristiaa gi:oups.

4fhey concentrated

baavily ou Protestantism ancl .Judaism. generally bringing in references
to

other religious outgroups only in the context of broad generalizations

about tbe need for openness towards all religlous peoples of the world.
As a

resul~,

much improvement still is required in the portrayal

of non•Cbristtan religions.

Their presentation in catholic materials

bas not been updated to the same extent as

the PJ:otestant portrait.
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catholics should begin to explore sympathetically the great
religious traditions represented by Hinduism, Buddhism, and Islam.
PrOteatant theologian Paul Tillich has seen the encounter of the church
with world religions as the great task for the future.

-M:; As catholic

students move into the age of the global village, a knowledge of the

t10rldt1 great religions will be essential for true harmony and creative
peace among nations.

religious tradition,

This does not mean an abandonment of the Christian
bu~

a breaking out of an exclusive particularity.

Tillich insists that
Christianity will be a bearer of dle religious
answer as long as it breaks through its own
particularity. The way to achieve this is not
to relinquish one's religious tradition for the
sake of a universal concept which would be nothing
but a concept. lbe way is to penetrate into the
depth of one's own religion in devotion, thought
and action. In the depth of every living religion
there is a.fJoint: at which the religion loses its
impataace, and~ to which it points breaks
through ~ts particularity, elevating it to spiritual
freedom and wieh it ~o a vision of tbe spiritual
presence in other expressions of the ultimate
meaning of man's existence. 'Ibis is what CbriatianitY,
must see in the present encounter of world religions."fr

-ntere 1a still far from sufficient appreciatbn of this

~irit

1n catholic teaching. When non-chJ:istian religions are presented, the

presentation is-frequently dis-int-erestect and seems t:o

make their

religious

convictions distant from and foreign to the Christian way of life.

A

much more thorough and sympathetic approach is needed that would help

I
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the student draw upon the insights of these religions as well as under•

stand them. Thia bas been urged upon Catholics by the Declaration on
non•Chrlstian Religions issued by the II Vatican Council; la

In this

document the council Fathers stressed that all people compose a single
comnumity, and have a sf.ogle origin, since God made the wbole race of

men dwell over the entire face of tbe mrth (cf. Acts 17 :·2 6).

The peoples

belonging to aon-christian religions have found answers to many of the

profound

mys~ries

heart even today.

of tbe human condi11:>n which deeply stir the human
The document goes on to praise the meditation and

ascetic spirit of Blndui.sm, Buddhislll's understanding of the radical
insufficiency of the wrld, and Isla 's worship of God through prayer.

almsgivlng and fasting.
non-Chria~ians

1he Declaration

SUID8

up its attitude towards

with the following exhortation for Catholics:

Prudently and lovingly, through dialogue and

collaboration with the followers of other
religions, and in wicness of Christian faith
and life, acknowledge, preserve, and promote
die spiritual and moral goods found among
these men, as well as the values to their

society and culture.
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In portraying the non-cbristian religions teachers should

guard

against the same type of stereotyping and static depiction mentioned
in connection with Protestantism.

Many of the F.astern religions are

also experiencing changes and modifications 1n their life styles as
the societies of which they are a part undergo modernization.

Finally, 1n some cases teachers may not even be aware that
prejudicial expression are in fact being use~ by tbem.

Professor 'Abdu-r-aabb
I

of Pakistan makes Chia point with reference to Islam in a paper presented
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to the 1968 International Conference of Christians and Jews.15 Often,

he says, ordinary Christians do not even know the correct name of Islam
nor what to call its followers,
of the mdworld'a population.

who

constitute approximately one seventh

Christians generally call the religion

Mohammedism and its adherents Mohammedans.

(Several excerpts, from

the social studies materials provide examples.) This designation offends

Muslims because it implies that Islam is the product of the mind of
Muhmnmad.

Muslims believe that Islam is the right guidance given by

God to-·:• aftJd nd through bis messenger, the prophet Huhammad.

God revealed

the same kind of guidance through Moses, Jesus and many others

Muhammad.
to

The tenn Islam literally means "surrender. 11

befo~

It is surrendering

God in order to obtain from Him guidance in the right path.-

Professor Abdu•r•Rabb also expressed regret over the subtle and
sometimes not

so subtle attempts

be and otber Maslims have encountered

in North ·Aaerica to convert them, the port:JZf&l of Muslims on television as
\

dishonest and sexually perverted, and the failure of the Westerner to
understand hia name as a unlt ("the servant of the Lord") wbieb cannot
be broken down :lnto first name and surname in the Western fashion.

This

last situation is symptomatic of an attitude shared by many American

Christians who think their-a is the only civilization, the only right way
of life and the only criterion for j.Jdging right and wrong.

"They do not
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consider," he says, "for a moment that they constitute only a small
segment of the entire human

race.·~ q

What is to be concluded from the £act that the religion textbooks

revealed the highest proportion of hostile and prejudiced comments regard•
ing non-Catholic religious groups?

~es

lt mean that the civil tradition

of American democracy, so frequently invoked by the social studies units,

provides a stronger foundation for positive attitudes than doctrinal
assertions about the unity of mankind under the fatherhood of God?
Does lt imply that the task of inculcating the faith -- more directly

~ 'res

ponsibility of religion units than of social studies or literature, alt:bougb,
of course, the latter are profoundly related

to

the goals of a total

Catholic education -- necessarily results in negative attitudes regarding
other faths? Or, are there theological resources within Christianity,
and specifically, within Ronan catholicism, which can be betcer utilized
to enlarge our sympathy and appreciation for other faiths with no loss
of commitment and devod. on to our own?
The noted scholar of ec•neaism Gregory Baum, OSA, baa provided an

exemplary analysis of bow religion la both a source of prejudice and a
10
force for its healing.l Be points out that the Christian religion
creates community, a close fellowship of the faithful, in which the
b

means of salvation are available to them.

Cele~ation of the sacramenes

renders it a sacred society• different from the worldly societies tD which
its members also belong.

Tbe belief that there was no salvation outside

the Church led to the erection of a clearly visible dividing line -'.
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-- a "wall of truth.. --between Christians and non-Christians.
For the church's well-being. this wall bad to be strung.
protected the ordinary Christian.

It

Since salvation was limited to

those inside, the wall intensified the Christian's appreciation of
I

the importance of belonging to the church.

Christians would c:ro~s t:he
\

wall and mingle with the men who lived beyond it only for the purpose
of making converts.

The conveilB were usually severed from, their

former associates and integrated into the Christian society:.\

Missionary
\

activity preserved and even strengthened the wall of truth

\

t~t

surrounded the cbarch.

Thus the Christian religion divided mankind into Hweu and' "they."

This radical distinction influenced the way Christians interpreted their
life in society, their personal associations and their political ideals.
It served as the key for an understanding of history.

truth, they are in error.

We hcil the

We have access to salvation, they sit in

darkness and are filled with fear.

We are virtuous, understanding,

liberated, cultured; they are treacherous, fanatical, superstituous.
uncivilized.

This deep division between "we" and "they" inevitably

generated a sense of superiority.

We are superior, they are inferior.

Dr. Thomas Szasz bas analyzed the rhetoric of exclusion used by a

we-group to affirm its own superiority and to exclude the others from

.u The rhetoric of exclusion finds

their share in the goods of humanity.•

rational arguments or theological reasons to justify this self-elevation

and make it acceptable even to men possessing a sensitive conscience.

The rhetoric: of exclusion which is manipulated by_ the leaders of society
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and endorsed and amplified by the members tries to assign an ever lower
place to outsiders.
point of view.

They come to be regarded as inferior from every

If this rhetoric goes on without restraint. the outsiders

are eventually looked upon as less than human and their suppression
becomes a moral ideal.

In the end society will even approve of their

extermination.

Ttey re no longer human and hence have forfeited the

right to live.

SUch rhetoric of exclusion is far from uncommon in

Christian literature.

In many cases it baa led to disastrous political

and social consequences.

of infidels.

History tells us of holy wars and the killing

It is this rhetoric of exclusion that bas made Christianity

a source of prej.udice.

Even today when the cruder forms of this ex-

clusion have vanished, the rhetoric tends to rernai:n with us and to
perpetuate the inherited prejudices.

This is one pathological trend in religion.

a second.

Fr.

Baum

Christianity proposes a high moral ideal to men.

vocates holiness of life.
bonds of sins.

It ad-

The Christian cKms to be free of the

Be has become a servant of justice.

is the holy church.

points to

Bis community

It is this high ideal of holiness that forces the

Christian cou:munity to live up to its image of holy church.

Christians

must present themselves as the holy fellowship of true believers,
without division or conflict.

Christian teaching creates an image

to which the church tends to cling

al all

hinders the church's self-understanding.

costs.

Often this image

The high ideal stops

Chapter IV:
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who they really are.

This tendency appears in every society.

But the higher the

moral ideal, the more threatened a society is by the knowledge of the
t~th

and the more vulnerable it becomes to paranoidal behavior.

To

escape facing up to the evil trends exfs ting within it, a s_o ciety
will try to project them on outgroups.

The outsiders become the

embodiment of unfaithfulness, superstitlor...- hostility and fanaticism.
Christians see in others what they do not want to admit about themselves.

Prejudice against others becomes a powerful defense against selfknowledge.

The

more "orthodox" and ''holy" a religious cOJWDunity wants

to become 9 the pieater the potential for paraaoidal beba9>r and the

creation of prejudice.
These two pathologieal tendencies make religion a source of prejudice.

But Fr. Baum sees in the Christian gospel a power that heals

men from prejudice, not only from that generated by their religion but
from all prejudice

ereate~y

human society as a whole.

\
The Christian gospel does
not divide mankind into two clearly

defined gmups of Christians and non-Christians.

The gospel does

not define a radical distinction between 11we0 and "they.""

lb.ere is

certainly a difference between Cb:l.sttans and those who do not regard

themselves as followers of Christ.

Yet according to Christ's teaching,

the wonderful things God operates in Christians also are to be found

(
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men who do not belong to the church.

We learn, moreover, that

the opposition to good and the deafness to God's voice are attitudes
also present within the church.

"Not everyone who says to me, 'Lord,

Lord', but he who does the will of
kingdom of heaven. 11

r

(Mt. 7 :21).
,,..

my

heavenly Father, shall enter the

Accord-i ng to the teaclrl.ng of Christ

men are judged not by their creed, but according to the attitude they
show towards their neighbor in which their credal affi'Em8tions of
faith, hope and love find visible embodiment.

*'Truly I say to you, as

you did it to one of the least of these my brothers, you did it to me."
(Mt.

25:40)

This line of thought has been greatly sttessed in the present age.

We have become more conscious of the milversality of divine grace.
There has developed among Christians a new awareness of the bonds
uniting them to others.
-

The brotherhood which is the work of God's

-

grace extends beyond the church to all men.

The absolute loyalty

of Christians is to the mystery of divine redemption that is revealed
in .Jesus Christ.

This is doing the will of the Father, i t is obeying

the Spirit at work in the whole human family.
the sociological reality of the church.

This loyalty transcends

A Chri~an _!~-;i_;~es himself

with the institutional church only conditionally:
by the gospel.

~rc~;rioned

His mission to serve the kingdom, to seek justice and

resist evil, may bring him into situatj.ons in which he must: side with
men of ¢her religions or no religion against men of his own church.

Because the loyalty of Christians to any institution is conditioned
by the gospel, he ie never willing to divide the human family into
and "they. 1 •

'1we"

1he gospel, moreover. rej eets the radical distinction

between "the holy" U1d "the unholy." In the teachings of .Jesus the
division between just men and sinners is undercut-.

According to the

gospel sin has found its way into the lives of all men.

To think of

oneself as just and hence not. needing redempdm is an attitude con-

trary to Christian faith.

To regard ourselves as just or the church as

just is to introduce a division into manktnd that generates illness.
'l'he man who calla bimBelf just and others sinners prevents himself

from coming to self-knowledge.

-.rhe "just" man is unprotected against

bis own destructive drives, for he never sees them.

Be will do harm

to other people without knawlng it.
The gospel calls all men to conversion.

It repeatedly summons

~be

Christian to the acknowledpient of his destructiveness and the readiness

to turn away from these layers of his personality to the new 11.fe
that is being offered him.

Be ls sU111DOned to acknowledge his prejudices

and use them to discover the evil iacllnatioos 1n himself which be tries

to bide.

Thia call to conversion. therefore. i8 che remedy from the

paranoia which tbreatens men.

We are called to admit who we truly are.

not before a judge but a savior.
Smee the gospel can free men from the prejudices created by their

Christian as well as their national and cultural heritage.
warns men not to attach themselves to their own self-image.

remains a permanent dimension of human life.

the gospel

Conversion

As men lMm -to look at
'- '
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themselves as they are, they ala> come to acknowledge others as they

are •• their great qualities and their openness to the Spirit, as
well as their smallness and their tendneC¥ to be closed.

Such an

understanding of the gospel enables men to see reality as it is.

the

two

pathological trends which make the Christian religion a

Thus
l

s~e

of prejudice against others are counterbalanced and sometimes overbome

I

through a sensitivity to the gospel message which aeeka to prevent imen

&om dividing the world into "we" and n1:g.ey" and 1"the holy" and the
"unholy."
The question arises whether a eonmmtty of people can s'irvive

without a wall around them and an appropriate rhetoric of exclusion.

Will such a commmity inevitably dissolve into a wider cultural group?
(-'

Is some ~tbnocentri~ frejudice}required for the perpetuation of a

religious society? Is it possible to retain one's particularity if
one wholeheartedly endorses the uni.versa ity of grace?
Universality~

writes Fr. Baum. does not automatically imply an

undifferentiat:ed human COililiUDity.

of<-"ail distinctions.

It does not envisage the removal

It is not by becoming less faithful to one's

religious tradition that a man loses his prejudices and experiences

fellowship with others. On the contrary it is by becoming more Christian,
by experiencing the unity of the Christian community and his membership
in a particular people, that a man is able to acknowledge other people
for what they are and willing to embrace them as brothers, without
wishing to destroy their heritage and draw them into an undifferentiated
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Only if particularity and universality are not

looked upon as opposites can there be any hope of eliminating irejudice.
We are currently experiencing a breakdown of closed societies.

People

are reluctant to coumit themselves uucritically to any institution or

any system.

Men in our day want to embrace with love the community to

which they belong and the lnstlt:Utions which serve it, but they also
want to learn and to grow, and to participate in various ways 1D the
human CODIDUDity beyond the one to whom they are primarily committed.
Men refuse to solve their

problems by seeking log!.cal consistency with

a full-blown system or by invokiQS unquestioning loyalty to an institution.
If they have deep convictions, they still remain open to the new, willing

..,

to

rest reality and to change their viewpoints and policies if need be.

This we see taklng place in the churches, in the political world and

even in CODllDUllist societies.
/

In our time people are unwilling to belong to a single society in

a total and exclusive way.

They reject a nationalism which i:lentifi_e s

,,

cultural, political., economic, linguistic and religious valued with
.•

a single society.

People want tD love their own and be loyal to them.

But according to various levels of idantification they also desire
1

to be part of other communities.
A similar development can be observed in

~eligious

.societies.

i

.../

A
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catholic wants to be a loyal member of his church; but he does not
want to belong to his church in a way that would prevent him from
In some way be wants to belong to

sharing community with Protestants.

them too, bear the burden with them and rejoice with them.

catbollca

want to pUticipate with .Jews and with people everywhere who are con•

ceraed with service and reeonelliation.

Today many

Christi.ans would

shrink from belonging to any community so exclusively that they would
cease

~o

be open to various foms of cOD1BUDf.Eion with others.

multiple loyalties do

DC?t uormally divide;

Today

they intensify our self•

possession, they make us more ourselves, they pve us greater strength

\

to engage in the mlnlsUy ef reconct.liatt.an and peace.
Moreover, writes Fr. Baum, only an 11.gpen" religious coammity can
survive in the future.

In the static society chuaeteristic of the past.

roots were necessary for men to find their self-identity.

to a town or a village. to a certain

eountry, _~..- a

We belonged

religion.

We knew

who we were, ve could locate ourselves in the psychologlcal sense.

through our roots.

If we were cut off from these roots, we began to

in vail'l for strength and conviction and ewatually
threatened by~tion and depassion. Today many of these static

drift, looking

patterns have gone by the boards.
another.

We move easily from one place to

We lelong to several COIJl1IUJ\1t1es. we may have lived in

several countries,

we may have friends

and colleagues all over the world.

We often identify with movements and causes not only in our own country

but abroad.
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ln contempormry society we ue unable to attain self-possession

by

seeking the kind 6f roots that were available to people in the past.

If

we look for roots in a single commmity. we will be uncertain of oursel
in
all of our lives. To have a sense ~£ belouging/our day we must partl•

cipate in -several commmities on different levels ..
If it is tzue tbat modern man cannot find his roots in the stable

society of the past, and seeks his friends in a variety of contexts, 1D
shifting alliSD.Ces

center?

tUned

to changing situations, where is bis vital

What prevents schizophrenia?

For Fr. Baum, the unity of the

pe:r."sonality is created by the person's orl.entatioil towards

~h

and

unity which, according to Christian fal th, is the redemptive work of
God in the heart of man.

Man is united by the mystery of grace that is

}'>resent- in him and wbieh, as a Christian, he acknowledges in .Jesus Christ ..
The roots of men are not from below, they are &om above.

The self-

possession of man and his freedom &om prejudice are provided by the
multiple participation in several cOWlllUDitles which is-~,¥-~ in
~-

a living and creative unity by the presence of God to human life.

Obviously. Fr. Baum's complex analysis ia not a simple formula
for the instant cure of prejudice.

But it suggests certain approaches
---~l +-o ~r'~

that can help Christian teachers become aware of shortcomings in the

textual materials they use/an4 hew to

cmm~r ltalroe· thM>.

One is

a whole-hearted acceptance of the ethnic and religiuus diversity of the

/
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world, an ability to see that richness and variety as a positive good,
not as a threat to faith.

For another, we must resist the temptad.on

t~ divide the world into the holy and the unholy, the saved and the

sinners.

We must realize that the •'we's" and "they's" we encmnter are

not pennanent and unyielding categories, that, according to principle
-;x:~
we td,1 1 sometimes side witb our own qgainst others, and sometimes sicle

\

·-

with others against our own.

---

.
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Chapter Five:

Findings Regarding Judaism

The findings of the St. Touis study as they bear on Jews and
Judaism will be reported in this chapter, and some of the implications
of these findings for Christian education and Christian selfunderstanding will be explored in the follouing chcioters.
\

If this seems an inordinate at tent ion to Je'tlish content in a
book dealing with intergroup relations in r.atholic education, it is
because problems related to attitudes towards Je•-Js and Judaism r ..m
deeper, and are more central to the Christian self-image, than
for any other group.

The few instc:inces of prejudice aga inst r ac ial

or ethnic groups encountered in the

te~~tbook

studies seem perioheral,

requiring relatively simple correction, mainly the addition of
S\tpplementary information.

Prejudice against non- Catholic religiot.:!.s

groups, 'tlhile it presents a somewhat greater problem, still seems
correctible without any se_rious dislocation of traditional ratholic
self-understanding,

Tndeed, some of the abuses --many of the

distorted r e ferences to Protes tants, for

e~rnmple

-- have simply

fallen by the \':ayside uith the growth of ecumenica 1 consciousness
and the genei.·a 1 educ a tiona 1 shift from an aoo logetica 1 to a kerygmatic
aoproacho •'•

*

Sister Thering found that textbooks employing a kerygmatic,
liturgical or historical approach tended to score more positively
than materials using an Apologetical appraach.
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13ut Christianii::y is so inextricably involved with Judaism,
both theologically and historically, and the nay Ccitholicism views
Judaism is so orofoundly related to its coroacate self-image, that
some treatmenc in depth of the historical and theological encounter
with Judaism is required.
There is very little to report from the literature study
with regard to Judaism.

Sister Gleason did not desig::iate the

Jeuish grotp as a separate category but merely relied on a general
non-Christian category for purooses of tabulatlono

Rut the vast

majority of visibility scores for the non- r.hristian groun in the
four sets she analyzed stood below three per cento
obvious students were
identifiable as Jews.

e~{posed

Hence it is

to virtually no characters clearly

ilhether this is due to the compilers or

simply reflects the literary scene from uhich the compilers had to
s;iect material is open to question.
The social studies

~indings

of materials dealing with Judaism.

revealed only a minimal presence
Jei;1ish exoosure ranked lm.,,est

among the seven ethnic-racial groups.

Hhac materials there uere

proved to be generally f:ivorable in their presentation of the Jewish
people.

Yet scores for t!-lr; Jev1ish group, as for the other religious

groups in the social studies materials, scood considerably belm1
those achieved by the racial-ethnic grouos.

---

f'hapter 5: 3
References to Judaism in social scudies units pertained
primarily to Jews of the ancient period, though there were occasional allusions to manifestations o.C the Jeulsh spirit in
subsequent periods up to our time.

The positive portrait of

ancient: Jews laid emphasis on the special mission of the Jews
and their contribution of monotheism to the world depicted as
oerhaos their g-ceatest contribution of all.

The Jews are called

"a great natbn" and the "chosen oeople" by the textbook writers
and are pictured as courageous and faithful in the fulfillment
of their special mis.:;ion.

H'or

e:;.~amp!.e:

The H0~re'\1S did not build a great empire. They
did not glve us a calendar as the Egyotians and
Babylonians did. They did not give us coins as
the Lydians did. They did not give us an alD:_abet
as the Phoenicians did. But the Hebrei·1 s gave us
something more valuab le than any of these things.
They kept alive the belie"= in the one true God.
They were also the people £1:'0£11 \7hom the Redeemer was
born.
Catholics have a soec:ial obligacion to be ch~ritable
toward the Jews because the Jewish religion was the
forerunner of the Catholic Church ••• oThen, too, Our
Lord, Our Lady, St. Joseph, and the early disciples
and apostles were all Jews.
The Hebrews.oopreserved the belief in the one true
God .gave us the Bible as a religi~us book and as
great literature.
00

~~ Some of the social studies references stress the fact that although the

-

·-

Jews constituted only a very small segment of the population of the
ancient world, they did much for civilization past and present, for
"human learning_," out of all proportion to their

numbers~
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The ancient peoples made outstanding contributbns
to human living and civilizationo o • • The Jews,
despite the smallness of their number, preserved
for us the knowledge of the supernatural destiny
which God intended for all mankind.

'.1.-rfl\
CT.c<k1r.ei-'.s
~ :JThis chapter serves as
qfV,1/1\

a good place to emphasize
,,}' · the import:nce of the Hebrews in the story of
Christianity and the value of the Bible as a source
of history, a work of literature, and a religious
doclli~ent •• o.From this study /of the Bible and
History/ the students may gain a better appreciation
of the many contributions of the ancient Hebrews
to modern culture and also a background for the
modern problem of Palestine.

J.: '

c.3

Jews were praised in several publications as having cultural traits
that should be imitated by Christians!
The Jewish people have many culture traits
which are definitely to be imitated by Christians ,
for example, their regard for family harmony,
and their care for the aged and poor.

ql Other references tabulated as positive called the student's attention
to the important role of

Je~is h

people in American life, their talents

and achievements in the professions and in industry, and their devotion

J

to duty and hard

J.

work~

"This section treats the place and importance
of the Jewish people in America and their contri~
bution to American life.
Many immigrants have suffered discrimination
due to prejudices against them not because of
their national origin, but because of their
religion oo • oFor Jews the discrimination has
probably been intensified because of their
numbers in certain cities and because they are
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an exceptionally gifted and hardworking group,
for there are more Jewish leaders in the pro=
fessions, industry, finance and commerce than
m:~ht be expected of their to ~1t1) numbers.

A resident of Philadelphia, this coaonist of
Jewish faith (Haym Salomon) raised three quarters
of a million dollars for the colonial cause to
help America win freedom.
(~/

On occasion the social studies materials also contained brief mention
of the cooperative work of Catholics, Protestants and,Jews on basic
social problems facing .American society in our time.

Especially

singled out for their work were the National Conference of Christians
and Jews and the

A~erican

Jewish Committee.

9 { Several references spoke of the sufferings of Jews during the Nazi
period and underscored the evil of any forms of prejudice towards
Jews in our own day:
The Jews, so the Nazis professed to believe,
were mortal enemies of Germany and all other
nations. This was a fantastically untrue
belief; yet it proved a powerful political
force because people, when they are sufiering,
easily become credulous and are on the lookout for
a scapegoat.
Because a number of Catholics in the United States
are anti-Jewish it is~important to stress Catholic
truth in this course. Sociologists need to have
the facts clear; in religion classes, the topic
takes on added significance.

-- ---

{>\

For example, many Catholics have irrational emotions
about Jews •••• They would not have these prejudices if
they llflected upon what they were doing. Not only is
it un-Christian to have prejudices but to have prejudices which lead to discrimination against gm ups
is also un-A~erican.
Very few negative references were recorded for the Jewish group.

-· n

.

- · 't"

:1 .

·Chapter 5:6
The following represent the· general tone of the few tha·t were disMudd~

covered in the materials by Sister

-

They. {[ewe/ are the world '.s saddest people
because they turned away from Jesuso
For the Jews the basis of Justice was "an
eye for an eye" ; their attitude was one of
hatred for all non-Jews, whom they l umped
together as Gentiles; and they were strict
' isolationists from all non- believers.
Altho~gh the Jewish p~ople rejected. the

Redeemer when He came into their midst,
the divine. pl an of God was _definitely accomplished • .
After the rejec t ion of Christ and His cruci· fixion by the Jews, their holy city was
des t roye~ i n 70 A.D •
.. When the Jews refused to accept_Jesus He
\. let their enemies overcome them.

q{ · To characterize the Jewish portrait ·in the social studies materials,
it is helpful t0J distinguish between ancient an_d modern settings •.
In the setting of

(pre-Christian and early Christian) time;,

ancien~

·. .

both the positive and · negat~ive references to Jews closely parallel 'the
..:. :·~·: ...

kinds of statements found .. tn· the religion textbooks .
.

~~ ·'

.

That is, the

negative references center· around the Jewish rejection

of

Christianity.

(It is worth noting that these were the only kinds of negative ·
references to Jews in the social studies units . )
general ly cent.e r around religious

contribu~io·ns

The positive reference_s
such as. monotheism and

the... Bible, or the Jewish background of Jesus, his family and early
···-------

folhwers .

Whether these "p.o s itive " statements . are positive 'for

Judaism, or positive only for those aspect3 of Judaism which became ' .

..

~

--

.. .

'
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. incorporat~~

more fully

into

Chr~stianity,

is an interesting qGestion treated

be~ow.

that is, when Jews are· discussed as an

.In a more modern setting

immigran·t group in t he United States, or as a people who have suffered
.

.

from discrimination and bigotr y: · the references are sympathetic and there
is ~o evidence of prejudice .

There is~ h owever_-; the ~ami liar problem of

sil ence.

The t extbooks said nothing about the development of contemporary

Judai smo

Except f or a few· references to the Nazi holocaust, little is

done to indicate the magnitude of that crime , which resulted in the
destruct:i,.on '?f half of E'.lropean J ewry'"

Nothing a t all is included

about t he deve lopment of -Zionism and the modern state of Israel.
0.nission of this _subject may very well be t he result of the previously-

! .

I

mentioned preocc upation with native and Westem Eurol?ean history.
given the centrality of Israel to Jewish

exi~te~ce

and

t~e

Still,

importance

of the Middle East in wor
ld a f fairs today, it is curious t o find that
.. .
-~

... -.

Is.r ael -- when it is referi~·d to a t all
. --~

s t ill tends to be designated

"Palestine. "
. It i s in the religion t extbooks th at the speci al problems Cat holics
face in writing about Jews and J udaism emerge most clearl y.

w~ile

Jews are· almos t unrepresented in the lite rature materials and are
.

.

th~

the least visible group in
I

····--·--....

-

'

social studies units; they are
'

th~

'.

most v~sib le group in" the religion materials for all publishers
without exception.
virutally impossible

This is hardly . an unexpected f inding , since it is

""/.<!.fJ..cj~.CA1J,+!t~.?t~
toA~-

· .

part icul arly such

- ·- ·- --- -

~spects

- ------ -·- -- ·"'--

-

.

as r evel ation , the ./

r----------

·: · · ·-··-

1
:

..

-

·.
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..

without

life
of Jesus and the origins of the early church
·:>

sign~ficant

reference
to Jews
and Judaism.
.
.
What are the sources of positive and negative references to Jews in
the religion textbooks?

The repres entative excerpts provided by Sister
.

.

Thering indicate . that the bulk ·of. .the positive and neutral references
are associated with the Jewish heritage of Christianity.

For e_xample:

Jews and Gentiles , represnting the whole
human race, have paid their homage to the
child Jesus.
·
Abraham, father of the people of God,- yesterday
and today.
Cathol ics of the world regardless of their
nationality are all spiritually Semites. We
are al1. children of Israel., God 1 s revelation
of himself to the Patriarchs and His promise
of gro:i things handed on to the children of
Israel reach down through time to us who believe,
trust .in, and l ove the one true God and who
enjoy good and wonderful things beyond compare
as His adopted children ·and the Mystical Body .
qf His divine ~Son Jesus Christ.

f.irs~ }~vealed

Christ
His presence on earth to
the Jews , the Chosen People of the Old Testament,
and inde~a; · to ·t he humblest and poorest and most
· bel ieving ··among the Jews, t:he shepherds.
News of the birth of Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
·had been brought to the · Jews by angels • . The Jews,
however, formed only a small part 'of the whole
human race l iving on earth at that time. ~Gentiles,
or non-Jews , were to be saved by Jesus as well as
Jews.
While all the above were scored as positive for Jews, it is ctearly
--·--;..

implied that the Judaism which is praised culminated in Christianity;
the .Jews who are esteemed are praised for th_eir imp l ied acceptance
of Christianity.

While the textbooks _a cknowledge the spiritual weal th

of Judaism, they infer that these riches were totally alt>Qrbed by

·-·· ...- - 1
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Christianity.

Judaism's ·value as a religion appears to be exhausted

in its .contribution to t4e Christian

heritag~o

. This raises profound questions involving Christianity's self- definition .

Chri~tianity

fillment .of Judaism.
was founded by the

has· been described from its begi nnings as the fulIt was the, new Israel with a n·ew covenant.

~

It

Mos·es and followed the New Testamento All of

· these . "news" have ti:aditionally left little
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room for any serious understanding of the continuation of J4daism, ,
~

of "old" Israel, as . a dynamic, growing r e ligion and culture, as
relevant to the modern world as it was to people of ancient timeso
The overwhelming majority of negative references concerning Jews were
concentrated around the themes of<:

(1) the Jewish rejection of

Christianity and the consequent divine curse inflicted on this people;
/

(2) the Jewish role in the Crucifixion; and (3) comments regarding the
Pi.1arisees .

For example, in the first category:

In spite of the countless graces given to
the chosen people, t g ey voluntarily blinded
t hemselves to Christ's .teachi ng.
Christ . replied to the question in the mind of

· H 1 s listeners as to what the o-vmer of the vine-

yar d will do to these wicked wine dressers. He
will destr oy them. He will t~rn over the vineyard to others who will render him fruits . His
pro.p hecy was partiall y fulfilled in the de~ truction of .Jerusalen and more fully in the rejection
by God of ~~e chosen people •
1

..
..·

-.~

Christ theL1\ returne d to His teaching on hllinility
by tel ling .. them the parable of , the great supper ·
and of · the g ues t s _who r e fu s ed t o come . : __This is · oue
of those·"oarables which refers to . the . obstinacy of
the Jew°{ in .spurning the Gos pel.

.to

Christ, by H.i..s miracles and ·pi"'." •3ctching , tried
·.conque;: the obstinacy of th·2 Jei::1s and to bring
them to reperrance. · The Jews, on _the contrary,
by the bad influence of t h eir hypocrisy and pr,ide,
hindered the spread of the knowledge of God among
other natio11s .
.

.. . ····-- .

.....·-· - ~--·--·-· -·....--- ---- ·

-·· ···---:~
. ~-.--:-··-·

- ---~--

~
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The Jews as a nation ref used to acce pt
Christ, and sinc_e His time they have been
wanderers on the earth without a temple,
or a sacrifice» and without the Messias .
· The same culpable blindness which closed the
eyes · of the Jewish ~eaders to the Scriptures,
which portrayed the Me·ssias as a suffering
·Redeemer and not as a military conqueror,
.· also closed their eyes to Christ ' s resurrection
and its significance .

'v

In his study of Protestant currculum materials, Dr . Bernhard
Olson notes that t he quest i on of

r~sponsibility . for

the Crucifixion

has historical, psychological and theological dimensions.

_In

Protestant lessons, he observes:

.

-

the guilt for Golgotha is eithe r particulariz~d
or· universalized, Le., the meaning of the event
is applied either to particular groups or to all
.g·r oups .-•• oFor some, the crucifixion stands as
their call to martyrdom. For others, who particularize it, it signifies the rejection of the
Jews and -their· abandorunent to fateo ·To those
who _u niversaliz,:e it, it points to the disobedience
of all mankind :'(symbolized by Jew and Gentil e to-·
gether) and t~ : ~he divi ne mer6y conferred upon all

..

h umani' ty . 1 ~-·. .. ·. .
'

."

.

I~

:;

..

.

'

The same observation may be applied to Catholic lessons as

wel l~

When the theological significance of' the Crucifixion ·is universalized,'
.

.

all mankind is .seen to be involved . -Statements of this kind were no't
infrequent in the religion ma_terials.

--·---

For example : ..

Why did--Christ suffer death? ••• As Christ's
were infinite, He could have ·redeemed the
sins of a thousand worlds by shedding ' one
drop of His bl ood; but ·He chose of .His own
free wil l to suffer such excruciating torments in order to show His love for us and ·
to make us real i ze the en:orrnity of sino 11
Did Christ suffer for all men or only for those who will be saved? Christ died for each and
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every person. who ever lived or shall live.
Why Christ suffered , That all men mi°ght be
.
united in love and peace with one another, and
that all men might be united in love with God;
it was for this that Christ -prayed and itwas
for this that Christ suffered and died.
The difficulty, however, was tha.t . this universal viewpoint was seldom
brought

to

bear in discusi:>ions of the specific events which led up to

the ·crucifixiono

Thus, the Catholic student may

be informed that the

"sins of all men" were responsible for Christ's suffering, but this
. ..

theological interpretation will remain an abstraction- if it is not
~eaningfully

applied to concrete ·descriptions of the event.

representative excerpts

fro~

In the

the religion materials, it is Jewish

culpability for the suffering and death of Christ that is stressed,
rather than the sins.of all mankind.

The term, .. "the Jews, 0 is

-frequently used to denote the enmies of Jesus without the corrective
information that a limited number of individµals, and not the entire
. ··.:..·.:

·Je~ish population of _Palesd..ne ~ is in qu_
e stion.
:

..~ ~

This terminology

heightens the impressiop... ·0 £ · ~nique and collective J,e'"'1ish gu~l t :·
However, when the mob saw this, the
chief priests took up a cry that .put
·a curse on. themselves and on the Jews
for all time : "His blood be upon us and
our ·children."

. - ..

There can be no doubt that the Jews did
everything they .c ould to discredit the
storyLof the resurrectio!!_/. · But· the
best story they could invent was that the
disciples had stolen the body of Jesus ·
from the tomb .
The worst deed of the Jewish people,. the murder of
th~ Messias • ••
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The Jews wanted to disgrace Christ by
having Him die on the Cross .
Since Pilate could ~ot find anything
with Christ, He decided to disfigure
and beautiful body, so that ~ven the
thirsty J ews .would back down and say
Christ had enough.

wrong
His pure
bloodthat

The third negatiye theme in the materials concerned with Judaism
was in many _ways the worst of all.

Passages referring to the Pharisees

were among the most negative encountered in the

te~tbookso

One basic

series depicted the Pharisees in such a distorted fashion that the
student would.find it virtually impossible to sense any human identification with them or to believe that they acted out of human motivaI

••

tion:
. :No man is less pitied than one who has deliberately gouged out his own eyes. Hence, no one has
sympathy for the Pharis~es because they deliberately made themselves blind to the inspiring
miracles and teachings of Christ! They were not
· ignorant. men; if anything, they were experts in
· the Law. · . If~·. anyone should have recognized the
Messiah, they · should have. The fact that they,
·of all people·, didn 1 t know Christ for what He
· was, is- . due
. ~o their jealousy and prejudice.
..- -. . .
..~~·

·::

·.

•• oThe Pharis~es weren't much interested in
seeing ·that God was honored on the Sabbath; they
wanted their own laws observed.

They willfully refused to accept Christ as the
Messiah, and they neglected the duty of brotherly love .
.·

· •o•They were shocked to see racketeers selling
sheep and doves in the building •••• This was His
first meeting with the "Temple Gang, " that· is;
the scribes and Pharisees and Pr.iests who used
religion to build up their own power among the
people.
.·.·.
·.·
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Some revealing insights about the manner in which the various

.

textbooks examined by Sister Thering treated the same topics emerged
from a contrast between some highly negative passages and more
corrective and moderate selections.

In the following examples, all

of the "A" statements are taken from the particular textbook series
wh:kh received the highest positive score for the Jewish gro tp

•

Selections marked "B" appeared in several other series used in the
study.

While each set of comments treats of the same topics, it is

clear that the "A" selections tend to be some more corrective
(though still generally inadequate) than the blatant distortions of the
"B" group.

A

B.

We can, of course, hardly blame the
crowds for not understanding Our
Lord's words, but He knew that they
could not grasp His meaning. He
even told them so. He said they
were taking His words in too material, too "fleshly" a senseo:-.

The question of the Jews when
Christ told them the secret, "How
can this man give us His flesh to
eat? was a thoughtless oneo Just
because they could not understand,
they would not believe.

So it was that many Jews in Our
Lord's time were looking forward
to the coming of a prophet who
would introduce an age of true
religion and of great closeness to
Yahweh and who would bring even the
Gentiles to worship the God of
Israel. They seem to have called

-- -

The Jews rejected Christ mainly because they expected him to found a
never-ending kingdom, as was foretold
in the prophecies. This, He really
did, but the kingdom He foundea -the church -- was a spiritual one, not
a temporal one such as the carnal
Jews were hoping foro
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B

A

this awaited one simply the
"prophet." Whether or not
they thought He would be the
same person as the Davidic
Messiah we cannot be sure.
Some of them may have done so.
Most of them, however, seem to
have forgotten that the ideal
prophet in Isaias (40-55) was
a suffering prophet; they did
not expect the awaited prophet
to ~uffer.

Why did the Jews commit the great sin
of putting God Himself to death? It
was because Our Lord told them the
truth, because He preached a divine
doctrine that displeased them, and because He told them to give up their
wicked ways.

To love one's enemy and to forgive injuries which one has received were lessons hard for
the Jews to learn, as they are
hard for all of us.
Correcting the distorted picture of Judaism that has been part
of the Christian tradition for centuries and which is still reflected
in many of the passages cited above is an ecumenical imperative
that all Catholics must

con~ront

as soon as possible.

have been made since the II Vatican Council.

Some improvements

But the process has not

yet advanced to the same degree as the correction of the Protestant
portrait.
In the following chapters we will explore ways of confronting
the problems involved in Jewish-Christian relations insofar asthey
pertain to the field of education with the hope of improving the
____ portrait of Judaism that will be presented to future Catholic studentso
1.

Oison, Faith and Prejudice, op, cit. p. 206

CHAPTER VI : CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
AND THE JEWISH PEOPLE
As previously noted, many catholic teachers are presently in

a dilemma about the proper attitude towards J...:laism.

They are

sufficiently acquainted with the conciliar statement from Vatican
I I to re'S.ze that some of the textual presentations of .Judaism

described in previOua chapters have resulted in gross injustice
r

and s6ffering for Jews.

Yet they are confused about what the new

approach should emphasize, and how the new attitudes of the church
are to be reconciled with the apparent hostility to Jews in the

New Testament.
This chapter will attempt to resolve some of the confusion.
all questions can be answered

at

this time.

Not

Since many of the issues

which affect the Jewish portrait in catholic educational materials
'

involve the church's traditional self-understanding. their ultimate
resolution muse await considerable discussion by theologians and
scholars.

In Che meantime--;- much can be done to correct the distortions

found in catholic textbooks , and to bring existing theological and
scholarly resources to bear on the sensitive themes in ways that

r
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will be helpful to Catholic teachers.
I.

New Attitudes Towards the Pharisees.

Dr. Bernhard Olson, wbo directed the study of Protestant church
school materials, has detailed ways in which the portrait of the

Pharisees can be improved simply by a careful approach to the New
Testament itself.zJTo begin with, the New Testament clmrly does

not present anytbl.ag like a total condemnation of the Pharisees.
Jesus coiiYersed with a Pharisee and found him "not far from the
kingdom of God." Be was on sociable

terms

with several Pharisees

and on occasion consented to be their guest.

Some Pharisees came

to his defense on certain occasions.- and two Pharisees ve·r e respon-

sihle for giving Jesus a decent burial.

The

Pharisees are in no way

implicated in the death of Jesus by any of tbe four gospe·l wd. ters.
Moreover, Dr. Olson writes, even i f the Pharisees are seen to
play a negative role, they are made more human by a theological
perspective that shows them as representing all of h•nnanity, including
ourselves.

In Jesus' entanglements with the Pharisees, he was

speaking to all men.

We should seek to identify ourselves with the

Pbarisees; Jesus stands in judgment on all of us.

cannot simply be relegated

to

Thus the Pharisees

the depths of sin£ul humanity.

It is

the very goodness of the Pharisees • for they were the best men of
their day •• which we must come ta understand in order to grasp how
even the best of men stand at times in opposition to God because of

the demonic forces that influence every man, Pharisee or Christian.
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Such an approach to the Pharisees will significantl1 affedt

a teachei''s presentation of saacb scriptural paseeges as the twentythird chapter of Matthew.

Instead of degrading the Pharisees to

such an extent that the Christian student bas difficulty in seeing

in them even an ounce of human sensitivity, tbe self-inclusion perspective lead~to Cbristf.all aelf•criticlam.

Every point .Jesus makes against

the Pharisees, even the accusation of blindness to God's deeds, be•
comes a possible stricture agaiast contemporary Christian life.
assumption is that to see what the Pharisees were doing ls

to

The

see

wbat it ls we .are doiag and bow Jesus' words can apply to us who

have to face many of the same external pressures that were 1.ncumbent

upon the Pharisees.
It ls important tberefore for Christian educator&
that a perspective on the gospels

tba~

to

realt.ee

pits man in opposition to

Jesus results in an overall positive emphasis 1D tbe .Jevlsh portrait
as a whole.

The Jew canes to be regarded as disatnetively human,

as a person similar 1n nature t:o the Christian student who ts dis•
cussing him.

:Both are capable of mucb good as vell as profound

evil. The negative portrait of the Pharisees is utilized in COID•
bination with a positive expression for iqroup self-criticism aod
to ahbleve the goals of Christian education .- self-knowledge,
repentence and faith.
!

Even with this self-critical perspective, however, .f't wuld

stf.11 be an injustice to the Christian student

co limit

bis under·
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standing of the Pharisees to the New Testament.

For the primary

intent of the gospels was to describe the acts and words of Jesus
in a way that the ''word of God" would he clearly manifest.
those

Only

incidents and explanatory materials 'Which contributed to an

appreciation of Jarus • message and mission were preserved in the
oral tradition.

Everything

ese was

left aside.

The nature of the

Pharisaic revolution in Judaism and the deepening of religious life
it produced as well as the differences that existed within the

Pharisaic schoois"Pwere clearly outside of the scope of the gospel
writers• interest.

As a result, almost nothing is said about the

positive relationship which existed between some Pharisees and Jesus.

Only when Jesus' teachings are contrasted with some segment of
Pharisaic interpretation and practice. especially when tbey sfD od

in open conflict, are the Pharisees sketched in any detail.

The

gospel writers make no attempt to provide non-Jews with a comprehensive
description of the Pharisees.

This would have been entirely beside

the point.

We must therefore turn

to

extra-biblical sources for some appre-

ciation of the multi-faceted nature of Judaism in the time of Jesus.
and for an understanding of the development of Pbarasaic Judaism.

Such

an understanding is vital to Christian students ·- not only because

the widespread impression

of~a

monolithic Judaism in the inter-

testamental and New Testament periods is inaccurate and unfair.to
Jews, but because, without this movement which probably had its
,
'
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origins in the period of the Babylonian Exile and eventually came t:o
be called Pharisaism, there could have been no Christian church.

The

teachings of Jesus and Paul are both deeply rooted in Pharisaic
doctrines and

practices/~

The Pharisees emphasized the worth of each individual person in
the sight of God in a way not previously stressed in .Judaism.

Pharisai

opposed the primacy of the priestly, cultic system favored by the

Sadducees.

In its place the Pharisees substituted an emphasis on the

direct relationship of each individual to God the Father.

The system

().._

of Jewish Law was transformed

~igid

legalism into a response

to a sense of God's presence in the world and a means of salvation.

Pharisaism internalized Jewish law and made it a matter of personal
conscience.
'

---

The individual could tmow where he stood in bis relation-

ship with God only by scrutinizing his individual deeds, for the

halakah, "the way," bad been made known to him and his veering from
the path through sin couild not be hidden fram God.

God, on the

other l'Bnd, showed his concern for the individual as a person, never

leaving him to himself.

-----

The centrality of the individual in Pharisaic Judaism is nowhere

more strikingly revealed than in a passage in the Mislmab* dealing

*

The Mishnah is the record of the Oral Law (adhered to by the
Pharisees, rejected by the Sadducees), taught and interpreted in tbe

academies of Palestine from about the second pre-Christian century onwards.
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with the admonishment of witnesses about to testify ill a trial

involving the death penalty:
You should be aware that judgments involving

property are not the same as judgments involv·
ing life. In property matters an error in
testimony can be atoned for through a money
payment, but in a matter of life and death,
his (the victim's) blood and the blood of his
descendants depend upon it, to the end of time••••
For this reason man was created one, to teuch
you that anyone who destroys a single human soul
is reckoned by Scripture as having deatllDyed the
entire worl~. And anyone vho preserves a single
soul, it is' as though be kept the entire world
alive ••• •111

The dignity of the individual is further highlighted in another
passage from the same section of the Mishnah:
The greatness of the Holy One, Blessed Be Be,
is attested by the fact that whereas a human
being in making CD ins from a single stamp can
only impress upon them the same likeness, tbe
king of kings, the Holy One, Blessed Be Be,
stamps every individual with tbe form of the
first man, and each individual is dilierent
from every g,ther. Por this reasonevery.one is
obligated Lbound by laiJ to say, "It was~on k
my account that the world was created!" "°5
The oral law interpretations of the Pharisaic rabbis reshaped
the lofty injunctions of the great Jewish prophets and gave them a

concrete order and sttucture.

Every commonplace, daily bnman action

could become sacred U it were seen. as the rabbis insisted it should
be viewed ·'as an act of worship.

The loving deed, the mitzvah,

became more important than the Temple cult.

'lbrough the mitzvab

approach a life-style was developed wh!.ch could persist and grow
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long after the destruction of the Temple in the first century A.D.

war with Rome.
~e Phari~c rabbis developed a new system of~ituals . • One
Jewish writer has called them "rituals of interpersonal behavior."

-:r-(

The CODID18.Ddments of the written Torah {the Pentateuch) cort ained

very specific and detailed rules covering the offering of sacrifices
and the duties of priests.

But what precisely did the Torah mean

when it said, "Honor thy father and thy mother, " or "Love thy neighbor
as yourself," or "Remember that you were once slaves in the illnd of
Egypt?n It was such questions that became the central focus of

rabbinic teaching and the answers made the oral law more than a
mere commentary on the written law.
b1.m18Dlzed the older tradition.

The Pharisees deepened and

AB the priests bad centered their

attention on codifying the cultic ritual. so the rabbis in a sense
tried to codify love, loyalty, and human compassion.

In so doing

they hoped to make these inescapable religious duties incUDlbent
upon every Jew.

What the Pentateuch had stated as general propositions

tbe Pharisees spelled out as specific religious and moral dacies.
They effectively renewed Jewish religion by translating what bad been
only prophetic sentiment into a apersonal religion built upon "propo•
sitions·ln-action."8 EKtendiag hospitality to tbe travel.er, visiting
the sick of all religious grm pa, giving charity anenymously, burying

the dead, and helping to bring peace

.

to

those who lacked it:

these

duties were never clearly aet forth in the Hebrew Bible although they
I

were generally felt in ppirit.

The rabbis fashioned such duties
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into new commandments or mitzvot, which highlighted the role of

prayer over sacrifice, and gave each pesson in Israel a priestly
function.
Though each individual person was seen in Pharisaic theology

as the world

i~c~o~ the rabbis

bad no

d~ to totally

privatize religion or to establish the individual as the moral
ultimate.

Their development of the dignity of the individual within

Judaism was set within the context of the traditional belief in the
primacy of Israel the people.

Without one of the two elements, person

and coamunity, the other lost much of lta meaning in the Pharisaic
perspective.
To guarantee the vitality of Israel as the people of God, as a
holy nation and a kingdom of priests, the rabbis set up a system
whereby the Hebrew Scriptures became the constitutional base for the
corporate life of the Jewish cOI1111unity.

But while the law continued

to be regarded as of divine origin in the eyes of the rabbis, they
added to it a dynamism and an expensive quality through their notion
of the oral law.

The biblical cOlllDalldments were to be searched anew

in a continuing effort to f lnd new significance for the life of the

comm.unity in its role as witness to tbe presence of God.

This major Pharisaic breakthrough in the approach to the Torah
prevented the petrificat:ion of the Jewish religious spirit and paved

the way for the periodic regeneration of Jewish religious attitudes
and practices.
~

'lhe Pharisees won a theological *tory over the

Saddu<:llir•priests who had been the rule,rs of the Jewish people.
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The rabbis never denied that the priests had been specially con-secrated to administer the rituals of the Temple.

But such eon•

secration. the Pharisees argued, had given them no other religious
authority even thougb the Sadducees claimed that the Pentateuch bad
been entrusted to the xppriests alone for interpretation.. The

Pharisees went back to Scriptural aceaunts of Sinai where Moses
gave the Law to the whole people. not to any special gro11p.

According

to the Pharisees the oral law was to be transmitted by the people

from generation to generation.

The rabbis took a fixed and unyieldlag

tradition that had become 'f1ued to the bands of the priests and
banded it over to the people as a whole.

Those who studied and

mastered the tradition were considered qualified to uach it.
explain lt 1 and ultimately even to amplify it.

The rise of the

Pharisees thus marked a radical moment in the history of .Judaism
and in the pre-history of Christianity which grow out of the Pharisaic

spirit.
The Pharisees established adult academies for higher learning as

popular institutions where lifelong study of the Torah could become
an important ccmmunal preoccupation.

In these creative circles

brilliant students of the Torah debated their dlfferlng interpretations
of tbe comancbnents.

Many different schools vied with one another

for a claim upon the people's allepmce.

Their arguments, debates

and conclusions have been preserved in what is called the Talmud,
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wbicb exists in two versions. the Palestinian Talmud and tbe Babylonian
Talmud.

An important feature of the Talmud is the inclusion of all

views. m6nottty as well as majority.

Even when the majority felt

that tbe minority was clearly in emr 1 the minority position was
still recorded.

Tbls vas more than simple respect for the power of

human reason or more intellectual honesty on the part of the rabbis.
This attitude of openness formed the very cornerstone for future
growth. maturation and renewal of the collective Jewish spirit.

For i f a minority group of Pharisees could Rsbape a tradition long
locked in thd dormant and authoritative arms of the priestly class.

there might come a time in the future when yet another minority
would need to be beard and followed.

(1n

similar vein, dissentlng

opinions of our Supreme Court judges have becOIDe • on later
the law of tbe land.)

occasio~

Bit was this special genius of rabbinic

Judaism that molded and kept the Jews as one people throughout the
world in spite of diverse and sometimes even contradictory interpretations
of various grmps and schools.
'The rabbis taught tbat Israel bad been called into existence for
the sake of the Torah.

-1/\

But

they made it quite clear that the Torah

could live only through the ~le.

The

rabbis helped the community

of Israel survive its national destruction at the bands of the Romans
through their emphasis on service to the world.

But it was always

service thmugh membership in a distinctive people.

The rabbis
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realized that if the Jewish people ceased to exist, the Torah wuld
dis4J pear from the faee of the earth.

Jewish spiritual life demanded

a cOJJDunity to suppoi:t, strengthen and enhance i.t.

Because the

Torab was a gift tD the whole people, and since all shared equally
in the responsibility to witness to it and band it down to others, the

collective life and destiny camel> possess 1D Pbarlsaic Judaism a
aacndcalling and sigolficance of its own.

The whole people assumed

1n Pharisaic theology the role occupied by the Church in Christian
thought.

!. people.

The whole people shared an lrresoc:able, divine vocation.!!.

It la for this reason that Talmudic legislation extends

far beyond the strictly theological frontiers to all aspects of

corporate exiscence •• social, economic and interpersonal.
The full "v6ctory" of Pharisaism took place in the year 70 A.D.
when Jerusalem

fell to the Homans. The day of ebe Temple and the

priesthood was over in Judaism.

The rabbi now became the autboritAatte

and unchallenged heir of both the prophetic and the priestly legacies.
The

synagogue llkewise came into full pramio.ence at this time as a

radial religious center substitutlog prayer for sacrifice and making
biblical study and interpretation into an act of worship.
Rabbinic Judaism dld not consciously create the synagogue,

bu~

lt

did shape and adapt it as a vehicle of ethical universalism and lts
faith in the religious vocation of the .Jewish people as the CODDunity
I

of Israel. From its very inception the notion of the synagogue was

'....
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rooted in the congregation rather than in a sacred place. a votive
shrine, or a pretentious public building.

Even when Jews returned to

Palestine after tbe &tile and constructed the Second Temple, they retailled a strong attachment to tbe synagogal fo:nn of religious expression.
In spite of the presence of the new Temple, popular religious emphasis

began to shift, even though only imperceptibly at first, from the
sacramental office of the priests to tbe people themselves and from
the holy place of worship to tbe worshippers.

It was this spirit

that no doubt motivated Jesus' attack on tbe money changers at the
Temple.

In

the eyes of the Pbarlsees tbe whole people were the

holy congregation, a theme that reappears in the first epistle of
Peter.
The synagogal conception of tbe Pharisees appears in microcosmic

form in what is called the edab, which the rabbis sanctioned as a
fomal taligious congregation consisting of ten or more males.
Wherever Jews assembled, whether in private homes, at the city gates
or in the fields, tbey could form a congregation.

More and more

the edah notion came to dominate and invigorate Jewish thought.

As

a perenilal reminder of the supreme sanctity of the Temple, the
synagogue prayers were orientated towards Mount Zion in Jerusalem.
The rabbis even specifically prayed for the rebuilding of the Temple.
But, in effect, the synagogue transcended the Temple in the lives of the
people because it became more than a ''house of God." It was, more
imporcantly, the ''house of the people of God."

also took on functions outside of the
I

(

~~Alm

nf

The synagogue
~~~~r~ m-AVA~ .

~•"~a
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the rabbis -looked upon the study of the Torah aa an act of worship.
the synagogue became under their influence a house of study as well.

The reading and teaching of Scripture assumed a central and dedsive
role in Jewish public worlallip.

Lectures and hanilies given by

recoplzed scholars became a regular instructional method which was

built into the fabric of the service.
than .a mere pedagogical device.

But this was something more

Behind it lay the rabbinic conviction

that worship must be linked to ethical service.- Prayer that did aot

have a moral foundation t10uld fall abort of fulfilling tla biblical
injunctions.

Learning to do God's will required constant study of

the Torah, especially of the prophets, as well as of recent rabbinic
interpretation.
The synagogue soon became a place of commnnal assembly. , Courts

of law met in its rooms. took testimony, administered oaths, and made
judgments.

Strangers to the community were welcomed into its hostel,

the poor were given alms there, and comnunity funds we!e administered
by ita

councils.

These broad communal and humanitarian

func~ions

were

eventually so well integrated with the religious and educational program.sthat the synagogue became the supreme

center ~of

Jewisb
life.
\,

The development of the Pharisees and the synagogal approach to

Jewish religious life which we have just sketched is a far cry from
the negative picture presented in the New Testament and traditional
Christian catecbesls.

~ough

some knowledge of Jewish life in the

intertestamental and post•biblical periods Cbi-istians can counter
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the distortions inherent in an apologetical approach.

Knowledge of

the spirit and attitudes of Pharisaic Judaism ls important for Chris-

tians because all of the major branches Within present-day Judaism

in America owe their origin to Pharisaism, in spite of their
particular differences.

Pharisaism, with it& &tress on the people of

Israel, also makes possible the modern phenomenon of the so-called
secular Jew who does

no~

belong

to

any of the established Jewish

denominations but still considers himself very much a part of the

community of

~rael.

The New Testament describes several hostile encounters between
Jesus and the Pharisees. They seem on several occasions to
bitter enemies of Jesus.
gospel writers?

If

not~

be

Is this picture a pure fabrication of the
what is the genesis of Jesus' disputes

with the Pharisees?

Very likely some of the

a~

denunciations of tbe Pharisees

are the result of hostility between church and the synagogue subsequent
to tbe death of Jesus.

Pr. _Bruce Vawter, for example, insists that

the polemic which the gospels wage against the Pharisees certainly

cannot be separated from early Christian apologetics directed against
the .Jews!"1 Though, as we\sball see below, the conflicts between .Jesus

and "the Pharisees" are rooted in actual disputes within firstcentury Palestinian Jewry about the meaning of the Law, they have
been oerstressed and s~lified by the gospel writers. As the early
'

l'
Christian community developed a growing awareness of lta separation
from

,
Judaism, it lost interest in making distinctions among-the various
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groups within Judaism and began to speak of Jews aa such as its

opponent.

This process reaches its climax in the gospel of John.

Another probable cause of the negative portrayal of Che Pharisees
in the New Testament is

to

be found in Pharisaism itself.

Pharisaism

was a movement more than a rigidly def lned organization. · It bad

roam for diversity of thought within its general orientation.

Inter•

Pharisaic disputes apparently reached a high degziee of tension in

some cases.

The Mishnah itself, which records Che opinions of

the Pharisaic rabbis, contains some passages which are as critical
of Pharisees as anything found in the New Testament.

Obviously

these passages, cmning from rabbis, are not meant as a bl.lnket

accusation against Pharlsaism but against certain of its purported
adherents.
The opposition and hostility within Pharisaism seems basicdl.y
to

have J:leveloped between two groups.

of the

noted Israeli

This 1s the vlew at least

.scholar David Plusser.lM

t He describes the

emergence of a group among the Pharisees, the "Love" Pharisees he
calla them, who brought the charge aaiinst the ''Veteran" Pharisees
that they were sdrving God merely out of a dread of punisb:nent and

retribution rather dlan unconditional love.

Jesus in bis own D!acbings

seems to have clearly sided with th~ group of ·~e" Pharisees.

The poiot to be made, therefore, is that the New Testament's hostility
to Pharisaism very likely is a hostility to a certain interpretation
of Pharisaism which was being increi singly rejected and supplanted

within the Jewish communitv at the time of Jesus rather ehan to
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It should likewise be kept in mind that Jesus

never encountered all of the Pharisees in his lifetime, but only a
very small minority.
The internal divisions and consequent criticism that existed
within Phaxlsaism at the time of Jesus should come as no great surprise
to Christims.

There are many works by Christian authors which bitterly

castigate other Christians.

And such critic:dlsm need not always be

spoken in a vindictive spirit, but out of deep love for a movement

r

which its in-group critics believe is not living up to its full
potential.

This was the certainly the spirit in which the great

prophets made their judgments and accusations against the people of
Israel.

A cogent explanation of the New Testament disputes between
Jesus and the Pharisees is offered by the historian-theologian,
James Parkes.

He contends that the real key to their relationship

lies not in the wholesale condemnations of the gospel of Matthew but
in the simple narrative of Mark.

-li'.Ctti~ ~lsapp ~ i cad;....- ~like

1

·i°ko ·tae nslille-1t1al.ia$a-.so p&llle8epap ~

the Sadducees and the Essenes• both

Jesus and the Pharisees showed equal concern for the whole Jewish
people.

the

Jesus. joined with the Pharisees in rejecting the drive of

Hellenist"~s towards

society.

complete assimilation into the Hellenistic

.Jesus said he had come to fulfill the Torah, not destroy

it through ass:imilation,

It was precisely because their concerns

were identical with those of Jesus that the Pharisees eventually
developed a keen interest in Jesll •

Thev were ouzzled bv what thev
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saw and heard, but Mark's account reveals no great hostility.

But

the Pharisees gradually began to look upon Jesus' independence of

judgmaat as a danger in the confused socio•political situation

of the time.

The Pharisees were concerned with the absorption of

Judaism by Hellenism and they insisted on a measure of separation
by

'~uilding

a fence around the Torah."

They saw separation as the

only guarantee of the survival of Israel's communal witness. Jesus,
on the other hand, showed be was prepared to ignore the fence about
the Sabbath (its basic observance was never at issue) and to justify

bis action with the generalization that tbe Sabbath was made for
man and not man for the Sabbath.

Be

did this to stress the need for

personal submission to the Torap. The generalization itself is

in line with Pharisaic principles.* But this type of independence
was judged by them as,, too dangerous for the time.

The popularity

of Jesus increased the dlreat to national loyalty to Torah which the
provisions for strict Sabbath observance were intended to aid and

insure. The Pharisees. says Parkes, bad no choice but to oppose
Jesus and to seek to undendne his

idluence.~t

they never

"Scripture says, •The Sabbath ls holy for D2. (Exod. 31: 14). •
This means it ls given to I!!!!. (man) not you to die Sabbath." Talmud:
-A-

Yoma 8Sb)
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sought to kill him and none of the gospel accounts

make any

meation

whatsoever of the Pharisees in their descriptions of the suffering
and death of Jesus.

It is essential to understand that the Pharisees

could no more have simply accepted Jesus• teaching tbaa be could have
given in to them.

His healing of a diseased hand on the Sabbath was

in itself not a crucial issue, but it was done deliberately by Jesus,

t

according to Parkes, "as an assertion of the primacy of each man as person."
Yet Parkes insists that Jesus never attempted, as far as we know,
to

bridge the gap between bis am vision and the legitimate Pharisaic

concern for the preservation of the c01DDUnity:
Within the divinely chosen community he
proclaimed tbe divine concern ti4 th each
man as person. It la for men to bold the
two in a continously destroyed and continuolsly recreated balance, Jesus did not
attempt to resolve the tension for us.
Be cballeaged only to recognize that it
existed~/()

After the encounter with the Pharisees aver the observance of the
sabbath Jaws/ Mark continues to present Jesua te~h1ng and healing

wlth occasional arguments with the Pharisees and others.

But from

the beginning of his journey to the region of Caesarea Philippi,

Parkes says the main thrust of Jesus' mission lo. Mark bas changed.
Bis

own

destiny and its continuing effect upon his followers moves

into the center of the picture.

And 11: is this "continuing effect"

which became the raison d•etre of the Christian church. For, through
his disciples, it was to be communicated to the entire world:H'/ I

-

I
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According to Parkes, the tension between Jesus and the Pbarisees
was a creative one, reflecting ale dual inheritance of humanity, the
tension between person and conmunlty.
for a complete separation to occur.

There was no inherent need
There was room within Pharisaic

Judaism for varied opinion as the differing schools, such as those

of Hillel and Shamnal, clearly testify.tr And for a time after the
death of Jesus, the disciples still considered themselves a Jewish sect, foi

in the Book of Acts werfind same of them continuing to go

to

synagogue.

Yet Christianity's new teaabiags could be absorbed into the Jewish
fr~k

but

on y

'

~th, great di~ficulty.

Unity was not totally impossible,

s not surprising in retrospect.

The tragedy of the split

has been the reduction of creative tension into stark opposition, a

situation from which neither community bas benefited.
'

'

The complete separation of the two COD1ULmities bas also permitted
Christians

to

frequently identify themselves solely with the ''heroes" of

the Hew Testament aarratgve and to see the .Jews solely as the ..villains."

carried over into a contempaary context this may too easily

make

an

individual Christian feel that he is automatically superior to any
Jew regardless of the depth of their personal religious commitments.
And even in those cases when Christian textbooks have stressed

''!he words of both schools are

tha~

the words of the living God, but the law

follows the ruling of the School of Hillel because the Hillelites were
gentle and modest, and studied both their own opinions and the opinions
of the other school, and humbly mentioned the words of the other school
before theirs." (Talmud: Erubin, llb)

'

L __ _

I
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all people are responsible through their sins for the death of Christ,
as was the case in some of the passages cited in previous chapters.c8btiatia
identification with Jews is restricted solely to

L
th~negative

role of

"sinner" and not viewed in any positive context.
II.

New Attitudes Towards the Crucifixion and
Death of Jesus

The second major problem area in Christ1an•Jewish relations re•

vealed in the textbook analyses was the blame frequently placed upon
the Jewish people as a whole for the death of Jesus.

Historians have

found that the doctrine of deicide was never officially p,r oclaimed
by a Church Council or by a papal decree.

Yet la was widespread

among the Christian masses since the time of the early Church and
church authorities rarely took any steps to curb its influence.

This

charge has led to a history of bitter persecution of Jews by Christians.
Most of this terrible history does not appear in textbooks dealing with
the history of the Church.

Thus, most Catholics are simply uninformed

about the long tradition of Christian anti-Semitism, while most Jews
are well aware of it.

While the accusation has on the whole dis41» peared

from Catholic teaching its past effects ought

to

be made known to

students in the course of their history and religion studies in order to
set Christian-Jewish relations in their proper perspective~~
Vatican Council II, in its statement on non-Christian religions,

-

rejected the accusatbn of deicide agains-t the Jews and the consequent
charge of the punishment of perpetual "andering found in popular
Christianity. and still present in some of the materials examined in
\
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the St. Louis Universicy studies:
True, the Jewish authorities and those who followed
their load pressed for the death of Cbrist; still,
what bappe~d in His passion cannot be charged
against all.'the Jews, without distinction. then
alive, nor against the .Jews of today. Although

the Church ls the new people of God, the Jews
should not be presented as rejecad or accursed by
God, as i f this followed from the Holy Scriptures.
All should see to it, then, that in catochetlcal
wrk or in the preaching of the word of God they
do not teach anything that does not c:onfom to
the trueh of the Gospel and the splrlt of Cbrist ••••
Besides, as tbe Church bas always held and bolds
now, Cbrlat underwent Bis passion and death freely,
becallSe of tbe sins of men and out of infinite love,

in order that all may reach salvation. It le, there•
fore, the burdm of the Cbarch'a preaching to proclaim
the cross. of Christ as the sign of God's all•embracing-H-/3
love and as the fountain from whicb every gm ce flows.

The conciliar statement on the .Jews ·Joes not deal la detail
with the eveRta leading up to Jesus' death.

Modem historians and

Scripture scholars have concluded with considerable foundation that
Jesus' death was tbe result of collaboration between the '«RM"

govei: nor and a bandful of Jevish leaders 'fl» ruled occupied Palestine

for the imperid government.

These .Jewish leaders are deno\IDCed wlth

great vehemence in Jewish literature itself for

~

injustice• they

perpetuated against their own people for the sake of personal gain.
The Pharisaic revolutiOll was, in part. directed against tbese leaders.
The conciliar statement also fails to came to grips with the impression

Wt by many passages in the Hew Testament tb.H the Jews ue collectively
responsible for the dead of Jesus.

.-

!his is especially true of the use
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of the term "Jews" in the gospel of John.

In working with catholic

teachers I have found a great deal of confusion on this point.

They

are aware of the conciliar statement, but are uncdrtain how this
statenent relates -to the accounts of Jesus• death recorded in the
gospel narratives.

It is imperativ' therefor' that in presenting

materials about the cruclfixion and death of Je&is teachers snake use
of tbe Vatican statement plus recent scholarly f 1ndings that provide
an appropriate setting for understanding the New Testament accounts. fJlet/-·

Certain critical passages in particular require background explanadons.
For example, in the gospel of John:
Johll 18: 14 It was Caiaphas D> bad suggested to
the Jews, "It is better for one man to die for
the people."

This passage no doubt expresses apprehension on the part of
Caiaphas that the Romans might suspect Jesus was planning a revoltl
against Rome.

The situation in Jerusalem was very tense at this
r ·'*

,; ~'

time, especially with the added crowds/ who were present for the
Passover celebration.

Pilate's presence in Jerusalem was already

a sign that the imperial authorities were somewhat displeased with

the manner in which tbe high priests and their priestly associates
were admt nisterlng Jewish affairs.

The Romans were very intent on

preserving order at almost any cost in their colonies.

They coQld

'

~ate

ideological differences as long as these did not af~ect

the social order.

I

~the

\

,

Bomana thought that Jesus might incite a

group of Jews to rebellion, they might retaliate by imposing even
harsher conditions upon Che Jewish community.
I'

r
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and Caiaphas and the small ruling .Jewish elite would undoubtedly
be removed and very likely be punished.

So they were quite willing

to sacrifice Jesus to safeguard their ·own favored position.
John 18:31 Pilate said, ''Take him yourselves,
and try him by your own law." The Jews answered,

''We are not allowed to put a man to death."
This passage is only one example ,o f the attempt by the Jewish
political leadership to make clear to the Romans that Jesus was
guilty of political subversion.

The charge they made against him was that

he had proclaimed himself ''ling of the Jews," tlat he had challenged
Rome's political authority in Palestine.

With such a charge they

were correct in insisting, in answer to Pilate, that they could not
,..
try .Jesus. For under the colonial arrangement with Rome, the
Jewish authorities could try and punish onl7 religious vti.ations,
not political cases.

It is quite possible that the high priests did not

want to accept Pilate's subsequent offer to try Jesus for a religious
offense because they feared Pilate was playing politics with them.
If they accepted his

offer~

they might very well be accused of cOlllllitiDg
-

a man on a political charge, something they bad no legal right to do.
On the

other hand, if they were to aaquit Jesus they might
111

of releasing a political offender against the Romans.

In

be

accused

spite of

the fact that Pilate canes out rather clean in the New Testament
accounts, we know from ancient writers such as .Josephus and Philo
that he

was a cruel tyrant easily capable of such a plot. Nowhere

in the New Testament acmunts do we have a clear cut sentence handed
down upon Jena by the .Jewish leaders.

His official condemnation to
'
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death comes from Pilate.
John 18:40 At this they shouted: ''Not this
man," they said, ''but Barabbas." Barabbaa
was a brigand.

The size of the "crowd" wiich chose the release of Barabbas
rather than Jesus must not be exaggerated.

There is no question

here of any mass outpouring of tbe Jerusalem population.

It may

be. though this is far from certain, that the people who called
for Barabbas' release weee Zealots or members of the soeealled

Fourth Philosophy.
of Roman rule.

These people advocated the viiient overthrow

some of

them were perhaps disillusioned with

Jesus, having believed at one time that he might develpp into one
of their leaders.

We do know that at least one of the apostles,

Simon. bad Zealot connections.

may have had Zealot leanings.
I

ordlnarysense of the term.

It is possible that Judas also
Barabbas was not a "robber" in the

The word used to describe him in the

Greek text referred to political prisoners from the group who advocated violent action against the Raman government.

So the

Zealots, disillusioned with Jesus, may simply have taken the opportunity
to have one of their

own.

released fran prison.

John 19:7 Ve have a law," the Jews replied,
"and according.to that law he ought to die, because he has claimed to be the son of God."
The first impression one receives in reading this passage is
that Jesus is being accused of theological heresy.

What "law"

this passage refers to, however, remains somewhat of a mystery.

It

to which the Jewish leadership is
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trying to demonstrate its full allegiance. rather than to any

Jewish religious law.
~eligious

Scholars have been unable to find any

law, either in the Scriptures or in the Talmud. that

prescribed capital punishment for a person who claimed to be the
"son of God...

The term at that time simply

~..::id

not carry the

same type of theological meaning it came to have in later Christianity.
"Son of God" was a common expression among Jews who followed a type

of apocalyptic theology.

ID the book of Enoch the tum is frequent.

As used in this passage, the term "Son of God" must have appeared
to constitute some form of challenge to Roman authority over the
Jews rather than to imply theological heresy.
John 19:15 "Here is your king," Pilate
said to the Jews. "Take him away, take
him away!" they said. The chief priests
answered, "'We have no king except caesar."
So in the end Pilate handed him over to
be crucifled.
' ·.

It is important to note 1n this passage how the kingship charge
is crucial 1n the f lnal decision by Pilate to crucify Jesus and how

the chief priests wish to avoid any impression that they have accepted Jesus as their king.

And the puaiStunent that is ordered ...
/;

crucifixion -- indicates a political. not a religious, sentence
inflicted by the state rather than the Jewish leadership.

Jewish authorities could only put people

to

The

death on adreligious

charge. And in such cases the punislment was stoning, as we see
in the case of Stephen in the Book of Acts.
Roman, not a Jew.I.sh, form of punishment.

Crucifixion was a

The charge of kingship
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against Jesus is something found only in the passion narratives and

is never brought up in any of his disputes with the Pharisees.

All

this goes to prove that. however some Jews may have disagreed with
Jesus theologically, it was not because of his theological views
as such that he was put to death.

It was only insofar as his

preaching on love and justice constituted a threat to the intolerant
6

Jewish clique running Jerusalem fo1the Romans, and indirectly to the
preservation of order in the city, that the authorities decided he
mustbe put to death.

It is the perogative of later Christian

theology to speculate on the meaning of Jesus' death for the
salvation of men.

But such reflectlons cannot be separated from

everything Jesus taught and did during his lifetime, nor can it
imply that the Jewish people as a whole put Jesus to death because
they disagreed with b1m on religious grounds.
death as

such~s

a

~litical

Jewish priestly elite.

His crucifixion and

act on the part of Rome and the

It was not only Jesus who suffered at the

hands of this Boman-Jewish collaboration.

The Jvtitah religio•

political establishment was being challenged by both the Pharisees
and the Zealots, each in their own way trying

bring it down

to

because of the hardships it was imposing upon the- Jewish people.
A Jewish historian, Ellis Rivkin, describes the situation in the
following way:

.·",
r

\

I'
j

...

I
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The question of ''WhO caacified Jesus?" should
therefore be replaced by the question. ''What

crucified Jesus?" What crucified Jesus was
the destruction of human rights, Roman imper•
ialism, selfish collaboration. What crucified
Jesus '88 a type of regime which, throughout
history, is forever crucifying those who would
bring human freedom, insight, or a new way of
looking at man's relationship to man. Domination,
tyranny, dictatorship, paver and disregard for
the life of others were what crucified Jesus.
If there were among them ~ Jews who abetted such
a regime; then they too shared the responsibility.
The mass of Jews, however, who were so bitterly
suffering under Roman dead nation that they were
to revolt in but a few years against its tJranny,
can hardly be said to have crucified Jesus. In
the crucifixion, their ovn plight of helplessness,
humlllatian and subjection waa clearly written
on the cross itself. By nailing tD the cross
one who claimed to be the Messiah to free human
beinga, Bame and its collaborators indicated i~
their attitude toward human freedom." ~
.John 19: 21·22 So the Jewish chief priests sal d
to Pilate, ''You should not write 'king of the
Jews.' but 'this man said: I am kini of the
Jews.'" Pilate answered, ''What I have written,
I have written."

The final charge against Jesus is clear in the placard placed
at the cop of Che cross.

Re wu condemned for political sefttion.

The

chief priests tr1ed to get Pilate tO change the phrasing ·for fear that

Pilate might use it as a weapon to punish diem and the iewish populace
on the charge of failing in their full loyalty to Caesar.
John 19:25 When the soldiers had finished
crucifying Jesus they took ~is clothing Bild
divided it into four shares, one for each
soldier.
,.. ~

I

\

~

\
I
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In this passage we have further confirmation of the view that
Jesus was put to death as a political offender.

The property of those

executed on a religious charge was given by law to their families.

But

anyone put to death for political reasons forfeited his property

the

state.

to

Though not mentioned in John's gospel, the so-called "thieves"

crucified with Jesus were in fact political prisoners and not simply
"robbers." Jesus was executed at a site where polltl cal prisoners
were being put to death by Bane witn regular frequency.
Finally, a word should be said about _the blanket use of the
term "Jews" in the fourth gospel.

John wrote this gospel for an Hellenistic

audience when the hostility between the church and the synagogue was
already a major problem.

Thia gospel, and the other gospels as well,

bas a certain polemical quality.

But added to this is tbe fact that John's

non-Jewish readers simply bad no idea of the various groups within Judaism
at the time of Jesus.

So John simplifies matters and refers to the

enemies of .Jesus as "the Jews."

In so doing he left the tragic impression

that it was tbe Jews as such who opposed .Jesus when, in fact, the masses

of the .Jewlsh people shared a common enemy with Jesus as the quotation
,

fran Dr. Rivkin cited above clearly illustrata.. And as we have seen in
the examination of Catholic instructional materials, John•s blanket use

of the term "Jews" baa been unfortunately repeated by moat of the textbook
authors.
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To conclude this section, modem biblical scholarship has shown
quite convincingly that the death of Jesus was not applot engineered by
the general Jewish populace.

As Fr. Bruce Vawter has insisted, f'g/6

"there seems to be no doubt that Jewish responsibility has been heightened
at the expense of the R.oman •••• In pdticular, the governor Pontius Pilate
as portrayed in the Gospels appears to be credited with a greater
degree of disinterested justice in his makeup than other historical so1.1rces
'~

conceming him would cause us to suspect,

Paradoxically, the gospel of

J

Jobd which bas caused some of the

gr~est

obstacles to Jewish-Christian

undesstanding because of its blanket use of the tem "the Jews" most
clearly places direct blame on Pilate and :Rome for Jesus• death.

John

alone of the evangelists speaks of Raman intervention from the very
beginning of the Passion story with Jesus' arrest (cf. John 18, 3).
Fr. Vawter also goes on tosay that a factual

histo~

But

of the trial and

death of Jesus has to be reconstructed rather than read from the gospels.
That is what we have tried to do in this chapter.

A great deal of vital

background material is missing from the gospel narratives as they now

stand.

It must be supplied tlm:ugh auxiliary readings and commentaries.

Thia sit1.1ation also 1118kes it almost impossible for even the very best of
passion plays to entirely avoid a travesty of the gospel story.

We cmot

obtain a fully accurate picture of the trial and death of Jesus from
reading the gospels alone.

This is the clear conclusion of the vast

majod. ty of modern biblical scholars.

I~

must also become a central guide-

line for the teacher in the presentation of the crucifixion story 1n the

,.

'
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classroom.

III. New Attitudes Towards the
Two Covenants
The relationship between the Old and New Testaments is the

third of the major distortions of Judaism uncovered by the St. t.ouia
studies.

Further elaboration of the exact nature of this relationship

still awaits the work of contemporary theologians.
<preheasive-explanatloD may £em ia
0

But

Wilii:a ·~

a:ttftftazt:-e;ecat4o&t~enough study has

been done on the subject to eliminate many of the stereotypes that have
been commonplace in Catholic education •
..,
1

~~~~iliar
...-

statement on the Jews from II Vatican, though

&-=.;satisfactory in this regard, inakes significant inroads against

the stereotypes which bave pictured post-biblical Judaism as a fossilized

religion having no real meaning or value after the coming of Jesu,,a,

I

an~

have often contrasted the Old Testament as a book of strict justice and

legalism with the New Testament as a book marked by love and freedom:
The Church, therefore, caaoot forget that

she received the revelation of the 01~
Testament through the people with whom God
in His enexpressible mercy concluded the
Ancient Covenant, • Nor can she forget that
she draws sustenance from the mot of that
well-cultivated olive 'tree onto which have
been grafted the wild shoots, the Gentiles,
making both one in Himself. The Church
keeps ever in mind the wrods of the Apostle
about his kinsmen: "Theirs is the sonship
and the glory and the covenants and the
law and the worship and the promises; to the
flesh." (Rom. 9:4•5) •••• God holds the Jews
most dear for the sake of their Fathers; Be
'
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does not repent of the gifts He makes or of
the calls He issues ·- such is the witness
of the Apostle. In company with the Prophets
and the smne Apostle, the Church awaits that
day, known to God alone, on which all peoples
will address the Lord in a single voice and
11-1
"serve Him shoulder to shoulder! (Soph. 3:9)~ rr
While this statement does not do full justice to the particular,
continuing contribution of Judaism to mankind, lt tempers in a
significant way previous Catholic attitudes.

We need to analyze more

fully, however, the impression often left in Christian instruction
'
that loveis
i

unique to the New Testament, and to offer some indication

I

of how the relationship between Judaism and Christianity may

be

understood today.

The love-justice dichotomy which Christians have relied upon with
great frequency to contrast their faith with Judaism has not wholly
dispppeared from the present scene.

It can appear in very sullle ways.

There is 1 for example, a song currently in wide use in folk Masses

-

which speaks of Jesus having given us "a new command, that we should
love our fellow man." The implication is that the primacy of ·love was
first

pre~~ibed

by Jesus rather than inherited

fr~ls

Jewish background.

His great commandment of love (Mt. 22: 34-40) is taken right ouf of
Yahweh's instruccion

to

Moses in the book of Leviticus (Chapter 19) and

the same spirit is found in such books as Genesis, Exodus, Deuteronomy,
the Psalms, and the Prophets.

And the

coI!.C~ete

expression oi this love

found in Jesus' deeds and preaching ' (eS-Pitei~lly in the beautitudes of
the Sennon on the Mount) are an expression of the ethos that pervaded
-

u,., ~.,.•a !!Sf,. Tnn.o.f om

f

.:11ci

•

t- :1f"t'iPm"f""'t4 t'n

rnmn1 ~t:P t:hP JlP.nt:P.T'nnond c ,-efonn

-i
I

i .
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and incorporate the challenges of the Prophets into the structures
of Jewish life.

Rabbi Hillel's question, "If I am only for myself

what do I amount to?," is a spirit shared by both Jesus and Paul

with rabbinic Judaism.

Knowledge of the Old Testament (better called
,~ ,

the Hebrew Bible) and of the lnter-testamental period is eesential
v

if the New Testament is to be understood in all its richness.

Many

of the atttuudes and teachings af Jesus cannot be fully appreciated
without a knowledge of the Jewish teachings upon which they rely.
Judaism is the very foundation of the New Testament.

But the

full

import of this foundation frequently will not come tha1gb if a person

confines his

~udy

only to the New Testament.

The New Testament bas

not simply absorbed all that was godd and relevant in the Hebrew Bible.
~

It presumed immersion in the Hebrew Bible and interttestamental
Judaism
.._.,,.
on the part of the reader as the background for its message.

The

Hebrew Bible remains a living document for contemporary Christians.
one that is vital for their own self-understanding.

Nor most the

impression be left that only biblical Judaism is of interest to Christians.

Just as the fundamental Christians attitudes found in the New Testament
have taken on varied forms and ~plications in the history of the church,

so too have Jewish tracltlons continued to grow and develop into our own
time.

It is important

to know haw

contemporary Jews give expression

to their traditions today, for Christians also share in those traditions.
An understanding of the two covenants of Sinai and calvary may

well be the crucial question in Jewish•Cbristian relatlons today.
<!'

.....I
,

.

"
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The outright distortions of Judaism in the past in Christian education

can be comcted by a study of history.

But what about the overriding
c.:.

impression in the !!,'! Testament that Christianity bas totally superceded
Judaism?

-

-

-

It is the New Israel; it has a New Covenant and a New Moses.

What then remains the role of Judaism in the ,!!!! Age?

Is it nothing

more than an old wine sack? Has the Sinaitic covenant been replaced?
Most Christian scholars have assmned so, but there are some who disagree.

Among these is James Parkes, who argues that both covenants are necessary,
because each speaks to man in a different aspect of bis being: calvary
to man as individual, ignoring natural boundaries. Sinai to man as social
being, existing in a natural community.

Parkes attempts to delineate the essentials of both covenants.
The truths which make what he calls the Sinaitic revelation revolve

.ll!rl~

around five crucial areas. _

The first is the acceptance of a life

which looks outward to the world because it "looks inward to God.

The

declaration of the first commandment is the ultimate sanction on which
are built the relations between men.

second point, is viewed as a unity.
secular and the religious.

Bu·t this life, and here lies the

-

There is no division between the

Kan, even as a sinner,

I\

stil~

lives in the

city of God, for there is no other place in which he c'o uld live.
t

Thirdly, human life means life in community.

It is in community that
~-~
~

'

men fuffill the will oj God, not by the constant rep«i.tion· of noble
principles, but by the framing of just laws> honestly and courageously
administered:

'
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••• The revelation of Sinai was the perfect channel of
the power which flows from the one God to men as members
of the natural communities. Today we call them states,
or local governments. Judaism is not a churc~t is essent•
:Lally a religion of a total natural community. '//

The fourth emphasis in the Siaaitic revelation is the insistence
that there is no viable law for man or society except the law of God.
It ts at this point, Parkes claims, that we see the fundamental need

for the doctrine of growch and interpretation that later caused the
schism between the Pharisees and the Sadducees.

Finally, Sinai

shows that there falls on each generation the responsibility for interpreting the will og God for its own time.

No generation can simply

rely on the interpretation of its predecessors, even on the written
Torah. for God speaks directly to it against the background of its
special needs and poblema.

Here lie the roots of the whole Ialmudic

system.
~--g

The revelation that was Calvaryai,,adds a new dimension to Sinai.
But this addition is complementary, not contradictory, to the first
revelation.

The teachings of Jesus could not have been given in any

other enviromnent than that of the Jewish coumunlty.

Jewish society

and its values are so completely presupposed in everything Jesus
said and did that no direct references to them were required on his
part.

What he bad to say about God and man would have been understood

nowhexe except in a Jewish context.

Qll.varJ concerns the sphere of

the individual while Sinai centers around the community;
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That highest purpose of God which Sinai reveals
to men in communitY; . .ary reveals to man as
an end in himself. The Ctifference between the
two events• both of which are incarnations of
God, expressions of the infinite in the flnite.
of the eternal in the world of space and t:lme,
lies in the fact that the first could not reach
fulfillment: by only a brief demonstration of a
divine coamunity in action. The aecond, on the
other land, could not attain fulfillment except
by a life lived_mJder human cond1t ions from

birth
The

to deathfZ""~ /

revelation of calvary did not replace Sinai, aor could Sinai

simply absorb it and remain unchanged.

ID the life and teachinss of

.Jesus the earlier revelation and the new redelation stand together
in creative tension with one another.

In the Christian concern with

man as person, nothing is taken away from the power or meaning of the
working out in history of the revelation of Sinai.

Sinai did not

mark the beginning of human concern with tbe moral problems of men in

society.

Behind Sinai were centuries of experience which were both

human discoveries and divine revelations.

What occurred at Sinai was

the full development of a long and slow growth in man's understanding
of community. even though it took centurfe s to realize the

ful~ent

of Sinai and it ranaind dlfficult to define tbe complete meaning of
-

that revelation today.

In the same manner. the stress on the individual

that had been growing in Judaism, since the exile, increased no doubt
by Hellenistic contacts

(eapectally at Alexandria)J attained its full

development with calvdy and bas ,been subject to interpretation ever
since:

..
I

I

I'

~

,J
I
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The divine plan for human society is given its
full meaning when the divine plan for man as
person is revealed within it. In Jesus the
ultimate unity is not destroyed; Paul still
struggles to maintain it; but in the complex
setting of first century life the two halves
broke apart, and the beginning of the second
century witnessed two religioas confronting
each other -· Judaism and Christianity. -25 "'~

Judaism and Christianity are inextricably linked together as
equals, for the tension that exists between them is rooted in the perennial
and inevitable expertta.De of tension in ordinary human life .between man

4n
'

as social being and man as person, as an ultimate value

himself. as

1,

one formed in the likeness of God:

as citizen must be concerned with the attainable, aa person he is concerned with the unattain•
~J1f;Jle;,'f·as citizen he must perpetually seek a com•
'p~ise for he is dependent on his neighbor's ac1
ceptance; as person he must often refuse compromise;
as dtizen he is concemed with the impersonal, and
must not let personal considerations warp bis j udgment; as person he approaches every other person z
as one "for whom Christ died" who must be made
·
to observe no other ends. The tension ecends through
the whole of life and to matters of everyday conszrn.
and it will endure so long as the world endures.
)...J
Man

Parkes is against the use of the tem "salvation bist:ory"
as a description of Jewish history, a term popular in recent Christian
BKlr••h••iaxxxl:l
i

catechesis.

It implies, he believes,

s~thing

.

precesses of human life and reasoning. -

The

I

set

I

a~t

from the regular

I

Sinaitic revelation is

r -

\
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embedded in ordinary, everyday history.

For this reason the Jews today

remain incapable of being fitted into the modern demand for a strict

separation between a re1igion and a people.
Parkes 1 affixmation of the continuing validity and special
mission of Judaism is shared by several other Christian scholars.

Fr.

Gregory Baum, for example, bas insisted that even on the basis of the
New Testament, the believing Christian must affirm that the Jewish religion
~\,."
has a positive place in God's plan for universal salvation.
Likewise
it is wrong, in hisJiew, to bok upon Judaism simply as a precursor

of Christianity. a8 Rather it must be recognized that th ile presentday Judaism is founded upon scriptural revelation and nourished by it,

it has become, through an intricate history and a great variety of
factors, a religion in its own

~ight.

While closely related to Chbist-

ianity and enjoying a common patrimony with Christianity, Judaism is a

religion possessing its own role and

The destiny of Judaism is

miss~on.

not simply to dUappear and give way to Christianity; Judaism continues
to exercise a positive role in God's plan of salvation.
The Catholic theologian Dr. Monika Hellwig takes much the same

approach as Fr. Baum to the question of the two covenant&.

She begins

her approach to the relationship between Judaism and Christianity with
the biblical view, expressed in the..,covenants of Adam and Noah, that all
men are part of the universal covenant God bas made with mankind and
whic~

-Bv'

is identified with the order of creation.

The Sinai and Calvary

covenants are specifications of this one basic covenant.

),

From this
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point of view Christians are seen -to enjoy participation with Jews
(and, though in radically different sense,. with Islam and other faith

conmumltiea) in a covenant made by God with all men and fully to be

completed in the kingdom of promise which all the conmunities strive
after and hope for but glimpse only darkly in sylbbols.

That is a

fact of history which ca0 not be erased even lf all the Jews in the
world were to be eradicated.

Bow Christiana and Jews re to find and

explain their own complentarity within this vovenant: is a matter of

interpretation with which Christians theologians still must grapple.
But Christians have to assert quite clearly that both they

~

the

Jewish people continue to witness and develop important aspects of

the one basic covenant God has made with mankind.- Thusit is inaccurate
for the Christian eda cator to present the New testament as totally
supplanting the so-called "Old" Testament in the manner we have dis·
covered in tbe

t~books

examined by the St. Louis research team•

.

Ve must look at both Christianity and Judaism as essential
for the ultimate fulfillmatlt of mankind.

Until there appears the way

by which both can fulfill their respective roles together without losing

their own essential nature, each must fulfill its own part alone and bring
the insights of ita own tradition_to bear on the problems of the modern
I

I,

world.

A Jewish scholar, Dr. Irving Greenberg, expresses well this

spirit of the sharing of roles'· by Christianity and Judaism:
There are indeed men who are willing CD

live side by side until the end of days who
do so because they are fully confident
that the Messiah, when he comes, will confirm
,

..

<•./

J'
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their rightness all along. Of course, it
is a step forward to live together until
that time. But even here, we may underrate the love and wonder of the Lord. I
have often thought OS this as a kind of nice
truism. Let us wait until the Messiah comes.
Then we can ask him if this is his first
coming or bis second. F.acb of us could look
forward to a final confirmation. A friend,
Zalman Schachter, taught me that perhaps
I was a bit too narrow in my trust in God
with this conception. He wrote a short story
in which the Messiah comes at the end of
days. Jews and Christians march out to geeet
him. and establish his reign. Finally they

I

.

ask if this is his first or second coming.
To which the Messiah smiles and replies,
0
no comment" •••• Perhaps we will then truly
realize that it was worth it all alogg for the
kind of life we 11ved along the way.-..;;7
The obligation of the Christian teacher is to make clear to the
student the continuing validity of Judaism as a religion and its important contributions to mankind, to show him that the old

stereotype~about

the total absorption of Judaism by Christianity are wholly unwarranted.

At the same time the teacher must frankly admit to the student that it
may take Christian theologians quite some time to work out a new positive

statement on the interrelitionship of the two faith-comnunities, since
Christianity bas for so long a time defined itself in terms of the
culmination of Judaism.

I

\
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CONCLUSICNS
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In previous chapters we have discussed a number of themes which
frequently occasion negative or distorted treatment of Jews and Judaism
in Catholic textbooks.

In this conc.luding chapter we will explore

some questions which are seldom touched upon in elementary or high
school textbooks but which nevertheless have affected the historical
relationship between the two faiths and still influence Catholic
attitudes towards Jews and Judaism.

We shall indicate some of the

directions in which recent Catholic scholarship has been moving in
order to come to grips with these questions.
I.

Paul and Judaism
A particularly troublesome point in Christian-Jewish relations

has been Paul's apparently passionate hostility to· the Torah after his
conversion.

Since observance of the Torah was central to Jewish

faith, the often vehement denunciations in the Pauline epistles,
)

especially Galatians, of those Christian converts who maintained
strict observance of the Torah, has been viewed as a major cause of
severing of the early church from its Jewish setting.

Moreover, the

incorporation of Paul's attacks on the law into the sacred scripture
of Christianity undoubtedly maintained the tension between the two
I

communities across the centuries.

-- --

Some of this apparent hostility on the part of Paul toward the
Torah can be cushioned by a proper understanding of the background of
these epistles.

Most of Paul's condemnations of insistance on strict

Torah observance occur in letters written to Gentile rather than
Jewish converts.

In not insisting on observance of the
I\

Tvr~h

Paul was simply following good rabbinic practice of the time which
said that adherence to the Law was not to be imposed on
a requisite for salvation.

Gen~iles

as

And if Paul believed that the Messianic

age (in the sense of the end of history) had really taken place, then
he was simply following the rabbinic opinion that Torah was

~iifhy

meant

to be observed while history continued, ceasing to have force in Messianic
times.
But placing Paul's connnents in their Jewish setting still does

not

adequat~ly

account for the

some Pauline passages.

xekHDmRRR~~ard

the Law in

Some scholars have explained it on the grounds

of Paul's own pasonal conversion, which gave him a sense of release
from the law, a sense of personal freedom which he wanted everyone else
to share with him. 1

Recent biblical scholarship has indicated another

possibility which provides a more positive context .

The so-called

"Judaizers" who are the princi¢ targets of Paul's hostility were,
according to some recant Pauline commentators, not converts from
Judaism trying to retain their former practices and impose them on
others as ehristian obligations, but former Gentiles who for one
reason or aRxa another had become de:ply attached to the prescriptions
lJ
of the Torah before or after their conversion? Their approach to the

--

Torah, however, was far more legalistic than the progressive forces
in Judaism, especially the Pharisees, would have accepted.

These

new converts were, perhaps unwittingly, taking an approach to the Law
which paralleled that of the Sadducees against who m the Pharisees,
Paul included, had fought with great vigor.

Thus, Paul's opposition

to the "Judaizers" stems more from his Pharisaic Jewish background than
. . ·-- -- - ---·-··-· . - -

~-~~~~~.._,,..,.._=-

)
from anything specifically Christian in his theology, according to
this interpretation.
II.

The Problem of Biblical Texts
Recent biblical and extra-biblical scholarship has done much to

explain the antagonism which emerges froma simplistic reading of the
New Testament by providing a contextual framework for understanding,
say, Paul's attacks on the Law, or the struggle between Jesus and
the Pharisees .

Yet these explanations, essential as they are, and

helpful as they have been in improving textbook presentations of
critical events in the encounter between Judaism and Christianity,
nevertheless point back to a major problem which remains a sore
point between many sensitive Christians and Jews: the apparent antiSemitism of the New Testament.
This is not to imply that the New Testament text are antiSemitic in an intentional serse, or that they condemn outright the
Jewish people as a whole.

Outstanding Scripture scholars such as

Bruce Vawter have concluded that no general accusation of antiSemitism can be levelled at the gospels.

3

The gospel narratives

reflect true disputes over the meaning of the Law which were part
and parcel of first century Palestinian Judaism.

Nonetheless, Fr.

Vawter asserts that read uncritically, this inter-Jewish hostility

---

has provided an opening for a kind of anti-Semitism the gospels never
intended.

.

While the possible negative impact of the controversial passages
can be offset by appropriate background explanation in the classroom
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setting -- hopefully by trained teachers and with the assistance of
teacher's manuals prepared for this purpose -- a major problem remains
when these texts are read in the sacred setting of the official wo~p
of the Church, where no background is generally given.
~

Anyone who would deny this mly has to go through the experience,

as I have, of reading such texts during a liturgy at which Jews were
present as guests.

Some Catholic scholars have called for a re-trans-

lation of these texts which would eliminate the general use of the
term "the Jews," for example, where the reference seems to be only
to a particular Jewish group of the time.

Dr. Michael D. Zeik made this

suggestion several years ago:

--

Historians are aware today that six of the eight
million Jews then living, or fully three-fourths
of them, lived outside of Palestine in Diaspora,
and never so much as heard of Christ until some
time after his death. It is evident, then, that
the term "Jews" is used J:e re as an "editorialcollective" noun. In much the same way, we say
"the Russians did this," and "the Chinese did that,"
when we really mean that Brezhnev and Mao Tse-tung,
together with the ruling party members, did this or
that.
Now the "editorial-collective" is commonly accepte::l
today in modern journalism. Under sxieiH ordinary
circumstances it can probably be used without fear
of deception or injustice. Unfortunately, the
treatment of Jews by Christendom in past centuries,
or by racists in this century, does not argue the
presence of "ordinary circumstances." Extraordinary
measures, it seems to me, are called for, if we are
ever to wipe out this virus of hatred and blood-lust. 4

A Protestant educator, Dr. Lee Belford, has made a similar
suggestion:

~ rt~hat is the impact when Christians continue to hear Jews

,--

; denounced as culprits in their holy scriptures?

Repetition of

certain words upon our thinking is the key to effective propaganda.
It does little good to try to explain the background; the impact
of the oft-repeated phrase is too overwhelming.

We af finn that all men

are involved in guilt for the deah of Christ and in the spirit of his
love for all mankind.

Yet we repeat phrases that have created a spirit

of antipathy toward our brothers--those who have a special place in the
economy of God.

We are legalists and enemies of the Spirit.

For some

of us it is offensive to read the anti-Jewish statements that abound
in the otherwise glorious Gospel of

xa~

John and in the earliest

history of the church, the Acts of the Apostles.

(For the statistician,

<;}µ<rd•_,
there are 37 anti7statements in John; 38 in Acts.)

What can be done

about the matter? . • ..

.,,"''if

we admit that there are anti-Jewishstatements in the Bible

and that we are stuck with a text, would it not be preferable to use
'

\I

the word Judean for Jew where it appears in the New Testament?
word for Jews in Greek is Ioudaioi.
be Judeans.

The

A logical transliteration would

Nelson's Bible Commentary of 1962 speaks of the

possibility of substituting Judean for Jew and the suggestion has been

---

reiterated in other sources as well, but the translators have done
nothing about it.

Jew is derived from the French "juif" which comes

from the Old French "giu" which is derived from the Latin "judaeus."
I

\
1

Our transliteration would be more accurate if we got a little closer
~:)'

\\~).

\ to the Greek and Latin f orms.
\.

1 ~·
c.

c.
On initial

EHKi:

consideration this approach sounds attractive

as a mecn s of removing a major xea roadblock to better ChristianJewish understanding.

But scripture scholars, who ultimately would

be entrusted with the task of re-translation, do not appear to be
optimistic about the pirti§.Sf!.Hgx prospects.
Harvard is of such a view. 6
the church and the
little surprise.

x~aag3ge

Dr. Krister Stendahl of

MNxf He feels that the tension between
synagogue in the first century is of

The early Christian church was a distinct and

vigorous movement within Judaism, fierce in its criticism of other
segments of Judaism.

We have a parallel to this in the Dead Sea Scrolls,

discovered sRfexai:several years ago.

Here we find scathing and even

hateful comments about the Jewish establishment in Jerusalem.

The

xei Jewish prophetic tradition contains similarily fierce expressions

against "Judaism."

The real problem, according to Dr. Stendahl, stems

from the fact that the prophetic language fell into the hands of the
Gentiles.

Some of these Gentiles, especially those of Roman origin,

had a history of anti-Semitism in their pre-Christian backgrounds.
They were the people who generally put the finishing touches on the
form of the New Tettament documents.

In their own search for identity

they found meaning partly in the "no of the Jews" to Jesus Christ.

---

Once the Jewish context and identification of the early church disappeared, the

inter-J~wish

conflict statements were hardened into

accusations against "the Jews," the synagogue across the street, and

against the people who claimed the
completion in Jesus.

S3Il'e~ptures

but denied their

Dr. Stendahl says that the consequence of this

development is that the Christian church had no "right" to the use

of these

pxp~

prophetic Jewish statements once it had severed all its

connections with Judaism.

For in the new situation, without instead of

within the Jewish community, these same words, even when repeated verbatim,

.
. .-r~
l'J'!ft
take on an entirely
new meaning
Carried into the
suggestion would

see~

«~Rxxax
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concrete situation of today, Stendahl's

to dictate some attempt to remove certain texts

from use at the Eucharistic liturgy where they seem to continually
receive at least tacit approbation from the church.

While the official

teo<ts would remain as they are, unless sound scholarship would seem to
warrant a change (something most biblical scholars consider highly
unlikely), there c0uld simply be the deletion of certain particularly
troublesome passages in the texts

us~d

for readings.

Such "license"

is an accepted part of the oral presentation of literature, and there
seems little reason why it could not b.e applied in this situation .

.

An official "reading" text might be drawn up by a corranittee of experts
sensitive to Jewish-Christian problems to facilitate this modification
in the text.

The regular text could continue in use in writing and in the

classroom where there is less of a sacred approbation given the material
and where background explanations are possible.
Until such a "reading" text is produced, however, teachers can

--

play an important role during the x«kaii school year in keeping alert
for particularly troublesome passages that might appear in the Sunday
liturgyo

Some brief explanation of these passages could be given by

the teacher in the class nearest the Sunday on which the texts will be
read.

This is by no means the perfect solution .

But it would be

one way of providing the ~k background to these passages which frequently
cannot be given in the course of the liturgy itself.

Another way to cqmbat the effect of these texts is the
development of a positive appreciation of Judai.Em among Christian
students.

This would include the realization that Judaism did not

cease to be creative and living after the rise of Christianity, but
continued to develop many of the traditions of its biblical heritage
in the light of new cultural situations.

If it becomes apparent to

Christian students that the church has a great deal

a~

tjtearn

spiritually and intellectually from the Jewish religious tradition,
both in its biblical and its contemporary expression, the negative force
of the New Testament texts in question will be greatly diminished and
more likely understood in their proper historical contexto

A first

important step in this process is the recent inclusion of readings
from the Hebrew Bible in the regular Sunday liturgy of the churGh.

Too

often Christians have looked upon the Hebrew Bible as a mere prelude to
•

the New Testament.

Its morality and religious insights were considered

inferior to those of the New Testament.

And it was frequently assumed

that whatever still retained value in the Hebrew Bible had been incorporated into the New Testament.

Hearing the Hebrew Bible weekly

at the liturgy may help Christians see for the first time the depth
of religious expression found in the Hebrew Bible.
In our time, the church is beginning to recover some of the

-----

heritage of Judaism which it has neglected since the war

~1-10

~f

with Rome

ind k A. D. vitlllally destroyed the Jewish Christian community in
Palestiee.

Among recent Christian writers, there i s a new interest

in certain themes and religious values which have always been central to
Judaism.

Among these are:

The importance of historv .

materials since Vatican II has been the notion of salvation history.
While emphasis on this theme has sometimes left the erroneous impression
that

"xa;:xaxa~

salvation history" is somehow separate from ordinary

"ju;amc human" history, it has brought back into Christianity a distinctly Jewish theme.

Thea early church, deeply imbued with a Jewish

sense of history, understood the coming of Jesus as the completion
of history.

Because the Messiah had come, Christians could enter

the post-historical age.

Paul, who expressed this view in his early

epistles, began to modify it as the world around him continued to
bear the marks of unredemption, but the change in his viewpoint was
not fully developed by later theologians, and this lack had xe.xi:i:u
serious consequences for later Christin theology.

The vital link

-

between the earthly and divine realms, the sense of man's responI

sibility for the world, which were central to the Jewish spirit,
were lost on the premise that history had already been completed
in Jesus.
Today, Christians are aware that the messianic age of peace and
justice described by II Isaiah has ·still not arrived.

Human history

continues, and man still has much to learn and a great deal
accomplish.

---

~o

Rabbi Arthur Hertzberg, an outstanding contemporary

Jewish x«k~a scholar and a man deeply involved infhristian~Jewish
dialogue, poses the problem in this way:
Advanced Christians are confronting the unredeemed
worldo As they sit amidst the rubble of all the
- -shattered hopes, including their own theological
ones, advanced Christians are hoping to redeem the
world by a new devotion to Jesus. This is a very
"Jewish" stance, for we Jews have been in the
business of living through and beyond tangible and intangible

exiles and disasters from the very beginning
ofu our experience. We know tha. t al 1 is raver
lost - but, for that matter that all is never
won, either. In the age of the concentration camps and
the re-creation of a Jewish co~onwealth in Israel
we have known both the greatest despair and historic
comfort.
To be a Jew means to believe, end to

~Related

wait.~

8'

to the importance of history is the theme of man's responsibilitx

for creation, in which Yahweh charges man with the care of the world

~- 'la.- -..o-""'---....."' t. "" ,

he has

...,f r . " I
~~--'-~' ~---_;.J
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created~has

always been paramount in the teaching of Judaism.

Man is in a genuine sense a partner, as well as a servant, of God.
On this affirmation Judaism has never yielded o While Christianity
has never denied this responsibility, its notion that history was
completed and creation brought to perfection in Christ greatly diminished
the seriousness of this sense of partnership as a basic human task.
Jews have seen that man achieves his redemption
care of God's creation.

xk~rngk

through his

Frequently in the Christian understanding of

how man attains salvation the impression has been given that cret:ion
could be bypassed.

Because of Christ there now aas a direct

route to salvation.

Salvation became a matter between the

individual person and God.

But a major

them~in

iR~HE

recent Christian

theology has been the focus on the "secular city" and on e1u1.i .ti
evolution.

-·--

In this persp:ctive man has the responsibility of

struggling to overcome the problems of the world and developing the

...

consciousness of mano

In so doing he is exercising his partnership with

God and achieving his own salvation.

Such an approach is very mu:h

•
/ /

in line with tramitional Jewish thinking.
Salvation in Community: This aspect of Jewish existence is
succinctly surrunarized by Rabbi Jacob J. Weinstein, who writes that
"the exaltation of the community in the sacred fellowship of man"
forms oneof the major features of the Jewish tradition:
Rocial responsibility is as high a value
in the Jewish ethic as personal fulfillment.
The two are in fact intertwined and utterly
dependent one on the other. Consider the
admonition from Pirko Avot: "Do not separate
thyself fromthe communityo" Salvation is impossible outside of community. If I am only
for myself, what do I amount to? Hillel's
question has come down to the Jews of our dayo
The magnificent social welfare institutions of
the Jewish community attest to this o

1

The Hebrew Bible emphasizes this aspect of community with
unmistakable clarity on numerous occasions.

It is the community

that will eventually be saved when the Messianic age arrives.
individual will be saved only as part of the connnunity.

The

Though

the Pharisees eventually come to insist strongly on the resurrection
of each individual, this personal resurrection still had to await
the salvation of the full community with the coming xkexH of the
a._,
Messianic ageo Since the time of the ~ican Council II the church
has begun to look at the notion of salvation much more from the

---

Jewish perspective of community.

The re-introduction by the Council of

the term "people of God" as a description of the church is one
indication.

The church today is saying that we are our brother's

keeper because our own salvation cannot be divorced from the
destiny of our brother.

This has been a consistent Jewish belief

even if in the modern world it has been often expressed by Jews in
__ .. -

'

J! _ _ _

,.,,'L.,.. 1,.: ~~ .. ~., "'net-om ; n mnnPrn T~rael

is one express ion

Iv
of the Jewish sense of community.
Man is Not Basically Evil.

Since the time of St. Paul and the

early church fathers, £kxixxiRHH Christianity has looked upon man as a
fallen creature.

In paxxpa.:t. part this was the resultof the theological

connection which developed between original sin and the chtrch's understanding of Jesus as the Savior.

St. Augustine, in pa:ticular, was

concerned with the sinful nature of man.

0kx Other Christian writers

did attempt to modify Augustine's view, but his outlook generally
prevailed in the church.

This image of man as inherently sinful

never secured a firm foothold in normative Judaism.

Juiaism had

another vision of human nature which revolved about the idea of two
"yetzers" (impulses) in man, the good impulse and the evil impulse.
Both of these are under the dominion of man's human power.

What is even

more important, xxmiia traditional Judaism recognized explicitly that
the so-called evil impulse may be transposed into a higher key in order
to honor God and serve the needs of men.

Though admitting the risk

of axexximpiifa«axiaRx oversimplification, Rabbi Robert Gordis has
described the difference between the traditional Christian and
Jewish attitudes toward the nature of man in the following terms:

---

For traditional Christianity, man sins
because he is a sinner; for tradtional
V
Judaism, man~ is a sinner because he sins.~;:'.:> I

il

Christians are beginning to gravitate more and more in our day towards Judaism's more postive evaluation of man,
area of sexual morality.
value in Jewish

x~kix

e~x

especially in the

Sex has always been looked upon as a higher

religious traditiono

This also holds true with

13
respect to the place of family lifeo
The increased emphasis in recent Christian thought on these
"Jewish" values and themes can help Christian students to better
understand the roots and heritage of their faith.

Whether or not

it will help them acquire an appreciation of the beauty and depth of
Judaism will largely depend on how the material is presented.
as has happened many times in the past, Christianity

01

g ty

If,

appro-

priates aspects of Jewi::h tradition and presents them as its own,
it is questionable whether a more sympathetic understanding of
Judaism will ensueo
Jewish religious traditions and celebrations are increasingly
venerated in Catholic teaching today; but largely in tenns of their
~

value for enriching the 9hurch's heritage and self-understanding~
not their religious validity for Jewso

_k

The use of the term "the

people of God" to describe the jtiurch is a case in point; it represents a return to Jewish categories of thought and reveals the
influence of the Hebrew Scriptures in th2 understanding of a covenanted
people, but it also seems to deny -- or at best ignore -- God's
enduring covenant with the Jewish peopleo

III

JUDAISM AND ISRAEL
In a report presented to the National Conference of Catholic

Bishops in 1970, Father Edward H. Flannery, Executive Secretary of the
v

Secr~~iat

for Catholic-Jewish relations, noted the extent to which

the State of Israel has become a major issue for Jewish-€hristian

~

relations:
Jews have in the vast majority identified
with that State whether as a refuge from
anti-Semitism, a new source of Jewish
identity and survival, or as a Messianic
fulfillment. Tley see Zionism as central to
Judaism itself and essential not only to
Israeli but also Jewish survival, and therefore as an ecumenical and a religious consideration which should be included in the
dialogue. They have judged Christian coolness or silence with respect to Israel 1 s peril,
especially during the Six Day War, as indi:flerence toward what they considered the possibility
of another genocide, and have expressed their
disappointment. The chnrge of silence has been
taken into the dialogue with good results. Among
other things, Christian dialogists have learned
more of the intense bond uniting Jews to Israel,
and Jews have learned some of the questions
Christians have had on its subject.18- 1/
As previously noted, our preoccupation with American and Western
European history has fiEquently led to neglect of other areas in both
textbooks and teacher education.

This has meant we are relatively

unprepared to deal with two different, but related, issues:
East as an

are~a

The Middle

of contemporary concern, and the relationship between

Judaism and Israel.

These subjects are complex; obviously they cannot

be fully treated in this volume.

However, no discussion of Christian-

Jewish relations is complete without them.

Some factual infornation

may help provide a framework for teachers.
Two overwhelming events have shaped the consciousness of Jews
in this century:

the~ghter of

six million Jews, one and

a half million of them children, during the Nazi period, and the
creation of the State of Israel.

While the two events may not be

connected by historical necessity, they are deeply connected in the
minds and hearts of most Jews.

As a prominent Jewish scholar, Rabbi

Leon Jick, puts it:
With the establishment of the State of Israel,
Jewish history was once again transformed. The
redemptive promise of the Prophets, the resurrective
experiencea of ancient Israel was literally relived
in our times: the dry bones rose and were restored
to life. With this ret:oration, Jewish history was
transformed from a chronicle of calamities to an epic
of triumph over adversity. The horror of the Holocaust
could not be undone. But this horror was no longer
that last word--not even the climax.•·' !1ur1 e£ a:e8 Uiels5
wer-e reduced in s~e

oo-an-eri sG.d.e ,

41

hut eee-wltieh

.was-o=.t=~zj:;t:.b150,H§ft-ekewooig~n-efF:t~

..~t:i: peep•ew

--

The establishment of Israel, therefore, changed
history for us. It restored to us, not only a
measure of confidence in the future of our own
people, it resurrected our hoFe for mankind. It
rekindled our anticipation that "perhaps man can
overcome evils and prevail over the demonic powers
loose in the world. With the birth of Israel was
reborn the prospect of Jewish history as a paraJigm

'

>

'

.

\

and the Jewish ~eople as a model:-a s~ffe riag---ser¥a:nt wfiG____
may agaiR teaeh 'by h±s-e.ndrirance aRe wfl:ose-!1.ser~ay helP-

.make mankind .who..ie-. As in I s r ael's antiquity~ the
establishment of the particularis t nation-s tate was
the instrument through which the universili st miss i on was
resuscita ted. "2-2;-.0:::'.. I y
~
I
The political movement for the establishment of a Jewish national

1

homeland had its beginnings during the f amous Dreyfus Affair in France
at the end of the nineteenth century.

Present at the trial of Dreyfus

was an assimilated Jewish journalist named Theodore Herzl.
ordeal, and the waves of politica l

Dreyfus'

anti-Semitism set off by the

trial, convinced Herzl that emancipation had not succeeded in overcoming anti-Semitism.
and national.

The ultimate solution he saw as political

The Jew must have a state of his own.

Herzl clearly

foresaw the possibility of a Nazi-type slaughter of the Jews taking
place in Europe.

Herzl interested other Jews in ap plan for the

creation of a Jewish national homeland, and a aorld Zionist organization was born in 1897.

While other locati ons were initially considered,

it soon became apparent that only Palestine, the ancient homeland of the
Jews, could evoke the determina tion and self-sacrifice necessary to

create a new homeland.

A Jewish settlement was already in

the~~'

a !IPI, one that had been there continueusly from biblical times.
'•

<:....

But the land had been neglected for centuries I\ '~~ ~ .

The Zionist movement pursued two

courses ~ one,

to purchase,

settle and develop the land through the labor of Jewish pioneers;
· second , to seek
' i1111 '

1

8Jt~~0 'JS

-rvset._ up a Jewish state.

HHl • 11
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paper, ''The Foundations of the State of Israel, ''13 Father Flannery
traces the juridical foundation of the State of Israel back to the
Balfour Declaration, as expressed in an official letter from British
Foreign Secretary Arthur Balfour to lord Rothschild of England in
1917:
"His Majesty's Government view with favour
the establis~nt in Palestine of a national
home for the Jewish people, and will use their
best endeavours to facilitate the achievement
ef this object, it being clearly understood
that nothing shall be done which inay prejudice
the civil and religious rights of existing nonJewish communities in Palestine, or the rights and
political statue enjoyed by Jews in any other
country."
The Balfour principle was ratified by other governments. including

the United States, restated in several treaties and acquired effect1'7e
international. legal stat:us when it was incorporated into the special
mandate for Palestine atr.nlrded by the -l.e@Sue of Nations to Great Britain.

The League of Nations also established the provisions under
which more than a tnillion square miles of territory were allocated
to the Arab peoples for early independence.
had been achieved by seven Arab states.

By 1947 this independence

(Currently, the Arab world

includes 18 independent states extending over 4.600,000 square miles
with a population of some 113 million.)
As for Palestine itself, relying on the Balfour Declaration.
Jews hoped for the whole of it, including some 45,000 square miles.
But in actuality, the British took four-fifths of the land to create
the A:rab state of Trans!ordan in 1922.

-18In

1947, in the face of mounting Arab-Jewish conflict, Great

Britain turned the question of Palestine over to the United Nations
whose General Assembly voted to create a Jewish and an Arab state .
by partitioning the country.

The partition plan, which recognized

the national claims of both Jews and Palestinian Arabs, was the result
of a study

cond~ted

(UNSCOP).

The plan was accepted by a vote of 33 to 13 with 10 ab-

stentions.

by a United Nations Special Committee on Palestine

It was one of the few issues on which the United States

and Soviet Russia have voted together.

On May 14, 1948, as the British withdrew, the new Stzte of
Israel issued its Declaration of Independence.

But the Arab states

defied the UN partition plan, and the armies of Egypt, Transjordan,
Syria. Lebanon and Iraq marched against Israel.

The territory that

was to have been the Palestinian Arab state disappeared, most of
it annexed by Transjordan (now Jordan); some of it taken over and

administered militarily by Egypt, some of it taken by Israel.

The

refugee problem was born.
Father Flannery concludes by acknowledging that the Arab·
Israeli conflict is a "complex and tragic affair.

TherJiiave
been
\

wrongs on both sides and on the side of the ' Great Powers.

But

Israel's juridical foundations, her right to exist and develop
in peace cannot be questioned."14

.
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919Zionism has frequently been characterized as secular and
socialistic.

There is only a partial truth in this depiction.

Many of the early Zionist leaders abandoned sosne of the practices
and beliefs of traditional Judaism, among them the expectation of
a personal Messiah who would restore a Jewish state in Palestine.

The homeland, they said. must be created by the dedication and

labor of Jews themselves.

Undoubtedly, the Zionist movement galned

some impetus from the growth of nationalist feelings throughout
Euorpe at the time• when many

gro~ s

of national self•deteJ'ID.iaation.

were demanding the right

Most of the Zionist leaders believed

in some form of democratic soclalism, Which was translated into

the concrete through Che establishment of kibbutzim, the communal

settlements which formed the backbone of Jewish settd.ement in

Palestine.

In the kibbutzim, the land, equipment and produce were--

and still are--owned in conunon by all members, and the community
governed by democratic rule.
Many Zionists were devoted to the idea of labor -- particularly
agricultural labor -- as having a saving effect on the human
spirit.

Jews had been prohibited fror.·, owning land in many parts

of Europe; they had lost the sense of relatedness to the land
which was part of their biblical heritage.

By reclaiming the

land through their own labor, they would also be reclaiming
their own dignity. These people, known as Labor Zionists, were
the counterparts of the East European Jews.in America who played such
an important role in the American labor union mo.rement.

Ttere

were also Zionists who had a specifically religious orientation.
Outstanding among them were Achad-ha-Arn
.. al so

a~d

Martin Buber.

They

est;aeliekea seme-..k..ieeatzim hr Is'f"aei..

To explain the Zinnist movement, -heneoeF, even in its secular
manifestations, as simply another form of modern political
nationalism does serious injustice both to the diversity of
motivation within the Zionist movement and to the depth of the

-

--

longing for a return to Zion in the Jewish religious tradition.
For the land of Israel - Zion - ,has been a continuing source
of spiritual longing and anticipation; as both5)"Inbol and

reality,~e
1

-

~

Jewish people and their capacity for regeneration.
1

In the Psalms God is called the King of Zion and Zion is proclaifiled
\

a a the "city of the great Xing" (Ps. 48:3). Zion baa contiaued
.
to retaill this sacred stplfieance for .Jews. The 1aad of Israel

is looked upon mK nmely aa a holy land, buc as !!!.!, holy land.
Unlike Chrtattana, .Jews bs.ve been less attacbed to religloua

shrines in the holy land than to the la.ad itself.

In all their

prayers aad rel1gloua devotions tbe aspirations and tbe hope of the
Jewish people f.a exile ft!Dsinecl illt•mately bolJlld up vlth it.

All

of these asaootationa with tba land -continue to nmain etrong 1n
the paeple of Iarael. !rttia not only malres their nlatioashlp to
Israel unique. b'4 also explains why die idea of Zionism bas re-

mained a nmarkable force for Jewiab reaeval.

Mardn .Buber bas

sumartzed this Jewish feeling in tile following way:

This land was at DD time in the history of

Israel simply the property of the people; it
was always at che same time a challenge t:.o

make of it what God intended to have made of

lt •••• It vae a consunaatton tbae could noc be
achieved -by the people or the land cm lea cnm but
only by the faithful cooperat foa of the two together•••• This la the theme. reladng to a
small and despised part of the human race and
a small and desolam part of die earth, Jet

world-wide 1n its sfgnifl.cT• that lies
hidden in the aame of Zion..

'

I

Perhaps another reason why the characterization of Zionism
as a strictly secular phenomenon is inadequate is that Jewish
tradition does not make the same distinction between "secular"
and "religious" that .has been common in Christian thought.

Ac-

cording to Jewish belief, God has always revealed himself through
the ordinary events of history.

And the impulse to reclaim and

redeem the land, even through the efforts of self-professed
secularists, is very much in keeping with the Jewish vision
of man as God's partner in creation.
The hope of restoring a Jewish national homeland in Palestine,
when it first arose with Herzl, presented a serious challenge
to traditional Christian theology .
Jews were doomed to perpetual

It was corranonly believed that

dispersio~

and wandering for the

"crime" they had connnitted in biblical times.

This was the

reaction of Cardinal Merry de Val, then the Pope's Secretary of
State, to Theodore Herzl when Herzl sought Vatican support.
The eventual establishment of the Jewish state of Israel,
and

th~

overwhelming adoption of Nostra Aetate by Vatican Council II

~~

have updeliiAiaed,

jf

net

aest¥ey~,

any approach to either the

Jewish people or the State of Israel based on theological convictions
of permanent dispersion and suffering.

-23But the record of Christian opposition to a Jewish state
based on a theological rationale --

l~e

the long, record of perse-

cution and slaughter of Jews by Christians

th~oughout

the centuries

is

one with which Jews tend to be familiar, and Christians tend to be
ignorant.

Our relative inattention to these matters has left many

Christians poorly prepared to understand the strong sense of peoplehood among Jews, and their powerful concern for Israel.
surfaced dramatically at the time of the

Arab~Israeli

This concern

fighting in

1967, when Jews believed Israel was facing a genocidal threat.

As

Rabbi Jick has written:
The vision of impending destruction
taught us how crucial Israel was to us.
The searing experience of mortal danger
shook us to the roots of our being. In
the fear that we might lose each other,
we and the Jewry of Israel found each
other. In the prospect of Israel's
destruction, we discovered Israel's transcendent signif icanee fer our spiritual
survival •••• American Jeery ••• has been
moved and will never again be quite the
same." 16
If Christian students are to receive an authentic understanding
of Jews and Judaism in today•s world, that understanding must encompass
the Jewish sense of peoplehood and identi.f ication with Israel.

Certainly,

Christians need not accept any particular view of the significance of
Israel; in fact, there is a variety of viewpoints among Jews on this
question.

But in presentin8- fudaism to Christian students, we should

acknowledge that the vast majority of Jews today feel strong aRll
emotional and spiritual ties to Israel.

IV

Some Final Reflections
An emphasis on particularity, on what is unique and distinctive

in the historical experience, culture and life-style of a specific
group, is becoming more characteristic, not only of religious, but
of racial and ethnic groups.

The intensified sense of peoplehood

among Jews, the growing self-assertiveness of blacks, .American
Indians, Spanish-speaking Americans, and other racial and ethnic
groups have challenged the "connnon core" approach to brotherhood,
which minimized differences and stressed shared universals.

How

are Catholic teachers to react to tcye rising demand for religious,
racial and ethnic identity?
Certainly there exists a potential danger in the particularistic
•

emphasis - the danger of polarization and the loss of a sense of
corrnnon humanity.

Christian educators must be alert to this danger

and prepared to counteract it by affirming the ultimate unity of
mankind.

But the unity of mankind should not be invoked to obliterate

the distinctive integrity of the religious and ethnic. heritages we have
discussed in the previous chapters.

I believe that unity cannot be

fully achieved untilthe various groups that form the community of

- ----

men have come to feel that their particular traditions are exercising
a real influence in shaping the culture and values of the larger society
of which they are a part.
Some people who have been active in the struggle for brotherhood
and intergroup understanding are discouraged at recent eventso

I am not, although I recognize the difficulty of the task before
us.

We can no longer delude ourselves about the easy possibilities

of creating brotherhood among men, or about the universalistic
spirit of our ow n nation.

For us to transform our basically

northern European Christian nation into a truly multi-ethnic, multiracial and multi-religious society will require a tremendous cormnitment and concentration of effort.

Christian educators will continue

to occupy a pivotal role in the process.

There will be failure

and disappointments along the way and we must learn to cope with
them.

But I am personally convinced that we can reach the goal

that now stands before us with greater clarity.

Hopefully this book

has pointed out some of the concrete steps Catholic educators must
take if we are to reach our objective.
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CHAPTER VI:

CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

AND THE JEWISH. PEOPLE

As previously noted. many Catholic teachers are presently in
a dilemma about the proper attitude towards Jmaism.

They are

sufficiently acquainted with the conciliar statement from Vatican

II to realize that some of the textual presentations of Judaism
described in pr¢vious chapters have resulted in gross injustice
'

and sifferi:ng for Jews.

Yet
they ...are
confused about what the new
'
,,,
~

"

approach should emphasize, and how the new attitudes of the church
are

to

be rec~nciled with the ; app&fen~ hostility .to Jeris in the
;

'

,

'

New Testament.

J

'

.

f
/ I
,
r //
_
1
This chapter will attempt ~ to resolve some of the confusion.

Not

I

all questions can be an~wered

at this
t

time.

-

S~nce many

,

of' ·the issues

which affect the Jewish portrait in catholic educational materials
involve the church's traditional self-understanding, their ultimate
...

resolution must await considerable discussion by theologians and
scholars.

In Che meantime)-much can be done to correct the distortions

found in Catholic textbooks, and to bring existing theological and
scholarly resources to bear on the sensitive themes in ways that

\

,

-

'-•
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will be helpful to Catholic teachers.
I.

New Attitudes Towards the Pharisees

Dr. Bemhard Olson, who directed the study of Protestant church
scbool materials, has detailed ways in which the portrait of the
Pharisees can be improved simply by a careful approach to the New

Testament itself.

2

To begin with, the New Testament clearly does

not present anything like a total condemnation of the Pharisees.
Jesus conversed with a Pharisee and found him "not far from the
kingdom of God." He was on sociable terms with several Pharisees
and on occasion consented to be their guest.

Some Pharisees came

to his defense on certain occasions, and two Pharisees were

sible for giving Jesus a decent burial.

respon~

The Pharisees are in no way

implicated in the death of Jesus by any of the four gospel wtlters.
Moreover, Dr. Olson writes, even if the Pharisees are seen to
play a negative role, they 8%'e made more human by a theological
perspective that shows them as representing all of hlDDanity, including
ourselves.

In Jesus• entanglements with the Pharisees, he was

speaking to all men.

We should seek to identify ourselves with the

Pharisees; Jesus stands in judgment on all of us.

Thus the Pharisees

cannot simply be relegated to the depths of sinful humanity.

It is

the very goodness of the Pharisees - for they were the best men of
their day -- which we must come to understand in order to grasp how
even the best of men stand at times in .opposition to God because of
the demonic forces that influence every man, Pharisee or Christian.
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Such an approach to the Pharisees will significantly affedt
a teacher's presentation of such scriptural passages as the twentythird chapter of Matthew.

Instead of degrading the Pharisees to

such an extent that the Christian student has difficulty ln seeing
in them even an ounce of human sensitivity, the self-inclusion per-

spective lead~to Christian self•criticism.

Every point Jesus makes against

the Pharisees, even the accusation of blindness to God's deeds, becomes a possible stricture aga1nSt contemporary Christian life.

The

assumption is that to see what the Pharisees were doing is to see

what it is we are doing and bow Jesus' words can apply to us who
have to face many of the same extemal pressures that were incumbent

upon the PharU&ees.
It is important therefore for Christian educators to realtee
that .a perspective on the gospels that pits man in opposition to

Jesus results in an overall positive eznphasis in the
as a whole.

The

.Jew

~ewish

portrait

canes to 1>e regarded as dlslltnctively human,

as a person similar in nature to the Christimi student who is dis•
cussing him.

evil.

Both are capable of much good as well as profound

The negative portrait of the Pharisees is utilized in com-

bination with a positive expression for ingroup self •criticism and
to abhieve the goals of Christian education

~

selfwknowledge,

repentance and faith.
Even with this self-cri~ical perspective, however, ..t would

still be an injustice to the Christian student to limit bis under•

c
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standing of the Pharisees to the New Testament.

For the primary

intent of the gospels was to describe t:he acts and words of Jesus
in a way that the ttvord of God" would be clearly manifest.

Only

those incidents and explanatory materials which contributed

to

an

appreciation of Jevus' message and mission were preserved ln the
oral tradition•

Everything E1se was left aside.

The nature of the

Pharisaic revolution 1n Judaism and the deepening of religious life
it produced as well as the differences that existed within the

..

~

Pharisaic schools1 ,were clearly outside of the scope of the gospel
writers' interest.

As a result, almost nothing is said about the

positive relationship which existed between some Pharisees and Jesus•
Only when Jesus' teachings are contrasted with some segment of
Pharisaic interpretation and practice, especially when t.hey aU> od

in open conflict, are the Pharisees sketched in any detail.
gospel

wrl~ers

The

make no attempt to provide non•Jews tdtb a comprehensive
1•

description of the Pharisees.

This would have been entirely beside

the point.

We must therefore turn to extra•biblical sources for some appreciation of the multi-faceted nature of Judaism in the time of Jesus,
and for an understanding of the development of Pbarasaic .Judaism.
an understanding is vital to Christian students • • not only because
the widespread

fmpr~&sion

of @ monolithic Judaism in the inter•

testamental and Nev. Testament periods is inaccurate and unfair.to
'

Jews, but because, without this movement which probably had its

~ucb
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origins in the period of the Babylonian Exile and eventually came to
be called

~isaism,

there could have been no Christian church.

'lbe

teachings of Jesus and Paul are both deeply rooted in Pharisaic
doctrines and practices.4
The Pharisees emphasized the worth of each individual person in
the sight of God in a way not previously stressed in Judaism.

Pharisai

91

opposed the primacy of the priestly, cultic system favored by the
Sadducees; In its place the Pharisees substituted an emphasis on the
direct relationship of each individual
(;_,

to

God the Father• The system

of Jewish Law was transformed from 1r1gld legalism into a response
to a sense of God•s presence in the world and a means of salvation.

Pharisaism inte:tnalf.zed Jewish law and snade it a matter of personal
conscience.

The individual could know where he stood in his reJa tion•

ship with God only by scrutinizing his individual deeds, for the

h.alakah, "t:he way," had been made known to him and his veering from
the path through sin could not be hidden from God•

otbei: tand, shoved bis concern for ehe individual u

God• on the

a person. never

leaving him to -himself.
The centrality of the individual ln Pharisaic Judaism is nowhere

more strUdngly revealed than in a passage in the Mishnah* dealing

*

The Mishnab is the record of the oral Law (adhered to by the
Pharisees. rejected by the Sadducees). taught and interpreted in the

academies of Palestine from about the second pre•Cbristian century onwards.
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with the admonisbsnent of witnesses about to testify in a trial

involving the death penalty:
You should be aware that judgments involving
property are not the same aa judgments involving life. In property matters an error in
testimony can be atoned for through a money
payment, but in a matter of life and death,
his (the victim's) blood and the blood of his
descendants depend upon it, to the end of time ••••
For this reason man was created one, to tJl.ch
'
you teat anyone who destroys a single human soul
is reckoned by Scripture as having destllDyed the
entire world. And anyone who preserves a single
soul, it ~Las though he kept the entire world
a 11ve • • • • "'f"

The dignity of the individual is further highlighted in another

passage from the same section of the Misbnah:
The greatness of the Holy One, Blessed Be He,
is attested by the fact that whereas a human
being in making CD ins from a single stamp can
only :impress upon then the same likeness, the
king of kings, the Holy One. Blessed Be He,
stamps evary individual with the fonn of the
first man, and each individual is different
from every g_ther. For this reasoli~ryone is
obligated Lbound by ltiif to say, ••tt wag.,...pn k
my account that the world was created!" ~
The oral law interpretations of the Pharisaic rabbis reshaped

the lofty injunctions of the great Jewish prophets and gave them a
concrete order and sttucture.

Every commonplace, dally human action

could become sacred if it were seen, as the rabbis insisted it should
be v1ewed1 as an act of worship.

The loving deed, the mitzvah,

became more important than the Temple cult.

Through the mitzvah

approach a life-style was developed which could persist and grow
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long afcer the destruction of the Temple in the first century A.O.

war with Rome.
The Pharistic rabbis developed a new system of

~ituals. fr"

One

Jewish writer bas called them ''rituals of interpersonal behavior. 0
The commandments of the

~itten

Torah (the Pentateuch) coie alned

very specific and detailed rules covering the offering of
and the duties of priests.

~'

sacrifi~es

But what precisely did the Torah mean

when it said• ''Honor thy father and thy mother," or "I.ave thy neighbor
as yourself," or "Remember that you were once slaves in the Um.d of

Egypt?" It was such questions that became the central focus of
rabbinic teaching and the answers made the oral law more than a
mere commentary on the written law.
humanized the older tradition.

The Pharisees deepened and

As the priests bad centered their

attention on codifying the cultic ritual, so the rabbis in a sense
tried to codify love, loyalty, and human compassion.

In so doing

they hoped to make these inescapable religlaus duties inclDllbent

upon every Jew.

What the Pentateuch had stated as general propositions
.

the Pharisees spelled out as specific religious and moral duties.
They effectively renewed Jewish religion by translating what had been
only prophetic sentiment into a spersonal religion built upOn npropo•

sitions-in-actio~."8 Extending bospitallty to the traveler,. visiting
the sick of all religious grcups. giving charity ananymously. burying

the dead, and helping to bring peaee to those who lacked it:

these

duties were never clearly aet forth tn the Hebrew Bible although they
were generally felt in ppirit.

The rabbis fashioned such duties
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into new commandments or mitzvot, which highlighted the role of
'

prayer over sacrifice, and gave each pesson in Israel a priestly
function.
Though each individual person was seen in Pharisaic theology
5

as the world in micricosm, the rabbis had no de'ire to totally

privatize religion or to establish the individual as the moral
ultimate.

Their development of the dignity of the individual within

Judaism was set within the context of the traditional belief in the
prima.cy of Israel the people.

Without one of the

two

elements, person

and comnunlty, the other lost much of its meaning in the Pharisaic
perspective.
To guarantee the vitality of Israel as the people of God, as a
holy nation and a kingdom of priests, the rabbis set up a system
whereby the Hebrew Scriptures became the constitutional base for the
corporate life of the Jewish coamunity.

But while the law continued

to be regarded as of divine origin in the eyes of the rabbis, they
added to it a dynamism and an expenalve quality through their notion
of the oral law.

The biblical commandments were to be searched anew

in a continuing effort to find new signiflcance for the life of the
comnunity in its role as witness to the presence of God.
This major Pharisaic

breakt~ough

in the approach to the Torah

prevented the petrification of the Jewish religious spirit and paved
the way for the periodic regeneration ,of Jewish religious attitudes

and practices.

The Pharisees won a theological victory over the

-e e ':>

Sadducow.,.priesta who had been the rulers of the Jewish people •

.

......,
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The rabbis never denied that the priests had been specially con=
secrated to administer the rituals of the Temple.

But such con-

secration, the Pharisees argued, had given them no other religious
authority even though the Sadducees claimed that the Pentateuch had
been

ent~usted

to the JQ1priests alone for interpretation.

Pharisees went back to Scriptural

accaun~s

The

of Sinai where Moses

gave the Law to the whole people, not to any special group.

According

to the Pharisees the oral law was to be transmitted by the people
from generation to generation.

The rabbis took a fixed and unyielding

tradition that had become <hued to the hands of the priests and
banded it over to the people as a whole.

v''

Those who studied and

mastered the tradition were considered qualified to
explain it, and ultimately even to amplify it.

~each

it,

The rise of the

Pharisees thus marked a radical moment in the history of Judaism
and in the pre-history of Christianity which grow out of the Pharisaic
spirit.

The Pharisees established adult academies for higher learning as
popular institutions where lifelong study of the Torah could become
an important conmunal preoccupation.

In these creative circles

brilliant students of the Torah debated their differing interpretations
of the comandments.

Many different schools vied with one another

for a claim upon the people's allegance.

Their arguments, debates

and conclusions have been preserved 1n what is called the Talmud,

..-

·
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which exists in two versions, the Palestinian Talmud and the Babylonian
Talmud.

An important feature of the Talmud is the inclusion of all

views, m6nottty as well as majority.

Even when the majority felt

that the minority was clearly in em>r, the minority position was
still recorded.

This was more than simple respect for the power of

human reason or more intellectual honesty on the part of the rabbis.
This attitude of openness foxmed the very cornerstone for future

growth, maturation and renewal of the collective Jewish spirit.
For if a minority group of Pharisees could reshape a tradition long
locked in thd dormant and authoritative anus of the priestly class,
there might come a time in the future when yet another minority
would need to be heard and followed. (tn similar vein, dissenting
opinions of our Supreme Court judges have become, on later occasion'

the law of the land.)

91It was this special genius of rabbinic

Judaism that molded and kept the Jews as one people throughout the
world in spite of diverse and sometimes even contradictory interpretations
of various grt'al ps and schools.

The rabbis taught that Israel had been called into existence for
the sake of the Torah.

But they made it quite clear that t:he Torah

could live only through the ~le .

The rabbis helped the community

of Israel survive its national destruction at the hands of the Romans
through their emphasis on service to the world.
service thlough

membe~ship

But it was always

in a distinctive people.

The rabbis
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realized that if the Jewish people ceased to exist, the Torah would
disil>pear from the faee of the earth.

Jewish spiritual life demanded

a conun.unity to support, strengthen and enhance it.

Because the

Torah was a gift tD the whole people, and since all shared equally

in the responsibility to witness to it and hand it down to others, the
collective life and destiny camem possess in Pharisaic Judaism a
sacredcalling and significance of its own.

The whole people assumed

in Pharisaic theology the role occupied by the Church in
thought~

.! people.

~hristian

The whole people shared an irrevocable, divine vocation !!.
It is for this reason that Talmudic legislation extends

far beyond the strictly theological frontiers to all aspects of
corporate existence -- social, economic and interpersonal.
The full "v6ctory" of Pharisaism took place in the year 70 A.D.
when Jerusalem fell to the Romans.
priesthood was over in Judaism.

The day of the Temple and the

The rabbi now became the authoritllli*e

and unchallenged heir of both the prophetic and the priestly legacies.
The synagogue likewise came into full prominence at this time as a
radicsl religious center substituting prayer for sacrifice and making
biblical study and interpretation into an act of liDrship.
Rabbinic Judaism did not consciously create the synagogue, but it

did shape and adapt it as a vehicle of ethical

uni~ersalism

and its

faith in the religious vocation of the Jewish people as the coumunity
of Israel.

From its very inception. the notion of the synagogue was
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rooted in the congregation rather than in a sacred place, a votive
shrine, or a pretentious public building.

Even when Jews returned to

Palestine after the Exile and constructed the Second Temple, they re•
tained a strong attachnent to the synagogal form of religious expression.
In spite of the presence of the new Temple, popular religious emphasis
began to shift, even though only imperceptibly at first. from the
sacramental office of the priests to the people themselves and from
the holy place of worship to the worshippers.

It was this spirit

that no doubt motivated Jesus' attack on the money changers at the
Temple.

In the eyes of the Pharisees the whole people were the

holy congregation, a theme that reappears in the first epistle of

Peter.
The synagogal conception of the Pharisees appears in microcosmic
form in what is called the

!!!!!l• which

the rabbis sanctioned as a

formal taligious congregation consisting of ten or more males.
Wherever Jews assembled, whether in private homes, at the city gates
or in the fields, they could form a congregation.

More and more

the edah notion came to dominate and invigorate Jewish thought.
a

pere~ial

As

reminder of the supreme sanctity of the Temple 1 the

synagogue prayers were orientated towards Mount Zion in Jerusalem.
The rabbis even specifically prayed for the rebuilding of the Temple.
But. in effect. the synagogue transcended the Temple in the lives of the

people because it became more than a ''house of God." It was, more
importantly. the ''house of the people of God."

The synagogue
{

I

also took on functions outside of the realm of strict prayer.

Since

J
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the rabbis looked upon the study of the Torah as an act of worship,
the synagogue became under their influence a house' of study as well.
The reading and teaching of Scripture assumed a central and dedsive
role in Jewish public woraaip.

Lectures and hom.i lies given by

recognized scholars became a regular instructional method which was
built into the fabric· of the service.
than a mere pedagogical device.

But this was something more

Behind it lay the rabbinic conviction

that worship must be linked to ethical service.

Prayer that did not

have a moral foundation would fall short of fulfilling tie biblical
injunctions.

Learning to do God's will required constant study of

the Torah, especially of the prophets, as well as of recent rabbinic
interpretation.
The synago,g ue soon became a place of communal assembly.

Courts

of law met in i .ts rooms. took testimony, administered oaths, and made
judgments.

Strangers to the community were welcomed into its hostel,
I

the poor were given alms there, and community funds were administered
by its councils.

These broad c0111111unal and humanitarian functions were

eventually so well! integrated with the religious and educational pro•

gr81D11Sthat the synagogue became the supreme center of Jewish life.
~

The development of the Pharisees and the synagogal approach to
Jewish religious life which we have just sketched is a far cry from
the negative picture presented in the New Testament and traditional
Christian catechesis.

Through some knowledge of Jewish life in the

intertestamental and post-biblical periods Christians

ca~

counter
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the distortions inherent in an apologetical approach.

Knowledge of

the spirit and attitudes of Pharisaic Judaism is important for Chris•

tians because all of the major branches within present-day Judaism
in America owe, their origin to Pharisaism, in spite of their
particular dif'feJ:'ences.

Pharisaism, with its stress on the people of

Israel, also makes possible the modern phenomenon of the so-called
secular Jew who does not belong to any of the established Jewish
denominations but still considers himself very much a part of the
community of Israel.

The New Testament describes several hostile encounters between
Jesus and the Pharisees·.

They seem on several occasions to be

bitter enemies of Jesus.

Is this picture a pure fabrication of the

gospel writers?

If not, what is the genesis of Jesus' disputes

with the Pharisees?
Very likely some of the sharp denunciations of the Pharisees

are the result of hostility between church and the synagogue subsequent

to the death of Jesus.

Fr. Bruce Vawter. for

examp~e, ~naists

that

the polemic which the gospels wage against the Pharisees certainly
cannot be separated from early Christian apologetics directed against
the

jews~1 Though:.

as wej.sball see below, the conflicts between Jesus

and "the Pharisees" are rooted in actual disputes within first-

century Palestinian Jewry about the meaning of the Law, they have
been aerstressed and simplified by the gospel writers.

As

t~e

early

Christian community developed a growing awareness of its separation from
Judaism, it lost interest in making distinctions among the various '
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groups within Judaism and began to speak of Jews as such as its
opponent.

This process reaches its climax in the gospel of John.

Another probable cause of the negative portrayal of the Pharisees
in the New Testmnent is to be found in Pharisaism itself.. Pharisaism
was a movement more than a rigidly defined organization.

It had

room for diversity of thought within its general orientation. Inter•
Pharisaic disputes apparently reached a high degree of tension in
some cases.

The Mishnah itself, which records the opinions of

the Pharisaic rabbis, contains some passages which are as critical
of Pharisees as anything found in the New Testament.

Obviously

these passages, coming from rabbis, are not meant as a bllnket
accusation against Pharisaism but against certain of its purported
adherents.
The opposition and hostility within Pharisaism seems basicdly

to have tleveloped between two groups.

This is the view at least

of the noted Israeli scholar David Flusser.ilf'f) He describes the
emergence of a group among the Pharisees, the "IDve" Phax-iseee he
calls them, who b:rought the charge agiinst the "Veteran" Pharisees
that they were sdrving God merely out of a dread of punishnent and
retribution rather than unconditional love.

Jesus in his own

~achings

seems to have clearly sided with thfew group of "U"7e" Pharisees.
The point to be made, therefore, is that the New Testament's hostility
to Pharisaism very likely ls a hostility to a cdrtain

interpr~tation

of Pharlsaism which was being incre- singly rejected and supplanted
l

within the Jewish community at the time of Jesus rather than to
'

I
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It should likewise be kept in mind that Jesus

never encountered all of the Pharisees in his lifetime, but only a
very small minority.

The internal divisions and consequent criticism that existed
within Phazfsaism at the time of Jesus 8hould coine as no great surprise
There are many works by Christian authors which bitterly

to Christims.

castigate other Christians. And such criticmsm need not always be
spoken in a vindictive spirit, but out of deep love for a movement
which its in-group critics believe is not living up
potential.

to

its full

This was the certainly the spirit in which the great

prophets made their judgments and accusations against the people of
Israel.
A cogent explanation of the New Testament disputes between
Jesus and the Pharisees is offered by tbe historian-theologian,
James Parkes.

He contends that the real key co their relatbnsbip

lies not in the wholesale condemnations of the gospel of Matthew but

J
f

in the simple narrative of Mark. J.il« tl\i! natidd&ttsts wllJSi! phl:tbitfPtil =

7,

tJ

..botlr d:lsapp1oft!d7·R11&1o lftllike the Sadducees and the Essenes, both

Jesus and the Pharisees showed equal concern for the whole Jewish
people.

Jesus joined with the Pharisees in rejecting the drive of
I(.

the

Hellenist/J~s

towards complete assimilation into the Hellenistic

society. Jesus said he had come to fulfill the Torah, not destroy
it through assimilation,

It was precisely beca·u se their concerns

were identical with those of Jesus that the Pharisees eventually
developed a •

interest in Jesus.

Tbev

·e ouzzled bv what thev
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saw and heard., but Mark's account reveals no great hostility.

But

the Pharisees gradually began to look upon Jesus' independence of

judgaraat as a danger in the confused socio-political situation
of the time.

The Pharisees were concerned with the absorption of

Judaism by Hellenism and they insisted on a measure of separation
by "building a fence around the Torah."

They saw separation as the

only guarantee of the survival of Israel's communal witness.

Jesus,
I

on the other hand, showed he was prepared to ignore the fence about
the Sabbath (its basic observance was never at issue) and to justtfy
bis action with the generalization that the Sabbath was made for

man and not man for the Sabbath.
personal submission to the Torap.

He did this to stress the need for
The generalization itself is

in line with Pl)arisaic principles.* But this type of independence
was judged by them as too dangerous for the time.

The popularity

of Jesus increased the tbreat to national loyalty to Torah which the
provisions for strict Sabbath observance were intended to aid and
insure.

The Pharisees,. says Parkes, _had no choice but to oppose

Jesus and to seek to uodemiine his influence.,,,; But they never

* "Scripture says, 'The Sabbath is holy for you (Exod. 31:14).'
This means it is given to I2!:!. (man) not you to the Sabbath." Talmud:
Yoma 85b)

f
•'
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sought to kill him and none of the gospel accounts make any mention
whatsoever of the Pharisees in their descriptions of the suffering
and death of Jesus.

It is essential to understand that the Pharisees

could no more have simply accepted Jesus' teaching than he could have
given in to them.

His healing of a diseased hand on the Sabbath was

'I'
-+.
according to Parkes, "as an assertion of the primacy of each man as person.
in itself not a crucial issue, but it was done deliberately by Jesus,

Yet Parkes insists that Jesus never attempted, as far as we know,
to bridge the gap between hisani vision and the legitimate Pharisaic
concern for the preservation of the comnunity:
Within the divinely chosen conmunity he
proclaimed the divine concern with each
man as person. It is for men to hold the
two in a continously destroyed and contin•
uo1sly recreated balance. Jesus did not
attempt to resolve the tension for us.
He cbal1:!9aed only to recognize that it
existed.
/0

After the encounter with the Pharisees over the observance of the
Sabbath lawiMark continues to present Jesus teaching and healing
with occasional arguments with the Pharisees and others.

But from

the beginning of his journey to the region of caesarea Philippi,
Parkes says the main thrust of Jesus' mission 1n Mark baa changed.
His own destiny and its continuing effect upon his £ottowers moves
into the center of the picture.

And it is this "continuing effect..

which became the raison d'etre of the Christian church.

For, through

his disciples, it was to be comnunicated to the entire world •...a

If
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According to Parkes, the tension between Jesus and the Pharisees
was a creative one, reflecting alLe dual inheritance of humanity, the
tension between person and community.
for a complete separation to occur.

There was no inherent need
There was room within Pharisaic

Judaism for varied opinion as the differing schools, such as those
of Hillel and Sbammai, clearly testify.* And for a time after the
I

death of Jesus. the disciples still considered themselves a Jewish sect,
in the Book of Acts we)('find some of them continuing to go to synagogue.
Yet Christianity's new teawhings could be absorbed into the Jewish
framework only with great difficulty.
11u.

,'.). U

Unity was not totally impossible,

<c~ 4J'Vl'-'

but ~~s not surprising in retrospect.

The tragedy of the split

has been the reduction of creative tension into stark opposition, a
situation frODl which neither community has benefited.
The complete separation of the two COIIIIlunities has also permicted

Christians to frequently identify themselves solely with the ''heroes" of
the New Testament narratgve and to see the Jews solely as the "villains."
Carr!ed over into a contempaary context this may too easily make an
individual Christian feel that be is automatically superior to any

Jew regardless of the depth of their personal religious commitments.
And even in those cases when Christian textbooks have stressed that

''The

words of both schools are the words of the living
follows the ruling of the School of Hillel because the
gentle and modest, and studied both their own opinions
of the other school. and humbly mentioned the words of
before theirs." (Talmud: Erubin, 13b)

God, but the law
Hi.llelltes were
and the opinions
the other school

£01
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through their sins for the death of Christ,

as was the case in some of the passages cited 1n previous chapters ,CBld:iaUl

identification with Jews is restricted solely to tbenegative role of
"sinner" and not viewed in any positive context.
11.

New

Attitudes Towards tbe Crucifixion and

Death of Jesus
The second major problem area in Cbristfan•Jew1sh relations revealed in the b!xtbook analyses was the bilme frequently placed upon
the Jewish people as a whole for the death of Jesus.

Historians have

found that the doctrine of deicide was never officially proclaimed
by a Church Council or by a papal decree.

Yet la was widespread

among the Christian masses since the t:lme of the early Church and
church authorlcies rarely took any steps to curb its influence.

This

charge bas led to a history of bitter persecution of Jews; by Christians.

Most of this terrible blstory does not appear in textbooks dealing with
the history of the Church.

Thus, most Catholics are simply uninfoJ:med

about: the long tradition of Christian anti-Semitism, while most Jews
are well atiare of it:.

md.le the accusation baa on tbe whole dis• peared

from catholic teaching lta past effects ought to be made known to
students in the course of their history and religion studies ill order to

set Christian-Jewish relat:l.ons in their proper perspective:JqfJ...

Vatican Council II, in its statement on non-christian religions,
rejected the accusatbn of deicide agains

~~

t

the .Jews and the consequent

charge of the punisbmenc of perpetual wandering found in popular

Christianity and still present in some of the materials examined in
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the St . Louis University studies:
True, the Jewish authorities and those who followed
their load pressed for the death of Christ; still,
what happe~ed in His passion cannot be charged
against altlthe Jews, without distinction, then
alive, nor against the Jews of today. Although
the Church is the new people of God, the Jews
should not be presented as rejectei or accursed by
God, as if this followed from the Holy Scriptures.
All should see to it, then, that in catechetical
work or in the preaching of the word of God they
do not teach anything that does not confom to
the truth of the Gospel and the spirit of Christ • • ••
Besides. as the Church has always held and holds
now, Christ underwent His passion and death freely,
bec$use of the sins of men and out of infinite love,
in order that all may reach salvation. It is, therefore 1 the burdm of the Clmrch 1 s preaching to proclaim
the cross of Chrlst as the sign of God's all•embracing
love and as the fountain from which every gia ce flows. 16

The conciliar statement on the Jl!Ws does not deal in detail
with the events leading up to Jesus' death.

Modern historians and

Scripture scholars have concluded with considerable

~oundation tha~

Jesus• death was the result of collaboration between the Roman
governor and a handful of Jewish leaders lho ruled occupied Palestine
for the Unperial government.

These Jewish leaders are denounced with

great vehemence in Jewish literature itself for the injustices they
perpetuated agatnst their own people for the sake of personal gain.
The Pharisaic revolution was, in part, directed against these leaders.
The conciliar statement also fails to come to grips with the impression
left by many passages in the New Testament that the Jews eee
responsible for the death of Jesus.

coll~tively

,.

Thi& ie especially true of the use
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of the term "Jews" in the gospel of John.

In working with Catholic

teachers I have found a gr:eat deal of confusion on this point.

are aware of the conc111ar

statement~

They

but are uncdrtain bow this

statenent relates to the accounts of Jesus' death recorded in the
gospel narratives.

It ls imperative therefor.e that in presenting
i'

.,

materials about the cruclfixion and death of .Jevts teachers make use
of the Vatican statement plus recent scholarly findings that provide
an appropriate setting for understanding the New Testament accounts.4111
Certain critical passages in particular require background explanatbns.
For example, in the gospel of Johri:

John 18: 14 It was Caiaphas 1llo bad suggested to
the Jews. ttzt is better for one man to die for
the people."

This passage no doubt expresses apprehension on the part of
Caiaphas that the Romans might suspect Jesus was planning a revolo
against Rome.

The situation in .Jerusalem was very tense at this

..,("

/";

time, especially with the added crowds!/ who were present for the

Passover celebration.

Pilate's presence 1n Jerusalem was already

a sign that the Imperial authorities were somewhat displeased with

the manner in which the high priests and their priestly associates

were administering Jewish affairs.

The Romans were very intent on

preserving order at almost any cost in their colonies.

They could

tderate ideological differences as long as these did not affect
the social order.

xf

e l!omans thought that Jesus might incite" a

group of Jews to rebellion. they might retaliate by imposing even
harsher conditions upon the Jewish conn:nunity.

In this process Annas
~

,.. .

'

7-
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and Caiaphas and the small ruling Jewish elite would undoubtedly
be removed and very likely be punished.

So they were quite willing

to sacrifice Jesus to safeguard their own favored position •
.John 18:31 Pilate said. "Take him yourselves ,
and try him by your own law." The Jews answered,
0
We are not allowed to put a man to death."

This passage is only one example of the attempt by the Jewish
political leadership to make clear to the Romans that Jeeus was
guilty of political subversion.

The charge they made against him. was that

he had proclaimed himself ''ting of the Jews," tj.at he had challenged

Rome's political authority in Palestine.

With such a charge they

were correct in insisting, in answer to Pilate. thac they could not
try Jesus.

For wider the colonial arrangJDent with Rome, the

Jewish authorities could try and punish only religious vtlations,
not political cases.

It is quite possible that the high priests did not

want to accept Pllate•s subsequent offer to try Jesus for a religious
offense because they feared Pilate was playing politics with them.
If they accepted his offer, they might very well be accused of commiting
a man on a political charge, something they bad no legal right to do.
On the other hand, if they were

to

aaquit .Jesus, they might be accused

of releasing a political offender against the Romans .

In spite of

the fact that Pilate comes out rather clean in the New Testament
accounts, we know from ancient writers such as .Josephus and Philo
that he was a cruel tyrant easily capable of such a plot.

Nowhere

in the New Testament aca> unts do we have a clear cut sentence handed
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death comes from Pilate.

John 18:40 At this they shouted : ''Not this
they said, ''but Barabbas." Barabbas
was a brigand.

man,"

The size of the "crowd" wi,ich chose the release of Barabbas
rather than Jesus must not be exaggerated.

There is no question

here of any mass outpouring of the Jerusalem population.

It may

be, though this is far from certain, that the people who called
for Barabbas' release weee Zealots or members of the soeealled
Fourth Philosophy.
of Roman rule.

These people advocated the viiient overthrow

Some of them were perhaps disillusioned with

Jesus, having believed at one time that he might develpp into one
of their leaders.

We do know that at least one of the apostles,

Simon, had Zealot connections.

may have had Zealot leanings.
ordl. narf~ense of the term.

It is possible that Judas also
Barabbas was not a "robber" in the

The word used to describe him in the

Greek text ref erred to political prisoners from the group who advocated violent action against the

Roman

govermnent .

So the

Zealots, disillusioned with Jesus, may simply have taken the opportunity
to '1ave one of their own released fran prison.

John 19:7 1le have a law," the Jews replied,
"and according to that law he ought to die, because he has claimed to be the son of God."

The first impression one receives in reading this passage is
that Jesus is being accused of theological heresy.

What "law"

this passage refers to, however, remains somewhat of a mystery.

It

>

very likely refers to

Raman

law, to which the Jewish leadership is

I
J
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trying to demonstrate its full allegiance. rather than to, any
Jewish religious law.

Scholars have been unable to find any

religious law. either in the Scriptures or in the Talmud, that
prescribed capital punishment for a person who claimed to be the

,....

The term at that time simply d'-1.d

"son of God."

.....

not carry the

same type of theological meaning it came to have in later Christianity.
"Son of God" was a common expression among Jews who followed a type
of apocalyptic theology.

Iil the book of Enoch the term is frequent.

As used in this passage, the term "Son of God" must have appeared
to constitute some form of challenge to Raman authority over the

Jews rather than to imply theological heresy.

John 19:15 "Here is your king," Pilate
said to the Jews. "Take him away, take
him away!" they said. The chief priests
answered, ''We have no king except Caesar."
So in the end Pilate handed him over to
be crucified.
·
It is important to note in this passage how the king,s hip charge

is crucial in the final decision by Pilate to crucify

J,~us

and how

the chief priests wish to avoid any impression that they have ac-

cepted Jesus as their king.

~

I
I

And the puniShment that is ordered --

crucifixion -- indicates a political, not a religious, sentence
inflicted by the state rather than the Jewish leadership.

The

Jewish authorities could only put people to death on adreligious,
charge.

And in such cases the punishment was stoning, as we see

in the case of Stephen in the Book of Ac ts.
Roman, not a Jewish, form of punishment.
.[~

,

Crucifixion was a

The charge of kingship

..,
'
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against Jesus is something found only ln the passion narratives and
is never brought up in any of his disputes with the Pharisees.

All

this goes to pl."ove that, however some Jews may have disagreed with
Jesus theologically, it was not because of his theological views
as such that he was put to death.

It was only insofar as his

preaching on love and justice constituted a threat to the intolerant
'

Jewish clique running Jerusalem foithe Romans, and indirectly to the

preservation of order in the city, that the authorities decided he
mustbe put to death.

It is the pa-ogative of later Clri&tian

theology to speculate on the meaning of Jesus' death for the
salvation of men.

But such reflections cannot be separated from

everything Jesus taught and did during his lifetime, nor can it

imply that the Jewish people as a whole put Jesus to death because
they disagreed with him on religious grounds.

Hie crucifixion and

"'
death as such •s a polit:ical act on the part of Rome and the

Jewish priestly elite.

It was not only Jesus who suffered at the

hands of this Roman•Jewlsh collaboration.

The .Jwttllh religio-

political establishment was being challenged by both the Pharisees
and the Zealots, each ln their own way trying

to

bring it down

because of the hardships it was imposing upon tbe\ Jewish people.
A Jewish historian, Ellis Rivkin. describes the situation
in the
/

following way:

·~-
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The question of ''Who caacified Jesus?" should
therefore be replaced by the question. ''What
crucified Jesus?" What crucified Jesus was
the destruction of human rights, Roman imperialism, selfish collaboration, What crucified
.Jesus •s a type of regime which, throughout
history, is forever crucifying those who wuld
bring human freedom, insight, or a new way of
looking at man's relationship to man. Domination,
tyranny, dictatorship, power and disregard for
1:he life of others were what crucified Jesus.
If there were among them Jews who abetted such
a regime, then they too shared the responsibility.
The mass of .Jews, however, who were so bitterly
suffering under Roman domination that they were · '
to revolt 1n but a few years against its tyranny,
can hardly be said to have crucified ~esus. In
the crucifixion, their own plight of helplessness,
humiliation and subjection was clearly written
on the cross itself. By nailing tD the cross
ene who claimed to be the Messiah to free human
beingl. Rome and its collaborators indicated
~
their attitude toward human freedom." Mill t~
John 19:21•22 So the .Jewish chief priests sal.d
to Pilate, "You should not write 'king of the
.Jews, ' but 'this man said: I am k~ of the
Jews. •" Pilate answered, ''What I have written,
I have written."

The final charge against Jesus is clear in the placard placed
at the top of the cross.

He was condemned for political se&t:ion.

The

chief priests tr1e d to get Pilate to change the phrasing for fear that
Pilate might use it as a weapon to punish tlami and the .Jewish populace
on the charge of failing in their full loyalty to caesar.
John 19225 When the soldiers had finished
crucifying Jesus they took his clothing and
divided it into four shares, one for each
soldier.

'

-·'
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In this passage we have further confirmation of the view that
Jesus was put to death as a political offender.

The property of those

executed on a religious charge was given by law to their families .

But

anyone put to death for political reasons forfeited his property to the
state.

Though not mentioned ln John's gospel, the so-called "thieves"

crucified with Jesus were in fact political prisoners and not simply
"robbers." Jesus was executed at a site where pol id cal prisoners
were being put to death ,by Rome with regular frequency.

Finally, a word should be said about the blanket use of the
term ".Jews" in the fourth gospel.

John wrote this gospel for an Hellenistic

audience when the hostility between the church and the synagogue was
already a major problem.

This gospel, and the other gospels as well,

has a certain polemical quality.

But added to this is the fact that John's

non•Jewish readers simply had no idea of the various groups within Judaism

at the time of Jesus.

So John simplifies matters and refers to the

enemies of Jesus as "the Jews." In so doing he left the tragic impression
that it was the .Jews as such who opposed J'esus when, in fact, the masses

of the Jewish people shared a common enemy with Jesus as the quotation
frcm Dr. Rivkin cited above clearly illustrates.

And as we have seen in

the examination of catholic instructional materials, John's blanket use
of the term "Jews" has been unfortunately repeated by most of the textbook
authors.
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To conclude this section, modern biblical scholarship has shown
quite convincingly that the death of Jesus was not
the general Jewish populace .

~ngineere~ by
~t"'

As Fr. Bruce Vawter has insisted,L~

(;.}

"there seems to be no doubt that Jewish responsibility has been heightened
at the expense of the Roman •••• In pai:ticular, the governor Pontius Pilate

as portrayed in the Gospels appears to be credited with a greater
degree of disinterested justice in his makeup than other historical sources
lt

concerning him would cause us to suspect.

Jomf which

Paradoxically, the· gospel of

has caused some of the gretest obstacles to Jewish-Christian

undesstanding because of its blanket use of the term "the Jews" most
clearly places direct blame on Pilate and Rome for Jesus' death.
alone of the evangelists speaks of

Roman

John

intervention from the very

beginning of the Passion story with Jesus' arrest (cf. John 18, 3).

But

Fr. Vawter also goes on tnsay that a factual history of the trial and

death of Jesus has to be reconstructed rather than read from
That is what we have tried to do. in this chapter.

tqe
I

gospels.

A great deal of vital

background material is missing from the gospel narratives as they now
stand.

It must be supplied thmlgh auxiliary readings and commentaries.

This situation also makes it almost impossible for even the very best of

passion plays to entirely avoid a travesty of the gospel story.

We ct:BDOt

obtain a fully accurate picture of the trial and death of Jesus from
reading the gospels alone.

This is the clear conclusion of the vast

majod.ty of modern biblical scholars.

It must also become a central guide-

line for the teacher in the presentation of the crucifixion story in the
._,..,.,
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classroom.
III.

New Attitudes Towards the

Two Covenants

The relationship between the Old and New Testaments is the
third of the major distortions of Judaism uncovered by the St., Louis
studies.

zt

Further elaboration of the exact nature of this relationship

still awaits· the work of contemporary theologisns.

1ili'1e

a e--.

pgehensi-ve e xpiana&ieft..mey IS'eutala a.. fuws e eMeSiirea"; enough study has

been done on the subject to eliminate many of the stereotypes that have
been comnonplace in Catholic education.

The conciliar statement on the Jews from II Vatican, though

'fl £~&:t~actory

in this regard, makes

s1gn1fica~t

inroads against

the stereotypes which have pictured post•b1bl1cal Judaism as a fossilized
religion having no real meaning or value after the coming of

have often contrasted the Old Testament as a book af strict justice and
legalism with the New Testament as a book marked by love and freedom:
The Church, therefore. cannot forget that
she received the revelati.o n of the Old
Testament through the people with whom God
in His enexpressible mercy concluded the
Ancient Covenant,. NoJ:' can she forget that
she draws sustenance from the mot of that
well-cultivated oli ve tree onto which have
been grafted the wild shoots. the Gentiles,
making both one in Himself. The Church
keeps ever in mind the wrods of the Apostle
about his kinsmen : "Theirs is the sonsbip
and the glory and the covenants and the
law and the worship and the promises; to the
flesh." (Rom. 9 :4-5) •••• God holds the Jews
most dear for the sake of their Fathers; He

(-

r,

/'

Jesu~and t.ttMiCA-~

)

'
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does not repent of the gifts He makes or of
the calls He issues -- such is the witness
of the Apostle. In company with the Prophets
and the same Apostle, the Church awaits that
day 1 known to God alone, on which all peoples
will adc:h:'ess the Lord in a single voice and
"serve Him shoulder to shoulder! (Soph. 3:9yM'/·7
While this statement does not do full justice to the particular,

continuing contribution of Judaism to mankind, it tempers in a
significant way previous Catholic

We need to analyze more

atti~udes.

fully. however, the impression often left iii Christian instruction
t

_ ,

that lovels

..

'\

unique to the New Testament, end to offer some indication

t

of how the relationship between Judaism and Christianity may be
understood today.
The love-justice dichotomy which Christians have relied upon with

great frequency to contrast their faith with crudaism has not wholly
It can appear in very sutd.e ways.

dispppeared from the present scene.

There is. for example, a song currently in wide use in folk Masses

-

which speaks of Jesus having given us "a new command, that

.)

we

should

love oar fellow man." The implication is that the primacy of love was
c '--"
first pre~ibed by Jesus rather than inherited fr~ia Jewish background •
His great commandment of love (Mt. 22: 34-40) -is taken right ouf of
Yahwek's instruction tD Moses in the book of Leviticus (Chapter 19) and
"'\

the same spirit is found in such books as Genesis, Exodus, Deuteronomy,
j

the Psalms, and the Prophets.

And the conctete expression of this love
,

__..-

to::.>

£o und in Jesus• deeds and preaching (esppeially in the beautitudes of

the Sermon on the Mount) are an expression of the ethos that pervaded

-· . . - .
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and incorporate the challenges of the Prophets into the structures
of Jewish life.

Rabbi Hil lel's question, "If I am only for myself

what do I amount to?," is a spirit shared by both Jesus and Paul
with rabbinic Judaism.

Knowledge of the Old Testament (better called
/.'
the Hebrew Bible) and of the inter~testamental
period is eesential
v

if the New Testament is to be understood in all its richness. Many
of the atttuudes and teachings of Jesus cannot be fully appreciated
without a knowledge of the Jewish teachings upon which they rely.
Judaism is the very foundation of the New Testament.

But the full

import of this foundation frequently will not come tlu:ugh if a person

confines his Etudy only to the New Testament.

The New Testament has

not simply absorbed all that was godd and relevant in the Hebrew Bible.
It presumed immersion in the Hebrew Bible and interft~stamental
Judaism
...._.,,,
on the part of the reader as the background for its message.

The

Hebrew Bible remains a living document for contemporary Christians,
one that is vital for their own self-understanding.

Nor most the

impression be left that only biblical Judaism is of interest

to

Christians.

Just as the fundamental Christians attitudes found in the New Testament
have taken on varied forms and 41plications in the history of the church,

so too have Jewish tradtions continued to grow and develop into our own
time.

It is important to know bow contemporary .Jews give expression

to their traditions today, for Christians also share in those traditions.

An understanding of the
~11

two

covenants of Sinai and Calvary may

be the crucial question in Jewish-Christian relations today.

)

,

•
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The outright distortions of .Judaism in the past in Christian education

can be comcted by a study of history.
impression in

the~Testament

But what about the overriding

s

that Christianity has totally super4eded

-

-

-

Judaism? It is i:he New Israel; it bas a New Covenant and a New Moses.

-

What then remains the role of Judaism in the New Age?

more than an olct wine sack?

Is it nothing

Has the Sinaitic covenant been replaced?

Most Christian scholars have asslDDed so. but there are some who disagree.

Among these is James Parkes, who argues that both covenants are necessary,
because each speaks to man in a different aspect of his bei.o g: Calvary
to man as individual, ignoring natural boundaries, Sinai to man as social

being, existing in a natural cC11DDunity.
Parkes attempts to delineate the eseentials of both covenants.
The truths which make what he calls the Sinai.tic revelation revolve

11

around five crucial areas:3i The first ls the acceptance of a life
which looks outward to the world because i't: looks inward to God.

The

ls the ultimate sanctlon on which

are built the relations between men.
second point, is viewed as a unity.

•'

But this life, and here lies the
There is no divi11i!on between the
· ~1'.

Han, even as a sinners sttl.\ lives in the
: ~ t
.
~ ~ "
city of God, for there is no other place in which he
.
- could live.
secular and the religious.

~

r

Thirdly. hum.an life means life in community.

, I

It is in community that

men fuffill the will og God, not by the constant repEtition of noble

principles, but by the framing of just laws, honestly' and courageously
1,.

administered:
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••• The revelation of Sinai was the perfect channel of
the power which flows from the one God to men as members
of the natural cou:nnunities. Today we call them states,
or local governments. Judaism is not a churchi it is essentially a religion of a total natural community •..;£~c17
The fourth emphasis in the Sinaitic revelation is the insistence

•
that there is no viable law for man or society except the law of God.
It is at this point, Parkes claims, that we see the fundamental need
for the doctrine of growth and interpretation that later caused the
schism between the Pharisees and the Sadducees.

Finally, Sinai

shows that there falls on each generation the responsibility for interpreting the will of God for its own time.

No generation can simply

rely on the interpretation of its predecessors, even on the written
Torah, for God speaks directly to it against the background of its
special needs and p:oblems.

Here lie the roots of the whole Talmudic

system.
!

i

~

j
1

I

The revelation that was

Calvary~dds

a new dimension to Sinai.-

But this addition is complementary, not contradictory, to the first
revelation.

The teachings of Jesus could not have been given in any

other enviroillllent than that of the Jewish community.

Jewish society

and its values are so completely presupposed in everything Jesus
said and did that no direct references to them were
p)U't.
/

requir~d

on his

What he had to say about God and man would have been understood

nowhere except in a Jewish context.

Civary concerns the sphere of

the individual while Sinai centers around the con:nnunity:
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That highest purpose of God which Sinai reveals
to men in communit~ ct.Da.Vary reveals to man as
an end in himself. Th~~ifference between the
two events, both of which are incarnations of
God, expressions of the infinite in the finite,
of the eternal in the world of space and time,
lies in the fact that the first could not reach
fulfillment by only a brief demonstration of a
divine community in action. The second, on the
other land, could not attain fulfillment except
by a life lived_~nder human conditions from
birth to death~~
The revelation of Calvary did not replace Sinai, nor could Sinai
simply absorb it and remain unchanged.

In the life and teachings of

Jesus the earlier revelation and the new redelation stand together
in creative tension with one another.

In the Christian concern with

man as person, nothing is taken away from the power or meaning of the
working out in history of the revelation of Sinai.

Sinai did not

mark the beginning of human concern with the moral problems of men in
society.

Behind Sinai were centuries of experience which were both

human discoveries and divine revelations.

What occurred at Sinai was

the full development of a long and slow growth in man's understanding
of community, even though it took centuries to realize the ful{extent

of Sinai and it remaind difficult to define the complete meaning of
that revelation today.

In the same manner, the stress on the individual

that had been growing in Judaism, since the exile, increased no doubt
by Hellenistic contacts (eapec6ally at Alexandria), attained its full

development with Calvalfy and has been subject to interpretation ever
since:
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The divine plan for human society is given its
full meaning when the divine plan for man as
person is revealed within it. In Jesus the
ultimate unity is not destroyed; Paul still
struggles to maintain it; but in the complex
setting of first century life the two halves
broke apart, and the beginning of the second
century witnessed two religions confronting
each other -- Judaism and Christianity. ~ ;;-¥
Judaism and Christianity are inextricably linked together as
equals, for the tension that exists between them is rooted in the perennial
and inevitable expertiaae of tension in ordinary human life between man
as social being and man as person, , as an ultimate value in himself, as
one formed in the likeness of God:

Man as citizen must be concerned with the attain•
able, as person he is concerned with the unattain_,.able; _as citizen he must perpetually seek a com•
promise for he is dependent on his neighbor's ac'
ceptance; as person he must often refuse compromise;
as dtizen he is concerned with the impersonal, and
must not let personal considerations warp his j udgment; as person he approaches every other person
as one "for whom Christ died" who must be made
to observe no other ends. The tension elllends through
the whole of life and to matters of everyday co~,
and it will endure so long as the world endures.
;......3
Parkes is against the use of the term "salvation history"
JIBX8Xlix

as a description of Jewish history, a term popular in recent Christian
:ca8••haataxxxl&

catechesis.

It implies, he believes, something set apart from the regular

precesses of human life and reasoning.

The Sinaitic. revelation is

{
I,

' ....

"'
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embedded in ordinary, everyday history.

For this reason the Jews today

remain incapable of being fitted into the modern demand for a strict
separation between a religion and a people.
Parkes 1 affiroiation of the continuing validity and special
mission of Judaism is shared by several other Christian scholars.

Fr.

Gregory Baum, for example, has insisted that even on the basis of the
New Testament, the believing Christian must affim that the Jewish religion
.:Ji/ ~./

has a positive place in Godts plan for universal salvation.

Likewise

it is wrong, in his view, to hok upon Judaism simply as a precursor
,
).$
of Christianity.» Rather it must be recognized that 1h ile present•

day Judaism is founded upon scriptural revelation and nourished by it,
it has become, through an intricate histoi-y and a great variety of

factors, a religion in its own

~~ght.

While closely related to Cbbist•

ianity and enjoying a common patrimony with Christianity, Judaism is a
religion possessing its own role and mission.

The destiny of Judaism is

not simply to diiappear and give way to Christianity; Judaism continues
to exercise a positive role , in God's plan of salvation.
The Catholic theologian Dr. Monika Hellwig takes much the same

approach as Fr. Baum to the question of the two covenants.

She begins

her approach to the relationship between Judaism and Christianity with
·~

the biblical view, expressed in the
1

-·

~ovenants

of Adam and Noah, that all

men are part of the universal covenant God has made with mankind and
C'I y(:., f;
which is identified with the order of creation.
The Sinai and calvary
<...J

covenants are specifications of this one basic covenant.
.r;

From this
\
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point of view Christians are seen to enjoy participation with Jews

(and, though in radically different sense_, with Islam and other faith
communities) ln a covenant made by God with all men and fully

to

be

completed in the kingdom of promise which all the communitle$ strive
after and hope for but glimpse only darkly in sydlbols.

That is a

fact of history which cannot be erased even if all Che Jews in the
"

world were to be eradicated.

Bow Christians and Jews

~e

to find and

explain their own complentarity withf.D thia vovenant is a matter of
interpretation with which Christians theologians still must grapple.
But Christians have to assert quite clearly that both they

~

the

Jewish people continue to witness and develop important aspects of
the one basic covenant God bas made with mankind.

'lhusit is inaccurate

for the Christian edacator to present tbe New Testament as totally
supplanting tbe so•cal:led "Old" Testament 1il the manner

we

have dis•

covered ln the textbooks examined by the St! Louis research team.
We must look at both Christianity and Judaism as essential
for the ultimate fulfillmatlt of mankind.

Until there appears the way

by which both can fulf 111 their respective roles together without losing

their own essential nature, each must fulfill its own part alone and bring
the insights of its own traditioQ. to bear on the problems of the 1DOdern
/,

world.

A Jewish scholar, Dr. Irving Greenberg, expresses well this

spirit of the sbari.Dg of roles' by Christianity and Judaism:
There are indeed men who are willing tD
live side by side until the end of days who
do so because they are fully confident
that the Messiah, when he comes, will confirm
.I

J
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their rightness all along.

Of course, it

is a step forward to live together until
that time. But even here, we may underrate the love and wonder of the lord. I
cm this as a kind of nice
truism. Let us wait until the Messiah comes.
Then we can ask him i f this is his first
coming or hls second. Each of us could look
forward to a final confirmation. A friend,
Zalman Schachter, taught me that perhaps
I was a bit too narrow in my trust in God
with this conception. He wrote a short story
in which the Messiah comes at the end of
days . Jews and Christians march out to get!et
him and establish his reign. Finally they
ask if this is bis first or second coming.
To which the Messiah smiles and replies,
"no camnent" •••• Perhaps we will then truly
realize that it was worth 1 t all alo... for the
kind of life we lived along the way. ?J
have often thought

The obligation of the Christian teacher is to make clear to the
student the continuing validity of Judaism as a religion and its important contributions to mankind, to show him that the old stereotypesabout
the total absorption of Judai811l by Christianity are wholly

unw~anted.

At the same time the teacher must frankly admit to the student that it
may take Christian theologians quite some time to work out a new positive
statement on the interrelAtionship of the two faith-communities, since

Christianity has for so long a time defined itself in terms of the
culmination of Judaism.
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